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SPINY LOBSTERS-- IDENTIFICATION, WORLD 

DISTRIBUTION, AND U.S. TRADE 

aS 
“av “av By Fenner A. Chace, ur. and William H. Dumont 

INTRODUCTION 

The recent phenomenal increase in the commercial exploitation of spiny lob— 
sters or rock lobsters in many parts of the world, particularly since the war, is 
reflected in the number of inquiries on the subject received by museum and fish— 
eries specialists from importers, consumers, and fishermen, This brief survey of 
the species of spiny lobsters, their distribution and exploitation, is offered 

with the hope that it may answer some of the prevalent questions. 

It is also hoped that information on the morphology and distribution of these 
crustaceans, received from those working with extensive series of freshand frozen 
specimens, may appreciably increase the very incomplete data now available. The 
problem of shipping from all parts of the world and storing in museum collections 
specimens as large as adult spiny lobsters has curtailed the sutdy of these forms 
to such an extent in the past that we know altogether too little of the variation, 
interrelation, and geographic distribution of many of the species, The names here— 

in assigned to several of the species are therefore far from firmly fixed, and 
they may have to be replaced by others when additional data are available. The 
species from both sides of the North and South Atlantic are much better known 
than those from the Indo-Pacific region. Even the number of forms now recognized 
from the Indian and Pacific Oceans will probably have to be increased or decreased 
on the basis of information which will some day be accessible. 

BIOLOGY OF THE SPINY LOBSTER 

STRUCTURE AND RELATIONSHIP: The spiny lobsters belong to that grovp of Crus— 
tacea known as the Decapoda; these ten-legged forms include most of the larger 
shelled arthropods familiar to fishermen: shrimps, lobsters, crabs and hermit 

crabs. Spiny lobsters are characterized by a large, inflated, and often spiny 
carapace or head shield covering the forward part of the body; a pair of stiff, 
thorny antennae or feelers extending from the head region; five pairs of walking 
legs; and a powerful abdomen, or tail, terminating in a flexible and somewhat 
leathery tail fan. They are readily distinguished fromthe true lobsters and fresh- 
water crayfish by the absence of the large crushing claws characteristic of those 
animals as well as by the flexible rather than stiff tail fan. Whereas in the true 
lobsters the claws yield a considerable part of the edible flesh, the chief por— 
tion of the spiny lobster that is usually eaten is the muscular tail, and it is 
only this part of the animal that is normally seen by the distributor and consumer 
(Figure 1). 
* Curator of Marine Invertebrates, United States National Museum, 

4% Chief, Market News Section, Branch of Commercial Fisheries, Fish and Wildlife Service. 
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SEX: The sexes of entire spiny lobsters can be distinguished easily by the 
form of the fifth or last walking leg. In the males, this leg ends in a single 
simple claw like those in front of it; in the female, on the other hand, it ter— 

minates in a pair of 
pincers which are used 
in caring for the eggs 
attached to the under 
surface of the tail. 
When the tail alone is 
available, the sexes 
can still be separated 
with little difficulty. 
In the males, the swim— 
ming legs on the under 
surface of the tail end 
ina single leaf-like 
joint. In thefemales, 

these legs end in two 
branches, both of those 

on the first pair being 
leaf-like, while the 
inner branchon the fol— 
lowing legs is a rod= 
like joint to which the 
eggs are attached in 
berried specimens. In-— 
asmuch as males are us— 
ually larger than fe-= 

males, the former are 
likely to be more abundant in catches; fishermen usually prefer to fish those areas 
where the larger males are most common. 

FIGURE | - SPINY LOBSTER (PANULIRUS ARGUS) 

GROWTH, SIZE, AND AGE: The young spiny lobster goes through a series of pecu- 

liar larval stages before it settles to the bottom in its final form. The most 
peculiar and characteristic of these stages is the so-called phyllosoma stage. At 
this stage the young spiny lobster has the form of an extremely thin, flat, roughly 
circular, transparent disc somewhat more than an inch in dismeter with eyes and 
legs protruding from the margins. After being carried about by currents near the 
sea surface, the young lobster undergoes a couple of moults and finally emerges 

on the ocean floor as a very small replica of its adult form. From this stage on, 
the spiny lobster grows by slow stages, shedding the shell and growing a slightly 

larger one periodically. There is little reliable information on the age of the 
various species at marketable size, and it is obvious that the rate of growth will 
vary somewhat with the food supply and the temperature of the water. From the 

Meager data available, it is probable that females reach sexual maturity at a 

total length of four or five inches and an age of about three years, while males 
are not sexually mature until they are about nine inches long and correspondingly 

older. It is not improbable, therefore, that marketable specimens are upwards of 
five years old. 

FOOD: Spiny lobsters are omniverous feeders, eating practically any animal 
food they can find or capture and even occasionally ingesting seaweeds. Their 

normal food probably includes marine worms, mollusks, smaller erustaceans, and 
dead and dying organisms of all kinds. Although they are scavengers to a degree, 
experiments have shown that they prefer fresh to putrid food; traps baited with 

decaying meat or fish have sometimes been less effective than unbaited ones. 
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DISTRIBUTION: The various species of spiny lobsters are found throughout 
the tropical and subtripical seas of the world, as well as in certain temperate 
regions (Figure 2). It should not be assumed that they will be encountered in all 
parts of the shaded areas shown on the accompanying chart, but it is probable 

Se 

Agsngn : 
7S 

FIGURE 2 - THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPINY LOBSTERS (PALINURIDAE) 

that they occur along most coasts in that zone wherever food is available and 
rocks or reefs are present to form suitable retreats. Although the adult spiny 

lobsters may migrate from place to place to a certain extent--sometimes covering 
considerable distances in a short time—their widespread distribution is largely 
accounted for by the dispersal of the pelagic larvae by ocean currents. Most of 
the species occur in tropical seas, but it is interesting to note that the form 
which is confined to the temperate regions of the southern hemisphere, Jasus 
lalandei lalandei (together with the subspecies J. lalandei frontalis), is the 
one that has formed the basis for much of the commercial exploitation up to the 
present time; it supports extensive fisheries in South Africa, South Australia, 

New Zealand, and Juan Fernandez. It is very possible that the increased demand 
for lobster tails will result in the early development of fisheries in areas not 
now fished commercially. 

WORLD PRODUCTION 

The known species of spiny lobster which are now of economic importance through— 
out the world are listed in Table 1. Besides the geographic distribution, the 
Scientific and common names and importance in commercial trade is indicated. 

Data on production of spiny lobsters for many countries where they are used 
as food are not available as the catch figures for these crustaceans are not shown 



Geographic Reg ion | 

United States: 
Atlantic coast 

Facific coast 

West Indies and 
Bahamas 

Mexico and Central 
America (Pacific 
coast 

Juan Fernandez 
(off coast of 
Chile) 

Europe and North 
africa 

COMMERCIAL 

_Table 1- Spiny Lobsters (Pelinuridae) of Economic del 

piay Lobster; Craw- 

fish; Sea Crawfish; 
etc, 

FISHERIES REVIEW Yol 

Distribution 

Bermudas, Bahamas, 
West Indies, and 
Atlantic and Gulf 
coasts of Americas 
from Florida to 
Rio de Janeiro 

iD mand greatly ex- 
ceeds supply. 

Lobster; Spiny 

Lobster 
Panulirus inter- 
ruptus (Randall) 

Monterey Bay, Cali- |Demand exceeds supply. 
fornia, to Gulf of 

Tehuantepec, 
Langosta (Cuba, irus aan See above. Exported extensively 

from Cuba, 

Panulirus laevicaudg 
(Latreille 

Cuba to Rio de 
Janeiro, 

Not common enough to 
be of much commercial 
importance in this 
area 

Panulirus inter 
Fup tas “Tuptas (Raniall) 

Probably exported from 
Lower California and 
other parts of Mexico 

See above, 

Lower California to 
Panama; Hawaiian 
Islands. 

Has been exported from 
Mexico for many yeurs. 

Sse above. some importance but 
probably less abundant 
in this area than P. 
laevicauda, 

Latreille 

Jasus lalandei 
frontalis (H. 

Edwards) 

Langosta. 
Holt 

Palinurus elephas 
(Fabricius) 

Langouste \(Conti- 
nental Europe); 
Kreeft (Holl and); 
Thorny Lobster, 
Spiny Lobster, 
Rock Lobster, Red 
Crab, Crawfish, 
Long Oyster 
(British Isles). 

est of the three species 
canes gions the Braz- 

Tristan da Cunha; cont extensively; and 
St. Paul Is.; 

Tasmania; New 

Zealand; Juan 
Fernandez. 

exported to the main- 
land, particularly to 
Buenos Aires where it 
commands high prices. 

Mediterranean and 
Atlantic coasts of 

Europe and Africa 
from the Orlmsys 
and Hebrides to 

Cape Bojador, West 
Africa, 

Forms a more or less im f 
portant fishery through- 
out its range, but it is 
probably not exported tc 
any great extent and is 
shivped alive to neigh- 
boring markets from live 
cars, in which the spiny 
lobsters may be kent for 

two or three months. 
West and South 
Africa 

Indo-Pacific Panulirus javoniaus |Spiny Lobster East Africa to Japan; 
Region (Von Siebold) (Japanese authors), | Polynesia. f 

anulirus fauritius and India; 

(Herbst) Malay Archipelago; 

Indochina; Japan; 

Polynesia, 
anulirus ornatus - Red Sea and South 

(Fabricius) Africa to Formosa 

and Polynesia. 

Australia Jasus lalandei 35 See above 
Talandei ilne 
Edwaris 

Jasus verreauxii Syiney Crawfish, New South Wales; 
(H. Milne flne Edwards) j Tasmania; New 

; Zealand, 

Tasmania and New |Jasus lalandei Crayfish. See above, 
Zealand frontalis (H. 1 

Milne Edwards ‘ 

“|Jasus lalandei Cape Crawfish, Cray- 
fish; Crawfish; 

Kreef; Kreeft. 

Talandei lilne 
Edwards) 

Cape Cross, West 
Africa, to Alzoa 
Bay, South Africa; 
southeast Australia 
from Pt, Stephen, 
New South Wales, to 
Reevesby Is., South 
Australia, 

the vicinity of Capetom, 
as well as at two large 
canneries at Houtbay and 
Hoetgesbay in Sandanah 
Bay. Exported both 
canned and frozen to 

Panulirus rissonii oyal Langouste 
(De smare st (France) 

Western Mediterrane- 
an; west coast of 
Africa from Cape 
Barbas to Mossamedeg 
and Praya Amelia, 
Angola; Cape Verde 
Islands, 

Caught by French boats 
and brought into French 
markets where it is well 
known and esteemed de- 
spite attempted boycott. 

This species does not 
seem to attain a large 
size, but it is used by 
the Japanese in preserve 
as well as fresh; it is 

of considerable commer- 
cial importance along th 
southeast coasts of the 
main islands of Japan. 

This species seems to be 
the only one of commer- 
cial importance in the 
Calcutta area 

Said to be very common on 
the coast of Madagascar, 
where it is sold to Euro- 
peans but never eaten by 
the natives 

Exported in large quanti 
to the United States, 

“fhe common form in the 
markets of Sydney; it is 
shipped alive to other 
Australian cities 

5 IA Koos 

though very dis- 
linet at the limits 
of its range, from 
the South African 
and Australian 
form, J. lalandei 
lalandei, it is not 
yet certain that 
this form is a valid 
subspecies 
ormerly known as 
Palinurus i vulgaris 

(Istreille), 

Very common and forming 
an important fishery in 

ormerly known as 
Panulirus regius 

(Brito Ca; (Brito Copel). 

requently referred 
to as Panulirus 
fasciatus (Fabri- 

ormerly referred to 
as Palinurus higelii 
(Heller). 

Caught in considerable 
numbers in New Zealand 
and exported in some 
quantity to the United 
States. 

ee above, 
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separately. Some idea of the production is possible, however, from the exports 
for some of those countries. While Table 2 is based on data from the FAO Yearbook 
of Fisheries Statistics, 1947, as well as consular reports of the State Department, 
it does not necessarily show the potential production for many countries which 
have not yet developed the fishery for these crustaceans. It will be noted that 
no production data are shown for any country in South America, although there are 

several species in the waters bordering part of this continent (Figure 2D) « 

TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES 

The trade in spiny lobsters in the United States is based mainly on imports, 
Since the domestic production of this species has been for several years, not more 

than 1,000,000 pounds (Table 3). 

Before the war, the Union of | 

South Africa, Mexico, Cuba, and North and Central America: 

the Bahamas were the only ship— United States: 
pers of fresh and frozen "lob= Atlantic Coast .......cccece 
sters" (spiny lobster). The im- Pacific Coast ...........06 
ports reached a maximum of 5.6 Mexico eSeoreseresececvccvece 

million pounds in 1941. By 1945, Guatemala eose.sessssereeeees 
this dropped to around 3.3 million Bienes Seeman 
pounds. Starting with 1946, im~ Baiscas Tes Verid 5 ae nee a 
ports increased so that over Europe: 

6,000,000 pounds were shipped to France mee scten cae totaec ten 
this country during 1946 and 1947 Tretandl so occ wen seco ae se we 
and 7,755,000 pounds in 1948. Portugal eatccrsseeeoecesoese 

Besides the four principal prewar SPAin orsers-ceecescccceneve 
sources, imports have been re— United Kingdom ».....2-.-+00. 
ceived from nine other countries. 

Africa: 
Algeria CPceeeceveceosesoogcs 

Australia, within the past year, BrigMordccoves.socccceeeocres 
has entered the export market with nie Leupeleratcteloleleleisieelelateieinis elets 

frozen spiny lobster tails and Union of So. Africa 
isnowin fourth position as ship— and Southwest Africa ....00. 
per to this country. The large Mauritius Corvescovecccsoscege 50,400 

3 Australia © 0000cCcescesecooeece 4 5 7,000 proportion of the imports of frozen | Ney Zealand ............ 1,985,700 
spiny lobster tailshas been from | Japan .....0..s.0ss.ssssss00., (1946 | 4,850,000 
South Africa and Australia, with Production limited by Union of South Africa to 
some from Cuba and the Bahamas, 6,000,000 gon ae Selene a eee 

: ak or export. s ise en - 
Whole spiny lobsters—live, boil TSeR NE ea ta artae i vatereee I oesiaee 
ed, and iced—-are imported from sumption is around 2 million lbs., while the 
nearby islands and countries. production in Southwest Africa is estimated to 
The import data do not separate be around 5 million lbs, 
the tails from whole spiny lob= 
sters, However, it is known that all the imports from the Union of South Africa, 

Australia, and New Zealand are tails. As the tail represents about one-third of 
the live animal, the imports from these three countries, although only 40 percent 
of the total import weight, represent nearly 10,000,000 pounds of live spiny lob— 
sters, or over two times the combined imports from all the countries ofthe western 

hemisphere. 

The South African tails are generally individually wrapped in cellophane 
before freezing. After grading into sizes, they are packed in flat slat boxes, 

holding 20 pounds each. The sizes are: 4-pound to 2 pound; #-pound to 1=pound; 

and over l—pound. 
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The shipment of fresh, frozen, and cooked spiny lobsters from Mexico, Cuba, 
and the Bahamas is dependent on the legal seasons in those countries. The large 

proportion of the im- 

3 ports fromMexico are 
fable 3 = U. S. Imports iit (Wtiske Saasemeangey iG Spiny Lobsters aiseued aaeine lathe 

rc m al 7 An months of November 
to March (Table 4). 
The season for the 

Bahamas runs from 
October to March, 
while Cuba's shipping 
period is longer-— 

Nicarauga cecscsccscece 
Bahamas Poeeceeoerovcee 

Cubawctisicieicisieleisleieieisiciciels 
Kerker hone MMA aS ue July to December with 
Leeward Islands ......0 13 ‘i smaller amounts com= 
Curacao crcccccccccccce - ing in during January, 
Fr. W. Indies ..... ce. 5 February, and March. 

4 a Shipments of frozen 

Union of So, Africa ... | 2,657,178] 2 2,564,345| 4 spiny lobster tails 
fromSouth Africa may 
be msde throughout 

the year. The bulk of the shipments were made from December to May in 1947, but 
in 1948, there was no outstanding month. 

Motal ....-..-e0++| 13 755,4931 0,314, 20110, 047,080 | 3,345,050 

In prewar years, over 400,000 pounds of canned spiny lobster meat from Cuba, 

Union of South Africa, and the British West Indies were imported into the United 

Spiny Lobster_ Tails (From a _Countries 

ee a per — 

lawicore aoe coe 

Br, Honduras ... 

Bahamas ..ccccce 

Cabs, e@eeooeeceece 

New Zealand .... 

Australia ...... 
Union of So, 
Africave silence 

Note: Honduras, Nicarauga, Jamaica, and Leeward Islands were not included in the index since 
their shipments were insignificant, 

States. During 1945 and 1946, Cuba was the only shipper and exported to the United 
States over 450,000 pounds of canned meat. The imports dropped drastically in 
1947 when only 136,509 
pounds of spiny lobster 
meat entered this coun—- 

try. However, imports 
for 1948 were over two 

times the 1945 imports 
and amounted to 1,037,710 
pounds, with South Africa 

again assuming the posi- 037, 10 | 136, 509 [461 535 1 459,375 
tion of the leading 

country. Small quantities were shipped from New Zealand, Guatemala, and China 

(Table Nia 

New Zealand @creec®cocaeece 

Union of So, Africa ....0- 
China e@eeetseofaesee0002008 

Total eve seer eeseoos 
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Since the tail of the spiny lobster (Figure 1) is often the only part seen 
in the wholesale and retail markets in many sections of the United States, a key 
to identify the tails has been worked up. 

IDENTIFICATION OF SPINY TAILS 

The following tentative key to the identification of spiny lobster tails may 
be of assistance to the commercial fishing industry in determining the area from 
which a particular shipment of fresh or frozen tails was exported. Inasmuch as it 
is subject to the errors and limitations mentioned above in the introductory re- 
marks, the key should be used with some caution. 

Included in this key are all the species of spiny lobsters usually recognized 
today, with the exception of those of the genus Puerulus; the identification of 
the latter from tails alone is impractical, and the four known forms are not suf- 

ficiently common to be of commercial importance. Most of the species covered here 
will never be encountered in commercial catches because of their rarity. They 
are included only because one or two of these scarce forms might appear in a ship- 

ment and give a clue to the original locality not provided by the predominant 
species. For instance, there is no simple way of distinguishing a shipment of 
Jasus lalandei lalandei from South Africa from a lot of the same form from Austra— 

lia. If, however, a tail of Panulirus homarus (a South African species) or of 
Jasus verreauxii (an Australian form) happened to be included, the exporting country 
could be determined with some assurance. 

For the benefit of those unfamiliar with taxonomic keys of this kind, the 
following remarks are offeréd. It will be seen that the key is composed of num— 
bered couplets of more or less contradictory statements. To identify a particular 
spiny lobster tail, cne begins with the first couplet and selects the statement 
which describes the specimen at hand. Proceed to the couplet number indicated at 
the endof the appropriate statement and continue in the same manner until a species 

name is reached. The numbers in parentheses indicate the previous couplet used 
in each case so that, when it is obvious that the wrong choice has been made at 
Some point, steps can be retraced to the questionable couplet without starting 
at the beginning once more. 

The authors are well aware of the presence of errors and deficiencies in this 
key. Changes suggested by those using it will be gratefully received. Suck cor— 
rections and additions, based on the examination of much more material than can 
be accommodated in even the larger museum collections, can materially advance our 
meager knowledge of the systematic relationship and distribution of spiny lobsters. 

TENTATIVE KEY TO THE TAILS OF SPINY LOBSTERS (PALINUR! DAE) 

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE GENUS PUERULUS. 

Species marked (+) are Imown to be of commercial importance (see Table 1h) 

Species marked (+) are probably of some commercial importance because of their 
size and abundance, although definite confirmation is lacking, 

Species marked (#) are probably of no commercial importance because of their 
small size or rarity. 

16 One or more transverse grooves on each of first five segments ....ccsccccccccsce 2c 

No transverse grooves on any segments (Fig, 7a) cecccccccecccceccccccccececces LO. 

I/Identification of this species from the tails alone is impractical, 
» 
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3 (2). 

4 (3). 

5 (4). 

6 (5). 

7 (6). 

8 (6). 
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Four transverse grooves on second to fifth segments (Fig, 3a), Each segment 
produced on each side into one well-developed tooth and, behind it, a shorter 
one which may have a few very small teeth or denticles on the hind margin 
(Fig. 3b). Color, brick red with yellowish stripes and dots ......0.e00¢ 
ccccccoccscccccscscceesesse Justitia longimana longimana (H, Milne Edwards) # 

(West Indies 
OO OO i I) Justitia longimens mauritiana (Miers # 

itios 

Not more than one or two transverse grooves on second to fifth segments ... 3. 

wo transverse grooves on second to fifth segments, forward groove of each 
segment continuous from side to side, the hind one interrupted in the 
middle, Each segment produced on each side into two curved teeth, the 
forward one being the larger. Color, reddish to yellowish-brown .....-.6 
SO Oe er en re Palinustus truncatus (B. Milne Edwards # 

(West Indies 
000 SOSS00SS7H02 FHL 02GCHAOLOTOOEAGCHRSCHORD Palinustus mnossambicus (Barnard ¢ 

(Portuguese Bast Africa and Sulu Sea) 
& 

Only one transverse groove on each of first five segments (Fig. 4)......... 4. 

Each segment provided on each side with three nearly equal teeth and one 
or two smaller ones behind then (Fig. 4b). A lengthwise ridge at middle 
of each segment (Fig. 4a). ‘Transverse grooves on first to third segments 
continuous from side to side, those on the other segments interrupted by 
the ridge. Color, yellowish with brick-red tint on the upper surface ... 
COO OGOC OLEH TEC T9LOEEEOEOET HOLDS 2EEEOSI208 Linuparus trigoms (von Siebola) # 

Jepan, Formosa) 

Each segment produced on each side into not more than two principal teeth, 
often with much smaller teeth or denticles behind them .........cccccoccee De 

Each segment produced on each side into two principal unequal teeth 
Fig. 5b © 00 2SSCOLHSODOOS 102070008000 0000 0080899000008 90088S0 00000000006 6. 

Each segment produced on each side into one principal tooth, behind which 
the margin of the segment is rounded and often provided with several 
much smaller teeth or denticles (Fig. 7b) clelninie(ovleleielae(oeivleicleleisieicielcicisioisielsieiee Oe 

Upper surface more or less covered with prominent scale-like ornamen- 
tations (Fig. 5a). Color) reddi sh~brown) <c/ecciecieicelseiioce ciel cieeicicisicicierleets ie 

Upper surface largely smooth, without scale-like ornamentation ......ccccee Ge 

Scale-like ornamentation covering nearly all of upper surface except 
in the transverse grooves COSSHEHHSOLTACLHOHCHLETOLCHS HOC SHHOSCHOTRZOSHLOOHGHEOBSA99 

SOSCHHTOHCLHSCHLOLOSHDELOSe200900 Jasus lalandei lalandei (H, Milne Edwards) * 

(Cape Cross (West Africa) to Algoa Bay (South Africa) and southeast coast 
of Australia from Pt. Stephen thew South Wales) to Reevesby Is. (South 

° Australia)) 

Broad, smooth regions devoid of scale-like ornamentation along forward and 
Ge margins of each segment and on entire forward half of first segment 
Fig. 5 POST SCHHSSOSSHTHCHCHTOVHSC SCHOO HTHGOCOROOHETESCHLOCHEOLOEOSEEOCOCOOEs COOCS 

Seocececccsocavecececcecevccce Uasus lalandei frontalis (FR. Milne Edwards) * 

(Juan aie cae New Zealand, Tasmania, St, Paul Is., and Tristan da 
Cunha, 2 

Color reddish or plum-colored with a broad yellow transverse band on each 
segment in the region of the transverse groove ....ccccccosccccecccceoccce 
ccccecccceceveccesevesceece PEMLIruUS japonicus marginatus (Quoy & Gaimard) 

oe Hawaiian Islands) 
Upper surface without stripes, usually spotted, occasionally plain ...cece.. 9 
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FIGURE 3 

(A) 

JUSTITIA LONGIMANAS 

FIGURE 4 

LINUPARUS TRIGONUS 

FIGURE 5 

(A) 

JASUS LALANDE| FRONTALIS 

FIGURE 6 

(a) 

PANULIRUS ARGUS 

FIGURE 7 

PANULIRUS |NFLATUS 
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9 (8). A pair of large yellow spots bordered by dark color on second and sixth 
segments, and similar but much smaller spots on third to fifth segments 
Fig. 1 and 6) elelelcleioielelelelclelslereloleleiciclelalcleleielsicieiom ert scrts argus (Latreille) * 

Bermudas, Bahamas, West Indies, and Atlantic and Gulf coasts of America 

from Florida to Rio de aneire) 

Upper surface covered with many small yellow or whitish spots, (rarely 
plain colored or marbled with yellow or white in P, japonicus) .......00% 
Se lOO OCHOHOCOHOCHHOOHGOHHOHHOOHTSLALF2OLODOLE29O Panulirus guttatus (Latreille) Tt 

Panulirus echinatus(Smith)is probably this species.) 
Bermdas and Atlantic coast of America from Florida to Brazil and St. 
Paul's Rocks) Sa Cae 

eo eSeOoor ae Oe BeOS OCeeeeevaceorore20000008 irus japonicus (von e0o. 

Tesctuitsica toplaran ppolyasels 
Seeclooos OHO SHTOFETOCE SCE OBORPO FB DSOSOLOD®E Panulirus penicillatus (Olivier t 

(East Africa and Red Sea to Korea, Polynesia, Hawaiian and Galapagos Is.) 

10 (5). ‘Transverse grooves with uneven margins, continuous from side to side or 
very indistinctly interrupted C0 SCOOSTCOLLOTLOHDGLOH CECH OSL OODLE TOLELOBOOSO 11. 

Transverse grooves with regular margins, second to fifth segments clearly 
interrupted in the middle COPS LEC OH OLCHL OOH CHOOT EDOOLODD FOTO LO LOCOS LOLOLO® 25 

11 (10). Transverse grooves indistinctly interrupted. Color, olive-green with fine 
yellow dots on first three segments, becoming larger on last three; dots 
not forming lines near hind margins of segments; yellow spot on each side 
Ofseachsepment) cic\ciciciciciciclelclelsielelcieie ciolsioiolelelelcle elereleisieleleieleleleteiciotereicielatelevalciottelare 
Whagadaies Wa snawes ouceheas cou saaguauee sees oc unamalinustdaeypns (ESRC 

(Western Indian Ocean to Japan and Malay Archipelago 

Transverse grooves continuous, Color as above except that yellow dots 
are so close together near the hind margins of the first two segments 
that they form a nearly continuous line; on third and fourth segments, 
a series of lines and dots; and on last two segments, simple dots ..ccece 
Coo oo HCHO SAT LOPOOAHOOOEOLESCALOSTOLOOL2ODLELO0R Pamlirus homarus (Linnaeus) 

(Red Sea and South Africa to Japan and Polynesia) 

12 (10). Upper surface evenly colored, not spotted or striped ...ccccoceceveccocccee L3. 

Upper surface distinctly spotted or striped eS creeecOooecoeoeOseevoesccc0ce 14. 

13 (12). Transverse grooves filled with short hairs, Color, greenish-yellow .....0. 
Siolelelelelelela[e/elolclelele[elele/ Sele lelelslelelcleicleicicieieieicicicieien i ee anularus interruptus (Randall) * 

(Pacific coast of America from Monterey Bay to the Gulf of Tehuantepec) 

Transverse grooves entirely devoid of hairs. Color, brick-red ...cccevcece 
eco ccecvcec cccevec ee coccvccccccccccosccces PaLinuUrUS mauritanicus (Gruvel) # 

(Atlantic coasts of Europe and Africa from Southeast Ireland to Senegel) 

14 (12). Color somewhat variable but without bands or stripes, usually deep wine- 
red with a large white or yellow patch on each side of each segment and 
an additional spot in the middle of the sixth segment ....cccccacceccccce 
COCCHSEHCHCSCELEOSOCOC LE OCOE SOA CODESCDDCOoeOOS0 Palinurus el has (Fabricius) * 

(Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts of Europe and Africa from the Orlmays 
and Hebrides to Cape Bojador, West Nees) 

Upper surface with white or yellow bands or stripes cosocscccccccccccccccce 15. 

15 (14). Color, bluish-green; toward hind margin of each segment is a transverse 
yellowish band, limited in front and back by bands of Prussian blue; a4 
very distinct yellow patch on sides of second, third, and fourth seg- 
ments, Transverse grooves very shallow... Panulirus rissonii (Desmarest) * 
(Western Mediterranean, west coast of Africa from Cape Barbas to Mossamedes 
and Praya Amelia, and Cape Verde Is,) 
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16 (1). 

17(16). 

18(17). 

19(18). 

20(18), 

21(20). 
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Color, orange or pinkish with transverse stripes of yellowish-white ..... 
eesetetcesaceccins der estes naralinuras silciristt gilenristt (Stebbing} # 

alse Bay to Algoa Bay, South Africa 
Be eee ee cee ce nedeseeee re oeeeal Duarmuseps ichriieti del “ania ¢ 

lagoa Bay, Portuguese East Africa 
gcecccccccsccccccoccscececces Palimurus gilchristi natalensis (Barnard) # 
(Natal coast of Africa from Umkomaas River to Tugela River, and off 
Delagoa Bay) 

All segments without side teeth, nearly rectangular onsen a0) oan earl 
Ccevelceeessecerersoeeesee Palinurellus gundlachi lachi (von Martens ¥ 

Cuba and Barbados 
esececencccccececccoesscceess Palinurellus gundlachi wieneckei (de Man) # 

Mauritius and Sumatra, 

Each of second and third segments, at least, produced on each side into 
ons principal tooth, behind which the margin of the segment is rounded 
and usually provided with a few mich smaller teeth or denticles (Fig. To) 17. 

Upper surface of segments bearing scattered pimple-like elevations, 
Color, greenish ...cscceccecccececee Jasus verreauxii (H, Milne ae * 

(New South Wales, Tasmania, and New Zealand 

Upper surface without pimple-like elevations CocvrOertecSeeecersSeooseesoons 18, 

Yellow color on dorsal surface restricted to spots or marbling, no 

sharply defined transverse bands of yellow Coreeelroecoe®coesssose00ere 19. 

A distinct yellow or whitish transverse band near hind margins of first, 
second, and third segments COCCCEOHTLCOTSLO HES EE LOOSOSOO DEO LOCOADEEEERS 2. 

Color, greenish with patches of blue and yellow .c.cccccccccccccccsccccce 
eros cccccesescsccccsccoseccsccccceccecvecs Pamlirus ornatus (Fabricius) * 

(Red Sea and South Africa to Formosa and Polynesia) 

First three segments greenish on forward part, dirty red on hind part, and 
provided with a line of yellow dots very near hind margin; yellow spots 
on sides of segments. Last three segments dull green with a broad deep 
fed band on hind part, also with yellow dots Coe eooece®oceoeesoveesenee 

occ vececccccvceccoeccccccsccccccscces Framilirus laevicanda (Latreille) * 

(Cuba and Atlantic coast of South America from French Guiana to Brazil) 

Color, indigo-blue with a fine transverse line near hind margins of each 
of first three segments. last three segments without a transverse line, 
but with quite strong and regularly placed yellow spots (Fig. 7) .....- 
Seeeccceceosseccesccescecesecccccevcccoese Fanulirus inflatus (Bouvier % 

(Pacific coasts of Lower California and Panama, and Hawaiian Is.) 

Color, greenish with transverse yellow stripes on all segments .cc.ceeo.c.. Zl. 

Transverse yellow stripes bounded by blue on either side ..ccccccoccccece 

ee vreeacoeccevccscssosccccccocccccceess Fanvlirus versicolor Geeeilie) i 
(East Africa to Japan and Polynesia 

Transverse yellow stripes not bounded by blue ....cccccccccccoccccccccece 

SoCOCHS CeO TOO OLE OOD SOE SROESSELODSESHDeCObe Panulirus polyphagus (Herbst) * 

(Mauritius, coasts of India from Paluchisten to Singapore, Malay 
Archipelago, Indo-China, Japan, and Polynesia) 
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VITAMIN A AND D POTENCIES OF THE LIVER OIL OF 
PACIFIC COD 

(GADUS MACROGEPHALUS) 

By F.B.Sanford* and H.W. Nilson* 

ABSTRACT 

Incidental to the observations on the king crab by the Alaska King 
Carb Investigation in 1941, a number of cod livers were taken for oil 
and vitamin analyses, As the season advanced from May to August, the 
oil content of thes livers increased while the vitamin A potency of the 
liver oil decreased, During the early part of the season, the increase 
in oil content was faster than the increase in vitamin A content, Dur- 
ing July and early August, the change in vitamin A potency of the oil 
wes not great. The average for the entire catch was 1.29 million units 
of vitamin A per pound of liver, 

Limited data on small samples of male and female cod livers taken 
from fish 30 to 33 inches in length on July 1947 are given, 

fhe vitamin D potency of the composite liver oil was 200 U.S.P. 
units per gram of oil. 

INTRODUCTION 
it// 

Incidental to the observations on king crab bythe Alaska Crab Investigation— 
in 1941, amumber of samples of cod liverswere taken for oil and vitamin A analyses. 
These livers were of particular interest, because, at that time, none was being 
processed, AS a consequence, many tons were discarded at sea as a waste byproduct 
of the cod fishery. The results of the analyses indicated that Pacific cod livers 
are a marginal source of vitamin A which might be utilized ata profit under favor-— 

able market conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Mechanics of Sample Preparation 

By 1947, the price of vitamin A was high enough to warrant saving the livers. 
A large quantity was brought to Seattle for processing, and the laboratory staff 
was fortunate in being able to core-sample a substantial proportion of them. The 
livers sampled were frozen in > 67 ten cans, and the cores were taken by means 
of an electrically-driven drill. Two cores were taken from each can. They 

were then combined and mechanically mixed until homogeneous. A quart of this ma— 

terial constituted the sample. 

At the laboratory, the liver material was further comminuted by means of a 

Waring-type blender. The oil and vitamin A were then extracted by means of the 

*Chemists, Fishery Technological laboratories, Seattle, Wash,, and College Park, Md., re- 
spectively, Branch of Commercial Fisheries, 
or of - Alaska Crab Investigation," Fishery Market News, Vol. 4, No. 5a (May 1942- 

ement). 

2/Sanford, F, B.; Bucher, G, C., "Drill Sampling Devices for Fish Livers," Industrial and 
Engineering Chemistry, Analytical Edition,Vol. 18, No. 4, (April 1946), pp. 2-271. 
Also Fishery Market News, Vol, 6, No. 11, (November 19443, pp, 6-11; and Fishery Leaflet 
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shaking mat howecy Ethyl ether was used as a solvent instead of the petroleum 

ether directed by the method. 

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Results of the analyses are given in Table 1.. Since the samples were large, 
the results can be considered representative—at least for the year 1947. As the 

Table 1 - Data for Cod Livers Taken During 1947 _ 

Identificaticn 
of 3 A Potency 

: ivers Oil j a “E Value Ratios) —«— 
From Which | Concentration of Liver Oil 

Fishing Area Fishing | Samples in Vit. A Eatery [EO 
(Alasken waters Period Were Taken Livers of Liver oe | EAS | E | $3 of Liver Oil 

Dates Number 

son Lagoon, 

Millions of 
. units 

5/25-6/2| 10,426 0.655 | 0.648 0 
Port Moller 

Dire [gr ze Togee oe 
|Port Heiden | etal -—2:4__}__5,590___ 0.658 10. bab 

nae La 
k, me ca, 320 , isopropanol), 

mples 

Black Hill, Nel- 

season advanced from May to August, the oil content of the livers increased while 
the vitamin A potency of the liver oil decreased. During the early part of the 
season, the increase in oil content was faster than the increase in vitamin A 
content, so that the amount of vitamin A per unit weight of liver decreased. Dur- 
ing July and early August, the change in the vitamin A potency of the oil was not 
great, and the amount of vitamin A per unit weight of liver remained almost con- 
stant. (Hence, if only a limited space is available on board ship for storing 
the livers, they should be taken during the early part of the season.) The weighted 
average for the entire catch was 1.29 million units of vitamin A per pound of 
liver, This compares closely with the average of 1.18 million units obtained for 
the year 1941. 

Small samples of livers were available from fish 30 to 33 inches in length. 

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 2. Due to the limited nature 

of these data, no conclusions can be drawn. 

Table 2 - Bata on Small Samples of Male & Female cs ibvers Taken From Fish h 30-33 Inches 
: 194 

Vit. A Potency E Vit. A Potency 
of oii Oil E 320 E Q of Livers 

The vitamin D potency was determined on a composite sample of liver oil. This 
assay was conducted in accordance with the method promulgated by the Association 

3/Anonymous, “Preliminary Procedures for the Analysis of Vitamin A in Fishery Byproducts," 
(Ma thod A), Commercial Fisheries Review, Vol. 9, No. 1, (Jamary 1947), pp. 40-41. 
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of Official Agricultural Chemists, but only 6 to 10 chicks were used in each group. 
The potency of the cod liver oil, according to this assay, was 200 U.S.P. units 
of vitamin D per gram. 

It is interesting to compare the results epbatnd by us for the Pacific cod 
with those obtained by Pugsley, Morrell, and Kelly4 for the Atlantic cod. It 
would appear that the livers of the Atlantic cod contain somewhat more oil, but 
that the vitamin A and possibly the vitamin D potencies cover roughly the same 

LEIS Co sett ele 
AfPugsley, L, I.; Morrell, C, A.; and Kelly, J. T. "A Survey of the Vitamin A and D Poten- 

cies of the Liver Oil of Atlantic Cod (Gadus morrhua ie) Canadian Journal of Research, 

Vol, 23, (July 1942), pp. 243-52. TANT RL Tue ans, 
ABSTRACT: A survey has been made of the variations and of some of the factors influencing 

the variations of the vitamins A and D potencies of the liver oil of cod landed at ports 
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and the Gaspe peninsula of Quebec. An increase in the 
vitamin A potency was paralleled by an increase in the vitamin D potency and the oil 
content of the liver increased with the percentage liver in the fish. An increase in 
the oil content of the liver and of the liver content of the fish was accompanied by a 
decrease in the concentration of vitamins A and D in the oil. The vitamin potency of 
the oil tended to decrease as the fishing season advanced from June to October and the 
oil content of the liver increased during this period. When the yield of vitamins was 
expressed per 100 gm. of fish there was no apparent seasonal change in potency indi- 
cating that the seasonal changes observed were due to dilution. A relationship was 
observed between the stages in the spawning cycle and the oil content of the liver. 
Fish classed as "steaks" (six to eight years) yielded a liver oil higher in vitamins 
A and D potencies than "market cod" (four to six years) and the liver oil of "scrod" 
(three to four years) had the lowest vitamins A and D potencies. 

BAKED LAKE TROUT 

3 or 4 pound dressed lake trout 3 slices bacon (optional) 
4 tablespoons butter or other fat, melted 14 teaspoons salt 

Clean, wash, and dry fish. Rubinside and out with salt. Place fish 
in a greased baking pan. Brush with melted fat and lay slices of bacon 
over the top. Bake in a moderate oven 350° F. for 40 to 60 minutes or 
until fish flakes easily when tested with a fork. If fish seems dry 
while baking, baste occasionally with drippings or melted fat. Serve 
immediately on a hot platter, plain or with a sauce. Serves 6. 

Other dressed fish may be used in the above recipe. 
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ee 

RESEARCH 4 fae 

Lite Be 

March 1949 

Beaufort, N. ©. 
Tests on various twines attached to wooden frames and exposed to sea water 

showed, after four months’ exposure, that the acetylated cotton twine and other 

types of net material were in good condition while the tarred samples had lost 
much of their tensile strength. 

Boston, Mass. 
After five months’ storage, the fillets cut from fish frozen in the round at 

sea were still superior on the basis of organoleptic and chemical tests to fillets 

from fish dressed and iced at sea. All the samples showed the effects of prolonged 
storage through dessication-anda gradual color loss. The samples varied consider— 

ably in the amount of drip. 

HEE 

The storage tests on the rosefish fillets series were completed after the 
fifth month's examination. The fillets from rosefish frozen in the round at sea 
were considered superior when judged from the standpoint of quality, flavor, and 

drip, to fillets from fish iced at sea. 

College Park, Md. 
Studies to determine the precision of the vitamin A bio-assay so far indicate 

that one U.S.P. unit per day per rat is too little and three units per day is too 
much, This is in accordance with previous experience when standard cod liver oil 
was used instead of vitamin A acetate. 

HEX 

After 5 months of storage, the tightly—wrapped mackerel fillets held at -10° F. 
reached the limit of their storage life. Although no "rusting" was apparent, the 
fillets darkened considerably in some instances; also, astrong fishy odor developed, 
rather than a pronounced rancid odor. The fillets held at O° F. were definitely 
unacceptable, having more of a rancid odor but also a strong fishy odor; no "ruste 
ing" was apparent. This, in general, was true also for the fillets undergoing 

one-day and three-day fluctuations in temperature between -10° F. and 0° F. 

On the basis of palatability scores, the scores for the fillets undergoing 
fluctuating temperatures between -10° F. and 0° F, fall between those for fillets 
held ataconstant temperature of -10° F. and a constant temperature of 0° F. Like~ 
wise, the scores for those fillets undergoing temperature fluctuations between 
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0° F. and 15° F. fall between the scores for fillets held at constant temperatures 
of 0° F. and 15° F. Volatile acid numbers (for showing relative freshness) have 

followed, in general, this same trend. 

It appears that fluctuating temperatures, in themselves, do not have an ap- 
preciable effect on the quality of frozen fillets. Instead, the average storage 
temperature encountered during the fluctuations would seem more likely to be the 
determining factor. 3 

wie GIy ay 

A series of fillets placed in zero storage to determine the suitability of 
a plastic dip for retarding moisture-vapor loss have shown, after one month of 
storage, that the weight loss from the plastic-dipped was substantially the same 

as the ice-glazed fillets. 

% xe 

A new series of wrapped fish have been placed in frozen storage. Pan-dressed 
striped bass were first wrapped in vegetable parchment, then dipped in water, fol- 
lowed by an overwrap of locker paper or cellophane before freezing. Another lot 
was frozen first without wrapping, then glazed and wrapped with locker paper or 
cellophane. Much time was saved in handling and wrapping by using the former method. 
Periodic tests on quality will be made over an extended storage period. This 
method of wrapping is being tried for use primarily in the locker plant or in 
home freezing, though it may have other applications. 

Ketchikan, Alaska 
The Alaska Territorial Legislature appropriated the sum of $50,000 to the 

Fisheries Experimental Commission for the biennium, 1949-1951. These funds will 

be used to continue the present work and for research on other important problems 
connected with the utilization of Alaskan fish. The work at the Ketchikan Fishery 

Products Laboratory is carried on jointly by the Alaska Fisheries Experimental 

Commission and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

ur tse us 

Results of preliminary tests at the Experimental Fur Station on the utiliza~ 
tion of salmon cannery waste indicated that the feeding of canned processed waste 
to fur-bearing animals produces a better pelt than fresh frozen waste. These 
tests, however, must be continued for several more seasons before specific find=- 

ings can be reported. 

Seattle, Wash. 
The annual Open House was held for three consecutive nights, March 14-16. 

On the first evening, there was a special showing for the members of the Puget 
Sound Section of the Institute of Food Technologists. The other two nights were 
open to the general public. Altogether, nearly 400 visitors were registered. 

= 
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ETRENDS Smt 
= AND ee 

fae DEVELOPMENTS 
Additions to the Fleet of U, S. Fishing Vessels 

Fifty-one vessels of five net tons and over received their first documents 

as fishing craft during February 1949, 2 more than January 1949 and 4 more than 

in February 1948. Washington led with 7 vessels documented during February, fol 

lowed by Texas and Virginia with 6 vessels each, During January and February 1949, 

a total of 108 vessels were documented compared with 92 during the same period in 

1948. 

vessels Obtaining Their First 2 

Pass 
GAL © as i le 

Section |___ February _| mos. ending with Feb 

New England @ ce cscsoercsscooreobeesee 

Middle Atlantic @ecescoeooeeceorceoe 

Chesapeake Bay eSceeoeescszeGeoeeeecs® 

Soath Atlantic and Gulf ...ce.ccocce 
Pacific Coast ercccccceccccccccccccce 

Great Lakes .o.cececccccveccecceccce 

Alaska PeeeSsororceseeressoSeesecses 

Hawaii SeGerSooeeeeeGeoeoeeoeesoaoeoeseoose 

ECA Procurement Authorizations for Fishery Products 
During April 1949, the Economic Cooperation Administration announced, among 

the procurement authorizations for commodities and raw materials, a total of only 
$647,000 for the purchase of fishery products. All of the month's authorizations 
were for purchases to be made in the United States and possessions. 

ok re In addition, ECA announced on April 12 the cancellation 
: ae jof an authorization for $668,000 which was to be used for 

ane mere purchase of canned fish from the United States and pos= 
FOR EUROPEAN RECOVERY ‘sessions for delivery to Greece. The cancellation was due 

SUPPLIER BY THE Fal UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ito the failure by Greece to issue import permits for this 
: |procurement o 

: | Of the total amount ($21,076,911) authorized by ECA for 
the procurement of-fishery products, only $3,860,800 will be 

‘|used for purchases in the United States and possessions. 
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Since the recovery of Western Europe's transportation system has been rapid, 
ECA announced on April 11 that it has aided in the movement of fishery products, 

“Total ECA Procurement suthorizations for Fishery Products, April 1, 1948-April 30, 1949 
Greece, Italy, Greece, Italy, 

Fish, canned U.S. & Possessions | Ireland, Belgium- | Ireland, Belgium-| 2,010,800 
Luxembourg Luxembourg 

Ttaly & Ttaly @ 
Fish, salted Newf.& Canada Fr. West Indies Fr. West Indies 52179, 000 

Canada, Iceland Denmark, Austri Denmark, Austri 
oe eet Norway, & Angola | & U.S,Dept,Army” 3,457,361 
0i1, herring U.S. Dept. Arm 1,694,000 
"seal 257,600 

Latin America ex- 
| shark liver anes & | France France 256,000 

EV 
U.S. b B 5 «| fish U.S. & Possessions Bee rai aaere & ee 487,000 

", technical fish [|U.S. US. Dept.Army | Bizone Germany _—|__100,000 : a § CESS 5 * | shale Fe Fe pons & U.S, dept, Army 
vat. A \Comnercis 
grade, for stock Netherlands Netherlands 567,000 
ee 
Grand Total Authorized © oe 02 82 se Os 00 O60 800292056008 60 988007500 00098008000000 

1/Where the recipient coun is shown as the procuring agency, the government 
pating country or its authorized agents or importers do the purchasing. 

2/Except salmon and tuna, 

and "seafood no longer is rotting on the docks and piers for lack of sufficient 
transportation." 

Federal Purchases of Fishery Products 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, February 1949: Fresh and frozen fishery products 

purchased during February 1949 by the Army Quartermaster Corps for the U. S. Army, 
Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force for military feeding amounted to 1,434,866 pounds 
valued at $478,040 compared with 931,197 pounds valued at $344,732 fer January 1949, 

and 1,237,656 pounds valued at $462,052 a year ago. Purchases for the first two 
months in 1949 totaled 2,366,063 pounds valued at $822,772 as against 2,546,795 
pounds valued at $971,726 for the corresponding period the previous year. 

ae 

Fishery Biology Notes 
AGREEMENT ON HARD CLAM INVESTIGATION: An agreement was entered into on 

April 7, by Rutgers University, which is the State University of New Jersey, and 
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the Fish and Wildlife Service, both interested in the conservation of the hard 
clam (Venus mercenaria), particilarly of the New Jersey coast. This agreement will 
make possible a thorough study of the present status and possibilities for restore 
ation of clam fishing in this State. 

NORTH CAROLINA SHRIMP AND FISHERIES RESEARCH AGREEMENT: On April 11, 1949, 
the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Institute of Fisheries Research of the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina entered into an agreement for investigations of shrimp 
in North Carolina waters; studies of the distribution and abundance of larval and 

post=-larval shrimp in the sounds, inlets, and coastal North Carolina waters; and 
the formulation of plans for future research on shrimp. 

Also, on April 21, 1949, the Service and the Institute of Fisheries Research 
entered into an additional agreement for a cooperative investigation of the ocean= 
ographic conditions and the kinds, abundance, and distribution of fish and in- 
vertebrates in the coastal waters of North Carolina. 

PROGRESS ON CLAM RESEARCH PROGRAM: The Clam Investigation authorized by the 
80th Congress has developed its plans for the research program on hard= and soft— 
shell clams, This summer, the headquarters for this Investigation will be moved 

- : wees -- fromWoods Hole, Massachusetts, 

| to the lobster hatchery near 
~' Boothbay Harbor, Maine. The 

Investigation has three bio= 
logists at Boothbay Harbor 
studying management problems 

of the soft-clam fishery. In 
addition, experimental soft 
clam farming in some of the 
bays near Boothbay Harbor is 

planned. 

Another three-man unit is 
located at Newburyport, Mass— 

achusetts, where the largest 
commercial clam fishery of 
Massachusetts was formerly 
located. This group is work- 
ing primarily on commercial 
farming of soft clams. 

INE DIGGERS GATHER SEED CLAMS FOR A RE-SEEDING PROJECT. 
Hard-shell oor quahaug 

clam studies for the northern 

area are centered at Wickford, 

Rhode Island, where two biologists are setting up an experiment to determine the 
relative effects of tonging versus power dredging. In Rhode Island, studies of 
management methods will be conducted, and an experimental quahaug farm is planned. 
Although private clam farming is not legal at the present time in this State, it 

is hoped that methods can be developed which will apply in other areas. 

Part of the appropriation has been allocated for the study of artificial 
propagation of hard- and soft—shell clams at the Service Laboratory in Milford, 
Connecticut. At the same time, the other units of the Investigation will attempt 
to develop methods of obtaining seed clams from natural reproduction. 
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Two graduate student fellowships at Rutgers University in New Jersey have 
been established to carry on work on certain phases of quahaug research. One of 
the men will concentrate on the development of cultching methods for obtaining 
seed quahaugs; the other man will make observations on the types of plankton which 
the quahaugs use as food in New Jersey waters. 

During the next fiscal year a research unit somewhere along the southern 
coast will be established. The actual site of this investigation has not been 
chosen, but it may be that the unit will be located at the Service Laboratory 
at Beaufort, North Carolina. 

Eventually quahaug farmingmay increase the clam productionin southern states, 

but even at the present time the difficulty seems to be in the development of 

marketing and fishing methods more than in a scarcity of clams. 

REESTABLISHING ATLANTIC SALMON IN THE ST. CROIX RIVER: At a meeting held 
at St. Andrews, New Brunswick, on April 12, the Chief of the Service's Section of 
Anadromous Wicheries: the Chief of the Senvicets Atlantic Salmon Investigations, 
and officials of the State of Maine, discussed with Canadian fishery administrators 
and biologists the problem of reestablishing runs of Atlantic salmon in the St, 
Croix River. They mutually agreed that a physical and biological survey of the 
river would be necessary before steps for remedial measures were taken. These 
measures would include, primarily, provision of fishways at three dams on the 

St. Croix River, and stocking of stretches of the river above these dams with 
young Atlantic salmon. Accomplishment of these measures would be dependent upon 

the findings of the survey, which would show whether or not it would be economically 
and biologically feasible to reestablish the runs. 

The surveys will be carried out during the summer of 1949 and another meeting 
will be held in the fall for the purpose of reporting findings and discussing 
further measures, 

SEA LAMPREY INVESTIGATIONS: The Chief of the Great Lakes Fishery Investiga— 
tions at Ann Ann Arbor, Michigan, reports the formulation of a detailed outline for 
the proposed operations of the sea lamprey=lake trout investigations during the 
fiscal year 1950. 

Data fromthe monthly reports of commercial fishermen of the State of Michigan 
have been compiled and analyzed in order to obtain information onthe incidence 

of sea lamprey scars on lake trout and other species in various localities and 
seasons, and the effects of scarring on marketability. A number of streams tribu~ 
tary to central and northern Lake Huron have been examined to select suitable 

locations for experiments to test the possible value of introducing the American 
eel (Anguilla rostrata) as a predator on the larval stages of the sea lamprey. 

STRIPED BASS TAGGED IN NORTH CAROLINA: Over 200 striped bass have been tagged 

in the Santee—Cooper River system in South Carolina by the Service through coopera 
tive arrangement with the Inland Fisheries Section of the South Carolina State 
Board of Fisheries, according to the Chief of the Middle Atlantic Fishery Inves— 
tigations of the Service's Branch of Fishery Biology. This experiment will be 
an attempt to determine the migratory habits of these fish and to what extent 
they ascend through the ship canal to the upper reaches of the resevoir. After 

the dam built in the Santee-Cooper Rivers in 1937 created a large impoundment, 
there was a phenomenal run of striped bass in these waters. Since these fish 

spend considerable time at sea, tags probably will be returned from distant areas. 
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USE OF SONIC EQUIPMENT TO GUIDE FISH: Experiments begun recently at the U. Se 
Fishery Station, Kearneysville, West Virginia, on the use of sonic equipment to 
guide fish have been completed. The results of these experiments, as with similar 

ones performed in the fall of 1947, according to the Chief of the Section on Anad= 

romous Fisheries of the Service's Branch of Fishery Biology, werenegative. Appar— 
ently, fish do not react to vibrations produced with this type of equipment, re— 

gardless of their intensity or frequency. 

U. S. FISHERY LABORATORY AT BOOTHBAY HARBOR: The Service's Branch of Fishery 
— eee eee 

Harbor, Maine. It will be the headquarters of the soft-clam investigations. The 
Chief of the Clam Investigations anda staff of assistants will be stationed there. 

Gulf Fisheries Trends, April 1949 
RED SNAPPER FISHERY: Shrimp vessels turn to snapper fishing during the off 

seasons in the Gulf, according to a mid-April report from the Service's Fishery 

Marketing Specialist making a statistical 
survey of the Gulf fisheries. However, the 
red snapper market has continued to weaken 

during the past few months. 

NEW PRODUCTS: A few new products are 
making their appearance on the market. A 
fan-tail shrimp is now being marketed in 
Georgia. It consists of a cleaned, deveined, 
headless shrimp with the fan part of the tail 

left on. The shrimp are dipped in batter, 
frozen, and packed in 12-0oz. containers ready for cooking. They are reported to 

retail for 85 to 90 cents a package. 

RED SNAPPER 

Another firm on the Gulf is marketing canned shrimp cakes. The description 
of the product is about the same as for codfish cakes except that it contains 
shrimp instead of cod. 

OYSTER FISHERY: During 1948-49, the Mississippi oyster industry had a poor 
season. Due to the possibility of the Mississippi spring flood waters flooding 
reefs and killing the oysters, the Mississipxi Seafood Commission met on March 18 
and decided to open the Mississippi reefs on April 1. Canned oysters in mid-April 
were reported steady at $14.00 per case and showed signs of advancing. 

Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council Meets 

The inaugural meeting of the FAO Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council held in Sin- 
gapore from March 24-31, was concerned primarily with the business of getting 
the Council organized into workable form, according to the Food and Agriculture 
Organization. 

A call for quick results in the war against starvation by wresting riches 

from the seas was made by FAO Director-General N. E. Dodd in opening the first 
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meeting. The rich resources of the seas, as yet virtually untapped, Mr. Dodd 

said, promise the quickest results in the battle against starvation andthe disease 

and misery which follow in its train. 

1 
Eleven countries—Australia,— Burma, Ceylon, China, France, India, the Neth-— 

erlands, the Philippines, Siam, the United Kingdom, and United States of America— 

have accepted the agreement for establishment of the Council. 

The Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council is the first of a series of such regional 
fisheries councils to be established. The Council's primary aim is to further 
the development, utilization, and conservation of the fisheries and thereby im— 

prove nutritional standards. Inthe Indo-Pacific area, there is a general shortage 
of animal protein inthe diets of the people. To help make up for this deficiency, 
greater utilization of fish products is noped for. The Council's immediate aim 
is the "development and proper utilization of the living aquatic resources of the 
Indo-Pacific areas" through the encouragement and coordination of research and 
the application of improved methods. 

Among other functions of the Council are: 

1. To disseminate technical information relating to living aquatic resources; 
2. To recommend research and development projects; 
3. To assist member countries to secure essential mterials and equipment; 
4. To report annually to the FAO Conference. 

The following is a summary account of the proceedings of the Council as given 

in the preliminary report of this first meetings 

The meeting opened on Thursday, March 24, 1949, at 10:30 
a@,0. with addresses from the Honourable Malcolm MacDonald, 
Commissioner-General for the United Kirgdom in South East 
Asia and from Mr, Norris E, Dodd, Director-General of the 
United Nations Food & Agriculture Organization. 

The meeting was attended by 32 representatives of eight 
nations, Four of these representatives acted as Observers on 
behalf of the South Pacific Commission and five other repre- 
sentatives attended as Observers on behalf of Korea, UNESCO 

and SCAP (see list), 

The meeting consisted of twelve scheduled and one special 
session and of various Committee Sessions, In addition, there 
were three evening Symposium Sessions. 

The Council elected Dr, Baini Prashad as its Chairman 
and Dr, J,D.F. Hardenberg as its Vice-Chairman, These elec- 
tions were confirmed after adoption of the Council's Rules of 
Procedure and these gentlemen are, therefore, the Council's 
Officers for the current year. 

The Council discussed and adopted Rules of Procedure for 
the conduct of its business at meetings and the performance of 
its functions between meetings. 

The Council established two technical committees of the 
council, one for biology and hydrology and one for technology 
and economics, The technical committees were given specific 
terms of reference and program of work on which they are to 
report at the next meeting. 

The Council decided to inform the International Commis- 
sion for Zoological Nomenclature that it had no funds available 
to enable it to accept the Commission's proposal in connection 
with standardizeticn of names of commercially important fish. 

However, the Council directed Technical Committee I to com- 
municate with the ICZN to discuss the ways in which such 

work might be initiated, 

A report was received on the matters relating to fish- 
eries discussed at the Seventh Pacific Science Congress, 

Reports were received from the Technology and Taxonony 
Committees appointed at Baguio and were reterred to the 
Technical Committees, 

The proposal for the establishment of a panel of ex- 
perts was approved in principle and referred to the Tech- 
nical Committees, 

The survey of institutions, vessels, etc., was reported; 
the project was approved and Council requested its contin- 
uation and completion. 

The Council adopted a budget for 1949 and submitted 
comments on commitments for 1950. 

The Council agreed on a basic vublication (the report 
of its meetings) ané@ on occasional mimeographed publications, 

The Council left it to the Executive Committee to de- 
cide on the place of the next reguler meeting. Subsequent 
to the close of the meeting, an invitation to hold the 1950 
meeting in Australia was received and probably will be 
accepted by the Governments who are members of the Council. 

The Council devoted a large part of its time to the 
reading/of technical parers of which 21 were contributed 
and 6 were contained in the work paper series, In addi- 

tion, 4 papers were presented during the symposium sessions, 

1/Notification was received by FAO on March 10, 1549, 
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LIST OF DELEGATES AND OBSERVERS 

Australia 

Dr. H, Thompson (Delegate), Chief, Division af Fisheries, 

CSIR, Cromlla, N. S. W. 

F, 1, Homer, Esq. (Alternate), Acting Official Secretary, 
Australian Commissioner's Office, Singapore. 

Ceylon 

Dr.C, Amirthalingam, Director of Fisheries, Ceylan, 

Chins 
Dr, Wo Paak Shing, Consul-General of the Republic of 

China, Singapore. 
France 

Mon, Lemasson (Delegate), Chief, Services des Peches et 

Chasses de 1'Indo-Chine, Pnompenh. 

Mon, J. Durand (Alternate), Assistant Institut Oceanogranhique 

de 1'Indo-Chine, Nhatrang. 

India 

Dr. Baini Prashad (Delegate), Fisheries Development Adviser, 

Dept. of Agriculture, New Delhi. 

Dr. N. K Panikkar (Alternate), General Physiologist, Central 

Marine Fisheries, Research Stn,, Madras. 

Netherlands 

Dr. J. K. de Jong (Delegate), Head of Sea Fisheries, Batavia. 

Dr. J. D. F. Hardenberg (Alternate), Head of the Laboratory 
for the Investigation of the Sea, Batavia, 

W. H. Schuster, Esq., Inland Fisheries, c/o Leboratory for 

the Investigation of the Sea, Batavia. 

Gir. H.W. R, Krauss, Hydrographer, Dept. of Navigation, 

Batavia. 

P, W. Lokollo, Esq., Fisheries Adviser for East Indonesia. 

Philippines 

Claro Martin, Esq., Chief, Division of Fisheries, 
Technology, Bureau of Fisheries, Manila, 

United Kingdom 

Dr, W. M. Clyde (Delegate), Director, Economic Activities, 
Office of Com. Gen. for U., K, in S. E.Asia. 

Dr. H. W. Jack (Alternate), Agr. Adviser to the Com,Gen, 

7, W. Burdon, Esq., Acting Dir, of Fish. 
Tham Ah Kow, Esq., Research Officer 
Soong Min Kong, Esq., Research Officer Singapore & 
Chia Chye Khoon, Esq., Agric, Fish. Off. The Federation 

E, Banks, Esq., Fishery Survey Officer, Sarawak, 

J, A. Tubb, Esq., Director of Fish,, Sandakan, North Borneo, 

E, H, Weigall, Esq., Fisheries Officer, Brunei, 

J. Cater, Esq., Act, Dir, of Fish., Fisheries Dept., 
G.P.9. Bldg., Hong Kong. 

S. Y. Lin, Esq., Asst. Officer-in-Charge, Fisheries Dept., 
Hong Kong. 

M, W. F. Tweedie, Esq., Dir., Raffles Museum, Singapore, 

Dr. C. A. Gibdson-Hill, Asst, Curator, Raffles Museun, 

Singapore. 

Fisheries Dept. 

UsaS as 

Oscar E, Sette, Esq. (Delégate), Director, Pacific Oceanic 
Fisheries Investigation, Fish & Wildlife Service, Dept. of 
the Int., San Francisco, lif. 

Dr. Wm, E,S. Flory (Alternate), Deputy Spec, Asst. to the 
Under Secretary, Dept, of State, Washington 25, D. C, 

Dr, Hilary J, Deason, Chief, Office of Foreign Activities, 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Dept. of tne Interior, 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Chas. Butler, Esq., Chief, Technological Activities, Pecific 
Oceanic Fisheries Inv., U. S, Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Dept. of the Interior, Honolulu, Hawaii. 

Herbert Warfel, Esq., Biologist-in-Charge, Biological and 
Oceanographic Investigations, Philippines Fishery Program, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, Manila. 
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OFFICIAL OBSERVERS 

Korea 

, Moon Gi, Esq., Economic Planner, Planning Board, 

Republic of Korea, Seoul. 

Whang, Sung Soo, Esq., Chief of Information Bureau, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Seoul. 

S.C.A.P. 

W. C. Herrington, Esq., Natural Resources Section (Fish. 
Div.) G.H.Q.,-SCAP, Tokyo, 

South Pacific Commission 

Dr. Wm. E. S, Flory, U.S.A, 
Dr. H, Thompson, Australia. 

Mon, Lemasson, France, 
Dr. J.D.F, Hardenberg, Netherlands, 

U.N.E.S.C.9. 
Delhi 

Dr, A, Wolsky, Principal Field Scientific Officer. 

Paris 

W. J. Ellis, Esq., Co-operation Office, Div. of Science 
Co-operation, 

UNOFFICIAL OBSERVERS 

Commissioner-General's Office, Singapore 

R, G, Stone, Esq., Secretary, Economic Department, 

Federation of Malaya 

Anker Rentze, Fsq., Development Officer, Kote Bahru, Kelantan. 

Che ' Iaidih Bin Alang Musa, c/o District Hospital, 
Alor Gajah, Malacca, 

Medical College 

Dr. D.¥.G. Faris, Principal. 
Prof, J. W.H. Lugg, Prof. of Biochemistry. 
Dr. J. W.Black, Supernumerary Tator of Physiology. 
Dr. N. K Sen, Acting Professor of Bacteriology. 
Dr. J. H, Strahan, Prof. of Social Medicine & Hygiene. 
Dr. Lim Koh Ann, Tutor in Bacteriology. 
R, Mannikan, Esq., Senior Laboratory Assist., Spec. Grade. 
Lim Boon Par, Esq., Final Year Medical Student, 

Ministry of Food 

A, R. Pratt, Esq., Ministry of Food Repr., in S, E, Asia, 

Raffles College, Singapore 

Dr, G, V. Allen, Principal Designate of the Univ. of Malaya, 
Prof, W,E, Dyer, Prof, of History & Princival of Raffles College. 

Prof, R.A, Robinson, Professor of Chemistry. 
Dr. E.H.G. Dobby, Professor of Geography. 
Prof, Lim Tay Deh, Ag. Professor of Economics, 
Kiang Ai Kia, Esq., Lecturer in Chemistry. 
Mrs, Tong,Asst, Lecturer in Chemistry, 

K. Bieda, Esq. 
Ungku Aziz bin A, Hamid 

Jacob Low, Esq. 
Qh Sui Hong, Esq. 

} Economics Departaent. 

} Students (Final Year). 

Raffles Museum, Singapore 
H. D, Collins, Esq., Curator, Raffles Museum, Singapore. 

SECRETARIAT (F.A.0.) 
Washingvon 

Norris E, Dodd, Esq., Director-General. 

Mr. Orr, Asst. Sec, General of the International Emergency 
Food Committee. 

Mr, Veillet Lavallee, Spec. Asst, to the Director-General. 

Dr. J. L. Kask, Fisheries Division. 

Bangicok 
Charles L. Coltman, Esq., Informtion Officer, 

Singapore 

Dr. G. L. Kesteven, Regional Representative (Fisheries). 
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The Chief of the Fisheries Division of the Natural Resources Section of SCAP, 
who served as observer, informed the Council of the status of Japanese fisheries 
and of the rehabilitation program now under way. It was also suggested that the 
Council might wish to have Japanese scientists present at future meetings to permit 
fuller exchange of ideas and technical information. This would also enable the 
Japanese to carry back to the home islands first-hand impressions of the attitudes 
of neighboring nations toward Japan, and only in this way would it be possible to 
impress fully upon the Japanese the need for international goodwill and cooperation 

in fishery matters. 

Massachusetts Fisheries Trends, April 1949 
FISHING FOR ROSEFISH AT NIGHT: Recently, a U. S. Labor Department arbitrator 

rendered a decision that the practice of fishing for rosefish at night by Gloucester 
vessels was contrary to a clause in the existing contract between the Atlantie 
Fishermen's Union and the Gloucester Vessel Owners and, therefore, must be stopped, 
according to a mid—April report from the Service's Fishery Marketing Specialist at 
Gloucester, Mass. 

SALE OF BOSTON TRAWLERS TO U. S. ARMY: Reports indicate that two Boston 
trawlers were purchased by the U. S. Army to fish out of German ports and help 
increase the food supply of Bizone Germany. These two are the first of a re= 
ported 15 vessels to be purchased by the Army. 

< 
New York City Fillet Production, 1948 

The 1948 fillet production of the 29 firms in New York City filleting fish 
amounted to 8,028,000 pounds, valued at $3,047,630, according to the Service's 
Fishery Marketing Specialist stationed at New York City. 

The species filleted in New York City in 1948 were flounder (3,178,500 pounds 
valued at $1,405,050), haddock (2,335,000 pounds valued at $801,750), cod (2,212,500 
pounds valued at $768,350), and hake (302,000 pounds valued at $72,480). Nearly 
all of the fillets were cut with skins off. 

The New York City filleting industry is made up of small firms withthe number 
of employees ranging from two to seven. 

New Truck for Transportation of Lobsters 
A lobster company in Maine has received a new type of semi-trailer truck to 

be used for the transportation of lobsters, according toareport from the Service's 
Fishery Marketing Specialist stationed in Maine. It has a 500-gallon tank to hold 
sea water andastainless steel rack that holds wooden boxes arranged like drawers. 
Each box will hold 50 pounds of lobsters. The water from the tank is sprayed into 
each box in a fine spray. This water is collected and returned to the tank where 

it is again used. 
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The capacity of this semi—trailer is six tons of live lobsters. The company 
is planning to use it to haul to mid-western cities, and if it works out, they 

may try to ship to California. 

all 

Pacific Halibut Fishery Regulations for 1949 
The International Fisheries Commission, under authority of the treaty between 

the United States and Canada for the preservation of the Pacific halibut fishery, 
recently issued the 1949 Pacific halibut fishery regulations, which became effec= 
tive April 28, 1949. The season opened at 12 midnight, April 30, 1949. 

The 1949 regulations are substantially the same as those for 1948 except for 

Section 11 which extends the definition of bait nets. 

ll, It is prohibited to retain halibut taken with a net of any kind or to 

have in possession any halibut while using any net or nets other than 
bait nets for the capture of other species of fish, nor shall any 1i- 
ecense or permit held by any vessel under these regulations be valid 
during the use or possession or board of any net or nets other than 
bait nets, provided that the character and the use of said bait nets 
conform to the laws and regulations of the country where they may be 
utilized and that said bait nets are utilized for no other purpose 
than the capture of bait for said vessel, 

For this season the quota is the same as in 1948—-54,000,000 pounds. The 

catch limits by area are as follows: 

#2, (a) fhe catch of halibut to be taken during the halibut fishing season 

of the year 1949 from Area 2 shall be limited to approximately 
25,500,000 pounds of salable halibut, and from Area 3 to approri- 
mately 28,000,000 pounds of salable halibut, and from Area 4 to 
approximately 500,000 pounds of salable halibut, the weights in 
each or any stich limit to be computed as with heads off and en= 
trails renoved, 

In its regulation of the halibut fishery, the Commission has depended prin= 
cipally upon the division of the coast into areas (Area 1A, Area 1B, Area 2, Area 3, 
and Area 4), the setting of an annual catch limit for the more important areas, 

and the closure of each such area when its annual catch limit is reached. Here= 
tofore, only two areas had catch limits, but in 1947 Area 4 was assigned a limit 

due to possible expansion of the fishery to it. No catch limits have been placed 
upon the other areas, which are closed to fishing at the same time as the impor- 
tant areas, 

Areas 2, 3, and 4 are closed to halibut fishing on dates announced by the 
Commission during the season, These dates are those by which the Conmission esti~ 
mates that the respective catch limits will be caught. Area 1A closes with Area 2 
or Area 3, whichever is later, Area 1B closes with Area 2. Area 4 closes with 

Area 3 unless it was closed earlier by reason of the attainment of its own catch 
limit. 

In the event that the catch limits are not already attained and the areas 
closed before December lst, the season in all areas automatically closes on that 
date. 
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Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations--Organization and Progress 
INTRODUCTION: In 1947, the Congress authorized the Secretary of the Interior 

to conduct fishing explorations and necessary related oceanographical, biological, 
technological, statistical, and economic studies to insure maximum development and 
utilization of the high seas fishery resources of the Territories and island pos— 
sessions of the United States in the tropical and subtropical Pacific Ocean and 
intervening areas. 

Funds appropriated by the Congress to the Department of the Interior for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1949, included $1,000,000 for the Fish and Wildlife 
Service to finance this program during its first year of operation. 

ORGANIZATION: The activities authorized are being carried out by a unit 
within the Fish and Wildlife Serviceknownas Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations. 
The organization for conducting these investigations consists of the Director's 
office and four sections. 

The aims of the Section of Exploratory Fishing with respect tothe area author— 
ized for the program are to locate new fishery resources, devise and test methods 
of capture, and to establish production data for the analysis of the problem of 
economic utilization by the potential industry. The primary objects of the Section 
of Biology and Oceanography are to provide information useful in developing the 

fishery through study of the habits and behavior of the fishinrelation to oceano-— 
graphic conditions and to secure the necessary biological knowledge for future 
maintenance of the fishery. The function of the Section of Technology is to de- 

velop the most efficient methods of utilizing the fish after they are caught, 
including full use of fishery byproducts, and to solve problems in transporting, 
storage, and processing of the catch. The fourth section is Administration. 

PROGRESS TO MARCH 1, 1949: Since last July, the program emphasis has been 
on (1) recruitment of | Guaiaieied personnel; (2) learning all possible about the 
problem; (3) providing suitable exploratory and scientific vessels; and (4) ar- 
ranging for the construction of a laboratory in Honolulu, 

Much study and thought has been given to the conversion, construction, and 
equipping of vessels which will be best adapted to the explorations and scientific 
research with which this office is charged. Particularly, has study been given to 
information developed in the venture of the M/V Pioneer, that of the Pacific Ex— 
ploration Company's M/V Oregon and Alaska, in 1 fishing trials, in the experience of 
the Japanese, and in "observation of local fisheries in few and Saipan. From 
these data, it appears quite likely that the present methods and equipment of the 
live—bait and purse-seine fishing may require considerable modification before 
they can be used successfully and economically inthe Central and Southwest Pacific. 

It might well be necessary to test and devise techniques newto American fishermen. 

Most of the authorized area under the program lies in the zone of the trade— 
winds where the generally prevailing rough seas are apt to interfere with both 
purse=seine and live—bait fishing methods. The crew of the Oregon, at times, found 
that the wind made it difficult to even cast the live bait where it was wanted. 
Even near the equator in the region of the doldrums, the long~time weather records 
show a much smaller percentage of light winds than off Central America. In addition, 
the tunas, as far as can be learned, travel in smaller schools, do not appear on 

the surface as frequently, nor can they be chummed up and held near the vessel as 
well as along the Central American Coast. The schools also seem to move faster 

and act "wilder", This is reported true of both skipjack and yellowfin, with 
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yellowfin the least easily caught by surface methods. Supplies of live bait are 
decidedly limited over much of the area, suggesting need for its most efficient 
utilization and for the development of baitless types of fishing. 

The seasonal changes in weather conditions and inthe distribution and behavior 
of the tunas must also be taken into account. ‘It appears that the location of the 
fishing operations may have to be shifted seasonally over long distances to take 
advantage of both favorable weather and the occurrence of tuna if a pattern of 
productive fishing is to be developed. On the brighter side, reports of abundance 
of tuna and other large pelagic fishes are impressive and promise ample reward for 
overcoming the technical difficulties of catching them, 

The analysis of Central and South Pacific fishing conditions, and a compre-— 
hensive review of. Japanese tuna fisheries, have been proceeding simultaneously 
with the reconditioning and planning for conversion of the surplus vessels that 
are on hand. As a result, a great deal of attention has been given to providing 
flexibility and versatility in the vessels’ layouts and equipment. The two YP type 
vessels are to be fitted for live—bait fishing and facilities for deep fishing by 

flag lines and by trolling gear. 

A study of the technical and financial feasibility of selling and replacing 
the M/V California, formerly owned by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, with 
a smaller and more versatile vessel was made andasmaller vessel has been designed. 

One of the YPs will be fitted out for commercial scale live-bait fishing 
operations with facilities for carrying bait in the deck bait tanks and four below=— 
deck wells. Deck arrangements will be adaptable also to flag line and trolling 
operations. There will be sufficient refrigeration capacity for about 40 tons 
of tuna. The quarters will be rearranged to provide for 18 persons, including 
technical personnel, and will ultimately permit the installation of a small labor— 
atory 

The other YP will have a lesser live bait capacity and refrigerated hold 
space, will be designed primarily for biological and oceanographic research, and 
will mount three winches—-one for. bathythermograph casts, one for hydrographic 
tests, and one for towing plankton gear and small nets. It is planned to provide 
this vessel with a small auxiliary driving unit with an independent motor, shaft, 
and propeller for proceeding at low speed while hauling plankton gear. 

A third vessel, designed for exploratory fishing, will complete the fleet. 
This vessel will be fitted out primarily for purse seining and secondarily for 
trolling, flag lining, and gill netting. 

All three vessels will have ample capacity for fuel, water, and stores to 
operate at long distances from their base in Honolulu without frequent stops for 

refueling and reprovisioning at outlying island ports. 

Pending construction of the laboratory, the limited staff in Honolulu is 
occupying temporary quarters loaned by the Navy near Pearl Harbor. Several co- 
operative projects with the Navy, the Territorial Government, and the University 
of Hawaii, have been arranged, are in process of negotiation, or are in view. 

Pending the construction of a laboratory in Honolulu, use has been, and is 
being made of the facilities of the technological laboratory of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service at Seattle, Washington. For instance, a project there has dealt 
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with the experimental production of tuna liver meals by varying methods of dehy= 
dration with a view toward maximum retention of oil-soluble and water-soluble 
vitamins, These experiments are of potential value to the tuna industry, poultry 
and animal feed manufacturers, and poultry and animal'producers. Another project 
under way at Seattle is the development of a bibliography on the technological 

aspects of the tunas. 

The headquarters office of the Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations will 
continue in the U. S. Appraisers Building in San Francisco only so long as the 
major problems of planning and construction are on the Mainland. It is expected 
that by the mid-summer of 1945, emphasis can be changed from preparation for opera~ 
tion to actual operatior, and the complete staff can be headquartered in Honolulu. 
Prior to that time, it is expected that another series of meetings will be sched- 
uled along the West Coast and in Honolulu, for the purpose of seeking the group 

advice and counsel of those interested in this program. 

Peru Requests U.S. Fisheries Expert 
The Foodstuffs Branch of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, U. S. De= 

partment of State, reports that the Peruvian Government approached its represen— 
tative in Lima, Peru, early in 1949, requesting that the United States send experts 

to Peru. 

ts} to reorganize the administration of fishery matters, and 
b) to supervise and modernize commercial fishing operations in Peruvian 

waters, and processing of the catch. 

The Institute, after consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service, agreed 
to provide an expert to reorganize the administration of government fishery ac=- 
tivities, but advised the Peruvian government to employ private consultants to 
reorganize the fishing industry, since it felt that this was not a function of 
any United States Government agency. Mr. R. 0. Smith of the Service's Office of 
Foreign Activities, who recently concluded a one-year U. S. fishery mission to 
Venezuela, has been assigned to the project. Mr. Smith's salary and expenses will 
be defrayed by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs. 

Le. 
Reduction of California Anchovies and Herring 

Limited to Canning Operations 
California's limited supply of herring and anchovies is too valuable as food 

for larger game fish and for canning to be reduced into commercial oils and live- 
stock food, the California Fish and Game Commission believes, according to its 

February 2 Outdoor California. j 

Although applications for reduction have been turned down for many years, the 

Commissioners at their last meeting went on record for the first time in outlawing 

use of whole fish for non-food use, except as a byproducts operation by canneries. 

No permits will be issued for direct reduction of anchovies and herring. 

The recommendation was made by the Chief of the Bureau of Marine Fisheries, 

who reported the herring and anchovy supply "limited," but not yet in danger of 

the decline experienced by California's sardine population in recent years. 
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Tagging Program for West Coast Soupfin Shark 
Additional information on the movements, growth, and biology of the soupfin 

shark is expected from the cooperative tagging program inaugurated last month by 
a Santa Barbara fisherman and the California Division of Fish and Game, according 

to that agency's March 30 Outdoor California. 

The captain of the commercial fishing boat, Linda, placed colored disks on the 
backs of 11 small sharks caught in Baja California waters. The two male and nine 

female fish averaged five feet in length. 

Since comparatively little is known about the habits of the Mexican component 
of the soupfin shark family, other shark fishermen are being encouraged to cooper~ 

ate in the tagging program. 

ee * 

U.S. Pack of Canned Oysters, 1948 
The United States pack of canned oysters in 1948 amounted to 357,080 standard 

cases (48 4-2/3 ounce cans), valued at $4,777,531 to the packers. This was a 
decline of 53,407 cases compared with the previous year, but an increase in value 
of $518,046. Over half the 1948 pack of oysters was canned in Louisiana (32 per- 
cent) and Mississippi (24 percent). The Atlantic Coast and Gulf States accounted 
for 77 percent of the pack and the States of Washington and Oregon the remaining 
23 percent. Oysters were canned in2 plants in North Carolina, 3 in South Carolina, 

13 in Mississippi, 18 in Louisiana, 10 
| Table 1 - Pack of Canned Oysters by States, 1948| in Washington, and 1 each in Alabama 

(Quantity & Value to the Canners and Oregono 
Ss o 

$ 838,699 
1,157,740 

eo0eCeseereooece09 

Washington & Cregon cevece Table 3 - Pack of Canned Oysters, 1940 to 1948 

Atlantic Coast 

Ee & Gulf States 
"Standard cases” represent the various- 

sized cases converted to the equivalent of 48 
No. 1 cans to the case, each can containing 4 
2/3-0z. (net weight) of oyster meats. 

Y 

Table 2 ~ Pack of Canned Oysters by Size of Can 
1948 (¢ juantity & — to_the Canners) | 

4 2/3-0z. net (46 cans 
eae net (48 cans) 
6 1/2-0z,. net (48 cans) 

oz. net (40 cans 
Other sizes (std. cases) 

Total 

Note; Standard cases represent the various- 
sized cases converted to the equivalent of 
48 4 2/3-0z. cans (14 pounds net), 

U.S. Pack of Canned Shrimp, (948 
The United States pack of canned shrimp in 1948 amounted to 558,870 standard 

cases (48 5-ounce cans), valued at $7,791,313 to the packers. This was an increase 
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of 86,537 cases compared with the previous year, and was the largest pack since 
1944. However, it was less than 35 percent as great as the record 1933 production 
of 1,613,408 cases, Nearly 80 percent of the 1948 pack was canned in Louisiana, 
while Mississippi canners accounted for 14 percent of the production. Shrimp were 
canned in 16 plants in Mississippi, 37 in Louisiana, 2 in Alabama, and 1 plant 
each in Georgia and California. 

Table 1 - Pack of Canned Shrimp by States, 1948 
Table 3 - Pack of Canned Shrimp, 1940 to 1948 

(Quantity and Value to the Cenners 

Price per 

Std. Case 

Bs) 

Mississippi cceccccccces 
Louisiane J occcoccccscce 
Ga,, Ala., & Calif, 

Note: "Standard cases" represent the various- 
sized cases converted to the equivalent of 48 
cans of 5-oz. each, 

; Standard cases represent the S various 
sized cases converted to the equivalent of 
48 5-oz. cans for both wet and dry pack, 

i/Includes a small Sack of another size converted to 

"standard cases," 

The canners, during the war and through 1946, packed almost exclusively in 
7-ounce cans; but in 1947, the trend was more towards 5—-ounce cans, In 1948, the 
pack consisted mainly of 5=ounce canS.o 

The value of canned pee to the canner has increased steadily since 1940 
from an average wholesaleL price of $3.87 a standard case and reached a peak in 
1946 and 1947 of $16.14 and $17.34 a standard case, respectively. However, in 
1948, the price dropped to $13.94 a standard case which is $3.40 a case less than 
in 1947. 
1/Price reosived by the canner, 

U.S. Seal Skins Sold at Auction 

A U. S. Government-owned lot. of 27,862 Alaska fur-seal skins was sold at 
the annual spring auction in St. Louis by the Fouke Fur Co., April 11, the Fish 

and Wildlife Service reported April 15. 

Proceeds of the sale totaled $1,659,165. Fur 
buyers paid an average of $59.55 per skin. Average 
price at the last fall auction was $59.38; at last 
year's spring auction, $70.10. 

Dyed matara brown skins sold for an average 
$62.87 each, compared to $63.24 at the last auction 
of Government Alaska fur—seal skins. Average price 
of safari brown skins was $49.57, as compared with , 
$55.35 last fall. Black skins averaged $62.19, an BARRELS USED TO PACK AND SHIP 
advance from 28 obtained inthe previous auction FUR SEAL SKINS, ST. PAUL 

$49.» cealcel Selene 8 ISLAND, ALASKA. 
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Virginia Fisheries Trends, April 1949 
ALEWIFE FISHERY: Most of the 14 alewife (river herring) canneries in Vir— 

ginia are receiving more fish than last year, according to a mid-April report 

from the Service's Fishery Marketing Specialist stationed at Weems, Va. 

The price paid by the canneries this season is $10.00—$12.00 per thousand 
fish compared with $12.00-$15.00 per thousand fish a year ago. 

A decline in the canned and pickled alewives in favor of the salted product 
is expected in some instances. In view of the expected drop in demand and prices 
of these hitherto profitable lines, the temporarily neglected salted alewife will 
get more attention. In Virginia, salted (corned and tight packed) alewives were 
a popular low-priced food until changing conditions during the war forced them 
out of the market. However, the déalers seem to believe that this would be a 

good time to again produce salted alewives because reports indicate that lower 
prices for canned fish and roe will prevail this coming season. 

NEW GEAR FOR CATFISH: A new type of gear for taking catfish has been de- 
veloped by two Prince William County fishermen. Fished in deeper waters of the 
Potomac, where the desirable blue catfish is found, it is neither a fyke nor a 
pot, but combines features of both. According to the fishermen, it has been quite 

successful, 

SHAD FISHERY: Prices paid for roe shad by Virginia dealers late in March 
reached 52 cents a pound. However, in April, it is expected that roe shad will 
level off to 18 cents per pound, the price which prevailed a year ago. As yet, 

there are no signs of a glut like the one of 1944. 

Washington-Oregon Fisheries Trends, April 1949 
OTTER-TRAWL FISHERY: Several Astoria, Oregon, packers and canners, who sus— 

pended bottom fish processing operations early this spring, announced that they would 
not start operating until the weak market for bottom fish improves, A price re- 
duction on bottom fish is contemplated as the packers claim that it is impossible 
to continue operations at the present prices for fish, according to a mid-April 
report from the Service's Fishery Marketing Specialist stationed at Seattle. 

Towards mid-April, about 40 Oregon boats tied up waiting for a decision as 
to the prices that are to be paid for bottom fish. 

Seattle trawl landings continued high for the first part of 1949, and the 
local industry continues to pay the scheduled prices. However, the Seattle in- 
dustry feels that it will be unable to continue as at present and contemplates 

a curtailment in operations, 

SALMON FISHERY: Unprecedented prices were paid for king salmon in Ketchikan 
during March. Prices went as high as 45 cents a pound straight compared to 35 
cents for large, 25 cents for small, and 25 cents for whites a year ago. Many of 
the trollers, which ordinarily wait until mid-April or May before making their 
first trips of the season went fishing early due to the high prices. Buyers ex— 
plained that the record high prices were due to good demand for fresh salmon during 

the Lenten season and to convenient steamer schedules. 
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SMELT FISHERY: The smelt run in the Columbia River proper was believed to 
have been delayed by the cold weather which continued into February. When the 
fish finally appeared, they remained in the Columbia River much longer than usual, 
giving the gill—net fishermen operating from Clatskanie, Oregon, a very good sea-— 
son. Late in March, when the smelt continued their migration upstream, the entire 
run entered Lewis River, Washington. Normally most of the run enters Cowlitz River, 
Washington, with some going up Sandy River, Oregon. This year's catch in the Lewis 
River has been estimated at 1,500,000 pounds, somewhat less than last year's catch 
in all the Washington tributaries. 

Although the opening price for smelt was 10 cents a pound, it dropped to as 
low as 4 cents a pound when the smelt entered the tributary streams and the mar= 

ket became glutted. 

Wholesale and Retail Prices 
On March 15, 1949, the wholesale commodity index stood at 158.5 percent of 

the 1926 average, the same level as four weeks previous and 2.0 percent less than 
the comparable period in 1948, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the 
Department of Labor. All foods registered an increase of 1.3 percent over Feb— 

ruary 15, but were still 7.3 percent below March 16, 1948. 

The average wholesale prices of canned salmon increased slightly during March 
1949 with pink 1.1 percent higher and red 0.2 percent higher than February 1949, 
and 14.3 and 3.1 percent higher respectively, than March 1948. 

All commodities 
Foods 

Fishs 
Cenned salmon, Seattle: 

Pink, No, 1, Tall 
Red, No. 1, Tall 

Cod, cured, large shore, 
Gloucester, Mass. 

Retail: (1935-39 = 100) 
All foods 
Fish: 

Fresh, frozen and canned 
Fresh and frozen 
Canned pink salmon 

Retail food prices advanced 1.0 percent from mid-February to mid-March after 
a steady decline since July 15, 1948. However, due to the fact that the heavy 
production season for the fisheries was ushered in during March, retail prices of 
fresh, frozen and canned fish declined 0.4 percent dompared with mid-February 1949, 
but were still 3.9 percent higher than mid-March 1948. There was only a slight 

decline in the index for fresh and frozen fish compared with the previous month, 
and a decline of 2.0 percent compared with March 1948. 
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Argentine Republic 
ANCHOVY FISHERY: The anchovy is one of the most important species produced 

by the Argentine fishing industry, and is principally exploited in Mar del Plata, 
south of La Plata estuary. Fishing for anchovies begins the middle of September 
and continues until the first part of November. 

During October 1948, 9,277,840 pounds of anchovies were taken, an amount 
greater than the total 1947 production of 9,129,648 pounds. Up to the end of 
October 1948, the total production was 10,090,520 pounds to which will be added 
the catch in November, when the season ends. 

The anchovy fishery is prosecuted with boats of 6 to 10 metric tons working 
in pairs, Each boat, under favorable conditions, may produce as much as 35,200 
pounds or as little as 4,400 pounds per trip. On the average, apair of boats take 
about 13,200 pounds. 

Mar del Plata, the center of the industry, has 82 plants for salting and 
canning anchovies registered with the Argentine Ministry of Agriculture. These 
plants have modern equipment and machinery and skilled technicians. Anchovies 
are processed in three forms: in small bottles; salted, similar to sardines; and 
in the form of various prepared anchovy products similar to those produced in 
other countries. 
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Australia 

ESTABLISHING AN OYSTER CANNING INDUSTRY: Japanese oysters are to provide 
the basis for an Australian oyster canning industry, according to a January 19 

press release from the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. 
The Council has now successfully transferred a second batch of seed oysters from 
Japan to Pittwater in Tasmania as a foundation for the establishment of an oyster 

canning industry. 

The imported oyster will not rival the local varieties. The Australian oyster 

has a demand as a fresh oyster which cannot be satisfied by the present industry. 
The Japanese oyster produces a large rather coarse meat which is usually used 

for processing. 

First shipment of seed oysters from Japan was made in 1947, and the oysters 

were planted out in Oyster Bay in Western Australia and at Pittwater in Tasmania. 
The latest consignment was brought by the Council's Division of Fisheries from 
Hiroshima by sea. As the growth and survival rate of the oysters placed in Oyster 
Bay in 1947 was poor, the new arrivals were all distributed at Pittwater where 

growth and survival had been good. 

There is now a stock of approximately 400,000 seed oysters at Pittwater. In 

the summer of 1949-50, the 1947 shipment should be ready to spawn; and those of 

the 1948 shipment in the following year. If spawning and spat fall are successful, 
the present stock should make an adequate foundationfor the oyster canning fishery. 

ot 

Belgium 
FISHERIES REVIEW, 1948: Consumption: Thereis no rationingof food in Belgium, 

and at present the consumption of fishery products is considerably above prewar, 
according to a February 28 re-— 
port from the American Embassy p 
at Brussels. Type Fish 

Shellfish 

Total disappearance of fish 
in Belgium based on production, |lceland cod ........ 
imports, and exports averaged Other cod sees 
about 90,000 metric tons per 
year before the war. In 1947, 
this figure was 135,158 tons, fr 
but some of this disappearance Rote ue 
was represented by building up |Sole ..cccceccsceees 
of stocks of canned fish in an— [Mbiting .........-.. 
ticipation of the fact that [ill herring ....... 
duties were to be charged on Sage aoe 
canned fish beginning January 1, 
1948. The 1948 disappearance 
of 117,870 metric tons repre- 1166 029,91 2/8 

sented a per capita consumption otal Tosland fish [17,010,419] 21, 520, 635]10, 397,105 
of about 31.9 pounds per year 
compared with about 24.2 pounds before the war. 

Sprat eceocccreeccee 

Shrimp @seeseseeeove deo 
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Production: Total production in 1948 amounted to 141,767,520 pounds (valued 

at $10,627 ,150)—-somewhat less than in 1947, but over 50 percent above prewar. 

The Belgium Govern- 
ment does not grant any 
subsidies nor any other 
aid to the fishing in- 

dustry. 

Imports: As compared 
with 69,096 metric tons of 

fishery products imported 
in 1938, Belgian imports 
during 1947 totalled 81,139 
tons, while during 1948 
they amounted to 61,669 
tons. Of the 4,046 tons 
of canned salmon imports, 
3,113 tons came from Can- 

ada. 

Exports: In 1938, 

Belgium exported 11,116 
metric tons of fish; in 1947, 21,351 tons; and in 1948, 8,239 tons. 

On January 21, 1949, a-supplementary commercial agreement with Trizone Germany 
was reached under which Belgium may export to Germany up to June 30,1949, $735,000 

of fresh sea fish, fresh and salted herring, and other salted fish. 
Note: Values based on exchange rate of 1 Belgian franc equals 2.3 cents U. S. 

<> 
Bizone Germany 

1949, will be remembered as the "Schwarzer Tag" (black day), according to an April 5 
American consular report from Bremerhaven. On that date the controlled distri- 
bution system for fresh fish broke down due to decreased consumer demand. Some 

660,000 pounds of cod, haddock, and pollock (coalfish) could not be distributed at 
the controlled price and were put up for auction. In free bidding for cod, the 
offered price dropped to 3.3 cents per pound ex—auction hall, equivalent to 6.8 
cents per pound to the consumer. Hoping to minimize their losses, the fish—catching 
firms stopped the auction at this point, and set a standard price of 5 cents per 
pound for all types and grades of fish. At this price 550,000 pounds were pur— 

chased by the local industry for processing by local plants, but the remainder had 
to be held and sold the next day. The significance of the day's events lies in 
the facts that the March 30th landings totaled only 1,540,000 pounds and that 
German fish consumption is higher preceding Easter than at any other time of the 

year. 

Local fishing-ship owners are critical of several measures adopted by the 

Frankfort authorities. The recently ordered 2.2 cents per pound increase in the 
price of fish is universally criticized. Ship owners are well aware that the 
demand for their product has become exceedingly elastic of late due to the harden- 
ing of the currency and to the increasing supplies of meat and fish. They realize 
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that any increase in the price of fish will seriously affect consumption. They 
almost without exception want to see the rationing of fish ended because they 
think that the distribution system now is over-inflated, and the difference between 
the cost to the consumer and the return to the fisherman is too great. 

Another Frankfort action, privately criticized by fish-catching circles, is 
that of concluding 1949 fish imports contracts for 322,000 metric tons. On the 
average, the imported fish cost 10 percent more than domestic fish even after 
the recent 2.2 cents per pound increase, which is looked upon by some merely as 

an attempt by the Frankfort authorities to do away with the need for import sub— 
sidies. It is maintained that if the money paid out as a subsidy on imported 
fish had instead been used to rehabilitate the German fishing fleet, Germany would 
be better equipped for catching with its own ships the fish needed by its people, 
and in addition would have saved foreign exchange. The German fishing industry 
presently is not being subsidized, as it was before the currency reform, by being 

sold coal at less than cost. 

The break in fish prices is not expected to hinder the construction of new 
fishing vessels of the 400-ton series, nor the chartering of used fishing craft 
from the United States. While neither the 400-ton craft nor the United States 
vessels will be as profitable as new, German—built, 600-ton vessels, they will be 
good enough when compared to the average vessel now in use. The local fishing 
companies are confident that imports will not be subsidized by the German taxpayer, 
and that the home fleet will thus be given an opportunity to compete with other 

fleets on a more equal basis. 
Notes a la on basis of official rate of exchange of 1 Deutsche mark equals 

e Ss. e 

HHEK 

RESEARCH ON FAT CONVERSION FROM PLANKTON: Dr. Richard Harder's pioneer ex-— 
perimentations in the production of fat from oceanic plankton are beginning to 
assume great importance as a possible source of future nourishment for mankind, 

according to an April 4 report from the American Consulate at Bremen. Dr. Harder 
isthe dean of the mathematical-scientific faculty at the University of Goettengen, 
His experiments on the subject, begun during the war and encouraged by the effec— 
tiveness of the allied blockade of Europe, have awakened considerable interest in 
other countries. It may be particularly noticed in this respect that the British 
Government's Ministry of Food has established an experimental plant for such work 

at the Microbiological Research Institute at Trinidad. 

Piankton, a microscopic type of oceanic plant life, is one of the abundant 
substances inthe sea; it forms the main diet of whales and many fish. Dr. Harder, 

who is still principally occupied with this problem, is attempting to produce fat 
directly from the plankton; this would, of course, eliminate the fish or animal 
as the "middleman" in the production of the fat. He asserts that he has been 

successful in the basic experimentation. Attempts, however, to utilize his re- 
searches for the manufacturing of synthetic margarine and fat, have not yet worked 
out; Harder is therefore continuing his tests in an attempt to render his processes 
industrially practicable, No data has been published to date on these researches. 
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Bulgaria 
FISHERIES, 1947: The government has planned to increase the importance of 

fishing in Bulgaria, according to an April 7 report from the American Legation 

at Sofia. According to the Bulgarian press, 550,000 pounds of fish were caught 
during the spring of 1947, using the first organized deep-sea motor fishing fleet 
in Bulgarian history. The 1947 output of dolphin oil was 149,600 pounds compared 

with 116,600 pounds in 1946. 

Legislation was passed in 1947, according to the Official Gazette, Noo 26k, 
of November 13, 1947, creating the "State Fish Hatcheries and Fisheries" for the 

purpose of organizing and developing deep-sea and inland fishing. 

Gh 
Canada 

BRITISH COLUMBIA HERRING FISHERY, 1945-49: The British Columbia herring are 

caught in the immediate vicinity of the shore, the fishery being known as "shore 
fishery." On the Pacific Coast, the main season, when huge catches are taken, 
runs through the fall and winter months. In the waters off British Columbia, 
purse seining is employed in the production of the major portion of the catch, 
though there is some gill-net fishing. 

The 1948-49 British Columbia herring season closed on March 5, 1949, when 

it was discovered that the herring in the vicinity of Laredo Channel, the main 
fishing center, had begun to spawn. During that season, fishermen landed 189,251 
tons, as compared with the catch of 171,434 tons the previous season, and received 

$8.50 a short ton for herring destined to reduction plants and canneries, accord 
ing to a March 18 report from the American Consulate General at Vancouver, 

Although part of the herring catch is marketed fresh, the fish lend them=- 
selves to several forms of preparation. When Great Britain was badly in need of 
a cheap food, high in protein value, during the war years, more than a million 
cases were canned annually for that market in British Columbia, However, ship— 
ments to the United Kingdom practically ceased by 1948. As a consequence, the 
fishing industry here reduced its production of canned herring during the 1948-49 
season to a mere 92,815 cases (48 pounds per case). 

Production of meal this season amounted to 31,605 tons, most of which was sold 

in United States and the domestic market; prices f.o.b. Vancouver being quoted at 

$1.75 per unit of protein early in the season, but $2.75 per unit early in 1949. 

The production of herring oil from this season's catch amounted to 3,081,528 
gallons. Approximately 75 percent of the entire production of herring oil in 

British Columbia was sold either in the United States or in the domestic market. 
The price during most of the season was 15 cents a pound, but an early 1949 ship-— 
ment to Denmark was made at a price of 11.85 cents per pound. The oil is used 
for feeding and also utilized for industrial purposes. There are now no Cana— 
dian export restrictions on herring meal or oil. 
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MARKETING 1949 BRITISH COLUMBIA SALMON PACK: Immediate prospects for the 
successful marketing of the 1949 British Columbia salmon pack are uncertain and 
anything but bright due to the loss 
of British markets, which in prewar 
years took 80 percent of the pack, 
according to a March 30, report from 
the American Consulate General at 
Vancouver. This year such markets 

are not expected to absorb more than 
50,000 cases froman anticipated pack 
of 1,500,000 cases. Inview of this, 
a Canadian fishermen and allied work= 
ers union on behalf of its members is 
urging the Canadian Government "to 
permit trade with our essential mar= 
kets on a barter basis, by long-term 
credits and deferred credits, so that 
our industry may continue to produce PART OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA SALMON TROLLING FLEET. 
to the limits of its capacity." The union also referred to the high United States 
duty on canned salmon, and to proposals made to Washington by American fishing 
interests to further restrict imports of fresh and frozen species of fish which 
are competitive with Canadian products. 

KEKE ET 

MINIMUM PRICES GUARANTEED SASKATCHEWAN FISHERMEN: The Saskatchewan Fish 
Board has ceased operations as a commercial agency to buy and sell fish, the Sas— 
katchewan Resources Minister annouriced in the legislature, according to an April 1 
release by the Saskatchewan Bureau of Publications. However, the Board will con= 
tinue to operate under the Department of Natural Resources and will guarantee a 

floor price to fishermen when it is economically and socially advisable to do So. 

Floor prices will be established if fishermen request that the Department 
market their fish. Agent for this marketing operation will be the Fish Board Divi- 

sion of the Lake and Forest Products Corporation. 

The suggested floor prices would pay fishermen the normal expenses of operation 
and provide a living while they are fishing. All returns from government=marketed 
fish would go toward paying the floor price and the expenses of marketing. Any 
surplus will be distributed to fishermen as a dividend. Any deficit will be paid 
by the Department and reported to the legislature by way of supplementary es- 

timates. 

Where floor price regulations are in effect, only local fishermen will receive 
licenses to fish, and limits will be set in accordance with good conservation 
practice and the needs of the fishermen. 

The Department would increase its advisory and regulatory functions in the 
Province's fisheries for the purposes of improved conservation, improved quality 
of the product, and to assist fishermen to organize so that they will be better — 
able to protect their marketing interests. 

» a 

=< 
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Costa Rica 

FISHERIES REVIEW , 1948: Exports: Costa Rican exports of fresh (frozen) tuna 

were almost doubled in 1918, but this increase was more than offset by the decline 
_ in exports of the canned product so that total 

zepie. 1 = Costa oe Exports of | tuna exports dropped below the 1947 total, ac= 
2O2E2 : _] cording to a March 4 report from the American 

124 1948 
ms) |(in thous, of U.S. 

Embassy at San Jose. 

210| 818 921 Fishing Gear and Bait: During 1947, a 
dispute flared up between bait and seine fish— 

ermen regarding the use of purse seines for tuna fishing, and it was proposed that 
purse seines be banned in Costa Rican territorial waters. The proposal never 
became law. In 1948, the dispute resolved itself through the depletion of bait 
(sardinas) in the Gulf of Nicoya, which for years was well stocked with bait fish. 

The Government seems to have decided that both types of gear are acceptable. 

The bait situation in the Gulf of Nicoya became so acute that, in November 
1948, a decree was issued by the Costa Rican Government closing that body of water 
to bait fishing for a period of six months. It is not yet known whether such a 
brief closing of the. season will result in an increase inthe depleted bait supply. 

Tuna Catch Reported at Puntarenas: Although there was a scarcity of bait, 
political unrest in Costa Rica, and concern over pending decrees to regulate the 

activities of fisheries, a larger Table 2- Fresh, Frozen & a Tuna Catch 
catch was reported through the customs Reported at Customs Office in Puntarenas 
office in Puntarenas than at any time 1939-48 i 
within the past 10 years. Much of 
the tuna caught by boats based at 
Puntarenas came from as far away as 

the Galapagos Islands. A considerable 
amount also was caught off the Costa 

Rican and Panamanian coasts.» 

Tuna Cannery: The country’s only 
modern canning plant, an American= 

owned tuna processing and canning 
plant located at Puntarenas, is oper= 
ated only on a part-time basis. The 

manager of the plant stated that the extent of the future activities of the plant 
will depend principally upon the nature of the pending regulation and taxation 

measures » 

Decree=Laws: As evidence of its belief that the State has at least an interest 
in all of the means of production within the country, the Junta has issued three 
decree—laws affecting the fisheries in Costa Rican waters, The first decree ex-— 
tended Costa Rican sovereignty over waters within 200 miles of the coast; the 

second laid the basis for the establishment of various conservation and control 
measures within these waters; and the third, issued in January of 1949, established 
various taxes to be paid by the fishermen. 

Concern has been expressed by some United States fishing organizations as to 
the effect on them of such regulations when issued, in view of Costa Rica's claim 
to sovereignty for 200 miles at sea, Since tuna is the most important fish caught 
off Costa Rican shores, restrictive regulations would affect the tuna fishing 

industry more than any other. 
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Other Fishery Products: The only other fishery products in Costa Rica are 
shark livers and turtles. Of the former, all of which were exported to the United 
States, only 60 metric tons were exported in 1948 compared with 219 tons the pre- 
vious year, and 146 tons in 1946. The value increased materially. In 1948, shark 
liver exports were valued at $123,753, compared to $53,061 and $79,000 for 1947 

and 1946, respectively. 

Exportation of live giant turtles is still carried on from Port Limon on a 
small scale. Exports for 1948, all of which went to Panama, Colombia, and the 
Canal Zone, were 182,820 pounds valued at $4,126. 

RS 
Denmark 

GREENLAND FISHERIES, June-October 1948: The fishery, which was begun in 
Greenland waters in 1948 by several Danish companies with six cutters, a factory 

ship, and two other vessels, undoubtedly 

Denish Production of Fishery Products 
| _in Greenland Waters (June-Oct. 19 48) | 

will continue, according to the January 1949 

issue of the Danish publication Konserves. 
The fishery, in 1948 beganin June and end- ee 
ed about October 1, and produced 683.6 metric 
tons of fishery products. Halibut, frozen .....0.. 

Cody fa Teta vccicleiicicic 
Cod, salted ..ccccccrcce 
Halibut, " eeceeoeeooeoed 

Pollock, ling, & haddock 
Roe, cod @ceovesereece cece 

Liver, Greenland shark . 
Oil, cod liver ...cccce. 

Total ©0528 00080%008 

Salting occurred on shore and on the 

vessels. Freezing took place onthe factory 

ship Greenland (290 gross tons), equipped 
with pressure plate freezers. It also was 

fitted out to fillet and salt fish, and pro~ 
duce liver oil. Filleted fish were frozen 
in about two hours between plates which 
could be brought down to about =-220 F, It is not yet certain whether additional 
ships like the Greenland will be built or future freezing operations will be car— 

ried out on land. 

= : 

Germany 
PERMITTED TO CONSTRUCT LARGER FISHING VESSELS: An agreement between the 

Military Governors of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France in Germany , 
regarding limitations to be placed upon certain industries in Germany in the in- 
terest of security, was announced by the U. S. Departments of State and Army on 

April 13, 1949. 

Article VIII (d) of the "Agreement Concerning Prohibited and Limited In- 
dustries in the United States, French and United Kingdom Occupied Areas of Ger- 
many" provides that capacity of Germany's shipbuilding industry shall be limited 
to that remaining after the removal of three yards, in addition to those four that 

have already been made available, for reparations. 

Article XI (1) provides that the construction of ships whose size or speed 
does not exceed those listed in the Agreement shall be permitted in Germany, pro- 
vided that no ocean-going ships shall be constructed until a German coastal fleet 
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adequate for the requirements for European and German recovery has been recon— 
stituted. Included under this phase of the Agreement is the provision that Ger- 
many will be permitted to construct small craft (including fishing vessels and 
ships other than cargo-carrying craft) not to exceed 650 gross-registered tons 
and a speed of 12 knots, The former limitation for fishing vessels was 400 GRT, 
although Germany was permitted to use 51 fishing vessels in €xcess of this ton=- 

nage in accordance with allocations made by the Tripartite Naval Commission. 

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Agreement to the contrary, the 
Military Governors, acting upon the advice of the Military Security Board, may 
authorize under license the construction of vessels having a greater speed than 
12 knots that are shown to be essential for such purposes as the prevention of 
smuggling and illegal fishing, frontier control, etc. 

Iceland 
DISPUTE BETWEEN SEAMEN'S UNIONS AND TRAWLER OWNERS SETTLED: The fishing 

trawlers of Iceland, which stopped fishing on February 10, resumed operations on 
March 26, according to the April 2 issue of the British periodical, Fish Trades 
Gazette. The dispute centered around the refusal of the trawler owners to continus 
paying a full war=time bonus to Icelandic fishing crews which land their fish in 
Great Britain and other foreign countries. (See Commercial Fisheries Review, 
April 1949, page 49). 

The exact terms of the agreement are not known in full, It is understood 
that some bonus, but less than that paid during the war years, will be paid to 
those boats landing their catch outside of Iceland. 

H£EkHR HE 

vessels, with or without engines, and from open boats within Icelandic territorial 
waters was passed by the Icelandic Althing on December 17, 1948. ‘The period is 
extended to the close of the year 1949. This law amends the Act of October 9, 
1946, which was passed pending the completion of the negotiations now in progress 
as a result of the abrogation of the Danish=Icelandic Union Pact of November 30, 

1918, according to a February 11 American consular report from Reykjavik. 

fb 

ltaly 
TO DEVELOP COD FISHERY IN ATLANTIC: The Superior Council of the Merchant 

Marine has approved a report on the importance of the ocean fisheries to Italy 
and has expressed the opinion that it will be to Italy's interest to develop the 
Atlantic Ocean fisheries and particularly that of the cod fishery, according te 
the November-December 1948 Bollettino di Pesca of the Department of Agriculture 
and Forest. The Department of the Merchant Marine, Treasury, and Foreign Commerce, 
are studying ways and means of obtaining adequate financial aid for Italian cod 
fishery enterprises, 
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sistance for building fishing vessels of under 500 gross registered tons. 

fishing vessels, regardless of size, certain funds are allotted for financing 

the installation of electric and refrigerating plants. The purpose of this aid 

is to encourage the installation of refrigerating equipment on fishing vessels. 

Various other financial provisions are included in this plan for the Government 

to aid the fishing industry to build fishing vessels. 

Japan 

LANDINGS OF FISHERY PRODUCTS, 1948: The estimated total Japanese production 

of marine fishery products during 1948 (excluding aquiculture and Antarctic whaling) 

___ Japanese Official Reported Landings of Marins Products by Species, 1948 
Species [Quantity [| Species dC Quantd 

Fish: Metric To Fish | Metric Po 
Herring @SCeeeeseeesceeseaeeeese 92,22 Sharks Seosceteeseeeoeeseoesoeeeeod 9 

Atia mackerel Seoaeresoaeserosce 52,395 Others SCoeeeeesoseeorecesceneec = (9) 0 

Sardine Seeoceseeeateeeceosedese0e re 316, = Total @6ege0 eeose 1 21 759 

Boni to @eeevcerercseeeseoseeovee 45,5 j Other Marine Products: 

Tum eeGoeseeeeseSesescescoesee Bi | Shellfish @eeeeeoeseeoseeeeves 71,662 

Mackerel @eeesesece sons eeoeses 80, | Crustacea @eeeooeeoeeeeseoseoeee 2,705 

Horse mackerel eoeoeceeoececese 21,39 | Cuttlefish and octopus ecoceeen 283 , 247 

Flatfish Seeceeeeseersoserevoes 88, 818 Sea cucumber S2eCCoSee2e02e09008 6,856 

Sea bream Pevcecesosooeveeccsve 25, 243 Whales CoePeoeSovoseseeseeoron 73,3202/ 

Ski PL savccceececcecescescee 39,646 Seaweed COCR OL CE SLe LOSE LOSECOD 2 o) 

Cod and pollock .....0.2-cccc0 acai b Total SOSc cee Coe DeCOPLHE TOES 507.1) 

Yell owtail SoeoeseeesrosooRS 000 19, & and To tal. late A Acoconc 0 5} aEY. 

1/The total whale production is computed by multiplying an average weight ef 40 metric tons 
per whale by the number of whales caught. 

totaled 2,385,919 metric tons compared with the estimated 2,827,550 tons in 1947, 

according to the March 19 Weekly Summary of the Natural Resources Section of SCAP. 

Taking only the data from official reports of landings of marine products 

(estimated to be between 85-95 percent of the actual total landed), the reported 

catch for 1948 was 2,028,034 metric tons, 105,284 tons more than the reported 

catch in 1947 (estimated to be 60-70 percent of the actual total landed). 

PRESS CONFERENCE STATEMENT ON JAPANESE FISHING AREAS: A representative of 

1949, at a press conference, according to the February 5 Weekly Summary of this 

agency. 

"Fishing areas are of great importance to the people of Japan, not only be- 

cause the fish taken from these areas supply the principal part of the animal 

protein in their diet, but also because fishing operations in such areas provide 
one of the broadest fields of contact between the Japanese people and those of 
other nations. Many persons, in addition to fishermen, therefore, are interested 

in the answer to this question, 'When, if ever, will Japanese fishermen again be 

allowed to fish the high seas with no greater restrictions on their operations 

than those covering the fishermen of other nations?! This is a question which 
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I cannot answer at present, for the answer depends upon the performance and atti- 
tude of Japanese fishermen and of Japanese Government officials connected with 

fisheries. 

"Present restrictions on Japanese fishing operations are connected with the 
behavior of Japanese fishermen before World War II. This behavior caused the 

TYPICAL SMALL JAPANESE FISHING BOAT USED FOR SET-NET FISHING IN COASTAL WATERS. 

people, particularly the fishermen, of other nations to distrust Japanese fish—- 
ermen andthe Japanese Government as being irresponsible and having no consideration 
for international agreements or the interests of other countries. Such convictions 
have led these nations to insist that Japanese fishermen be restricted so that they 
will not be able to endanger the fisheries of importance to these nations. 

"What have the Japanese fishermen done to deserve this reputation? Let us 
review the record. Before World War II, Japan conducted Antarctic whaling without 
regard to regulations designed by the International Whaling Convention to preserve 

this great international resource and agreed to by all other whaling countries. 
Japanese whalers indiscriminately killed whales, without regard to size, sex, or 
number, so that this great resource would have been destroyed economically, except 

for the fact that World War II interrupted Antarctic whaling. Japan, too, without 
regard to the interests of United States, Canada, and Russia, abrogated the Inter— 
national Fur Seal Treaty, which had made possible the restoration of the seal 
herds of the North Pacific. Japanese boats also conducted clandestine salmon 
fishing in the Bering Sea, which endangered Alaska salmon runs that had been re— 

stored and maintained by the United States Government through extensive research 
and regulation. 

"Since the Japanese surrender in 1945, Japanese fisheries, to a large extent, 
have been restored as a result of assistance supplied by the Supreme Commander for 
the Allied Powers and the people of the United States. Wide fishing areas have 
been opened to Japanese fishing operations. The area now authorized for Japanese 
fishing supplied 80 percent of Japanese home island fish production in the years 
preceding World War II. However, many Japanese fishing boat captains and owners 
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have refused to respect the orders from the Supreme Commander which limit fishing 

operations to this authorized fishing area. Japanese trawlers in the East China 

Sea have been particularly notorious in this respect, for although they have been 
warned repeatedly, many boats continue to operate from time to time outside of 

the authorized fishing area, 

"Japanese fishermen obviously would like to be readmitted to the high seas 
to conduct their operations with no restrictions other than those applying to all 
nations. The only way these fishermen can achieve such an end is by convincing 
the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers and people of other nations of these 

two things: 

1, Japanese fishermen will respect regulations and agreements controlling their 
operations, whether these regulations are established by the Supreme Com 
mander for the Allied Powers, their own government, or by international 

agreenent, 

2, Japanese fishermen and their government desire and are able to prevent over- 
exploitation of aquatic resources and to obtain the maximum sustained yield 
through adequate research and regulation, 

"Such convictions cannot be created by promises and assurances. They can 
be fostered only by effective and continued performance. This requires that Japan-— 
ese fishermen and the Japanese Government comply with and enforce the regulations 

on fishing operations promulgated by the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers 
and the Japanese Government. This also requires that Japan develop and apply a 
program involving adequate research on problems of aquatic productivity and ap-— 

plication of the results of these studies through regulations designed to maintain 
the productivity of aquatic resources. 

"The Japanese Gov= 

ernment now is evidenc- 
ing a sincere desire to 
conduct an effective 
program for detecting 
and punishing viola- 
tions of the authorized 
fishing area and for 
solving the problems 
essential to the main-— 
tenance of continued 
productivity of aquatic 
resources » Certain 

y /\ ma - wise and farseeing mem— 
GET /) hi 2z-- =SC BE _~SCé errs: of thee fishing in- 

: dustry are vigorously 
supporting this pro- 

gram. These efforts 
deserve the full sup- 
port of all people sin- 
cerely interested in 
the future of Japants 
fisheries. Favorable 

consideration of petitions for expanding the present area depends primarily on 
how the Japanese Government and Japanese fishermen comply with regulations govern— 
ing fishing areas and the progress they make in solving the problems related to 

continued productivity of the aquatic resources." 

Sirindhorn, 2 as Ne te = cae rs 

HERRING UNLOADED FROM THE BOAT INTO BASKETS AT HOKKAIDO. 
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RESEARCH VESSEL: The Tenyo Maru, a 225-ton vessel built at Tsurumi, Kanagawa 
Prefecture for the Central Fisheries Station, was recently launched. The vessel 
will specialize in studying bonito and tuna fisheries and oceanography, especially 

along the east coast of Japan. 

set nets, according to the March 5 Weekly Summary of SCAP. The work is still in 

the experimental stage, although operations to date indicate some improvement in 

catches when lights are used on dark nights (See Commercial Fisheries Review, Feb- 

ruary 1949, page 48). No particular differences have been noted in the kinds of 

fish that are caught by the net on which lights are used, as compared with nets on 
which lights are not used. Experiments have been made during seasons and in areas 

where principally the yellowtail (a form of amberjack) have been running. 

The originator of the method expects that the light lures will be especially 
effective during the runs of squid, as they are attracted to light. This is indi- 

cated from present methods of light fishing for squid with hand jigs. 

Details on the use of lights in catching fish are: 

1. The main cable and branch lines to the lamps are rubber-insulated 
and of 24-millimeter wire gauge. 

2, The lamps are 150-watt, 100 volts. 
3. The electricity is taken off a power line from shore, 

WHALE MARKING PROGRAM: To study the migration habits of whales in Japanese 

coastal waters, the Japanese Fisheries Agency, under the supervision of the Natural 
Resources Section, is undertaking a program of marking whales, according to the 

February 26 Weekly Summary of SCAP. 

Marking is done by firing a stainless steel dart from a 12—gauge shotgun 
into the body of the whale. The dart is a tube 9i" by 4" with a 1#" lead tip. 
The following legend is engraved on the tube: "NO JAPANESE FISHERIES AGENCY 
NO__TOKYO." 

At the time of the marking, the position of the research ship and the species 
of whale are recorded. Later, should a marked whale be taken by a catcher boat 
operating from a factory ship or a land station, the location of the killing com- 

pared to the location of marking will indicate the migratory habits of the animal. 
Natural Resources Section will maintain a record of any reportsof recovered darts, 
together with the date on which they were recovered, the location of the catch, 
and the species, sex, and length of the marked whales, Any information obtained 

will be disseminated through the International Whaling Commission. 

The program will be initiated in. the waters near the Bonin Islands in the 
middle of March, and upon completion of the Bonin-Island season in early May, 

the program will be continued in Japanese coastal waters from vessels based on 
land stations in northern Honshu, Hokkaido, and Kyushu. The program not only 
will provide information which is vital to the establishment of the level of catch 
in Japanese waters commensurate with best conservation principles, but will also 
make valuable scientific information available to the whaling nations and scien 
tists of the world. 
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Though little is known of the migratory habits of whales in Japanese coastal 
waters, it is thought that some of the herds which appear off the Japanese coast 
move into the waters near Kamchatka Peninsula, Sakhalin, the Korean coast, and 
Formosa. If so, Russian, Korean, or Chinese whalers possibly might recover some 
of the darts fired by the Japanese. Information as to the date and location of 
such recovery would be valuable to the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers 

and the Japanese Fisheries Agency. 

This marking program resembles one conducted by the Discovery Committee of 
the United Kingdom in Antarctic waters before World War II. 

‘one ie 

Korea 

FISHERIES REVIEW, 1948: Marine products accounted for a large portion of 

the export trade of South Korea in 1948. Approximately $5,000,000 worth of marine 
products were exported by the Government. They constituted from 33 percent to 
71 percent of the monthly private trade exports. Shortages of fishery supplies 
handicapped operations throughout most of the year, but deliveries improved con- 
siderably during November and December, Reports indicate that 832 fishing vessels 
were damaged and 396 were destroyed by storms. Very few replacements were made; 
shortage of shipbuilding lumber handicapped repairs; and no large-scale fishing 

boat procurement or construction program was possible during the year. 

Preliminary figures for 1948 indicate a slight decrease in marine products 
landings as compared with 301,952 metric tons reported for 1947, according to the 

International Reference Service of the Department of Commerce. 

the sardine landings were high, Korea produced more than 1,750,000 metric tons, 
according to the report, "Economic Conditions in South Korea, 1947," issued Decem— 
ber 1948 by the Office of International Trade, Department of Commerce. In the 
years following 1937, however, when sardines failed to appear in large schools 

‘as formerly, total production was considerably lower. 

Production data for the fisheries of South Korea during the occupation period 
are incomplete, but the total landings of marine products for 1946 are reported 

at about 300,000 tons, with a slightly higher level indicated for 1947. The in- 

dustry has been handicapped in the postwar period by shortages of boats, gear, 

and preservation and refrigeration facilities. 

With full rehabilitation of the industry to a level of prewar production, 

fishery products of South Korean waters can help in increasing the indigenous food 

supply and also provide a major source of foreign exchange. 

4 
Netherlands 

FISHERIES REVIEW, 1948: Production and Value: The total fish production of the 

Netherlands during 1948was 258,000 metric tons valued at approximateiy $34,200 ,000, 
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according to a February 25 report from the American Embassy at The Hague. Of this 
total, 140,000 metric tons valued at approximately $17,480,000 consisted of herring, 

mostly salted. 

Deep-sea fishing, consisting largely of herring together with a considerable 
variety of other species, accounted in 1948 for some 70 percent of the total 
proceeds, The receipts of Ysselmeer fisheries, producing the much-prized eel, 
accounted for only about 19 percent of total receipts in 1948 compared to 24 per- 
cent in 1947. Coastwise fisheries, which produce shellfish mostly, accounted for 

about 11 percent of the 1948 total. 

Prices: The general increase in prices, equivalent to nearly 6 percent, 
compares withan increase of 26 percent inthe price of fresh sea fish and a decline 
of 17 percent in the fresh-water product; all the other increases being fairly 

close to the average. 

Outlook: There are indications that inthe future both Ysselmeer and coastwise 

fishing may decline in importance, relative to deep-sea fishing. The Ysselmeer, 
now a fresh-water lake, will be further reduced inarea by land reclamaticn projects. 
Fishing along the North Sea coast was very productive fora time after the war, but 
is likely to become progressively less. The same observation applies to the area 

between the Ysselmeer sea dike and the Wadden Islands. 
Note: Values converted on basis of 1 Dutch florin or guilder equals U, 5, $0.38. 

a 
Newfoundiand 

FISHERIES REVIEW, 1948: Fresh and Frozen Fish: The fresh and frozen fish 
industry staged a strong revival during 1948. Total exports rose by 54 percent 

: from 20,156,412 pounds in 1947 to 
Newfoundland Exports of Fresh and Frozen Fish,| 30,993,472 pounds, according to a Feb= 

1 ruary 28 report fromthe American Con- 
sulate General at St. John's. The 
United States and Canada continued to 
be the principal markets, taking over 
99 percent of total exports in both 
years, but there was a sharp change 
in the respective amounts taken by 
these two markets, that of the United 
States almost doubling while exports 
to Canada fell off by almost one-third. 

Salt Cod Fisheries: The total 
; 1948 production of salted cod in New= 

foundland amounted to 105,280,000 pounds. This represented a drop of almost 20 per= 

cent from the 1947 production of 130,704,000 pounds. The decrease is ascribed to 
the exceptionally strong weather prevailing at the height of the fishing season 

and to the serious bait shortage. 

The demand for salted cod continued good and in excess of available supply, 

so that market prices rose. The Newfoundland Government continued to make dollars 
available to cover the exports of salted cod from Newfoundland to certain sterling 
area markets, although ECA dollars from some countries lessened the drain on New— 
foundland Government reserves. 
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The Government continued its policy, initiated in 1947, of making dollars avail- 
able to exporters of salt cod in exchange for their sterling balances accumulated 
by sales to European countries. 

r 

COD BEING DRIED IN THE SUN ON “FLAKES” AT HARBOR GRACE, NEWFOUNDLAND. 

Herring Fisheries: Various contracts were made for herring exports, but 

none could be filled completely, owing to the shortage of herring. The 200,000 
barrel contract with the U. S. Army Procurement authorities was filled to the 
extent of only 109,495 barrels; another contract for 18,000 barrels of Newfoundland 

Scotch-cured herring drew only 9,287 barrels; a Labrador Scotch—-cured herring con— 
tract for 5,000 barrels was completed only to the extent of 120 barrels; and a 
fourth contract for 3,000 barrels of Green Bay Scotch—cured herring alsowas not 
fulfilled. It will thus be seen that although the total exports of pickled her— 
ring totaled approximately 38,000,000 pounds as compared with 33,033,635 pounds 
in 1947, the catch and exports fell far short of anticipations. To startoff the 
new year, the Fisheries Board has arranged a contract for 20,000 barrels of New-— 

foundland Scotch—cured herring. 

Seal Fisheries: Theseal fisheries were not so prosperous in 1948 as in 1947. 
Although the total number of seals compared favorably with last year, Newfound— 

land's share of the total showed a sharp drop. 

Prospects for 1949: The prosperity of the cod fisheries will depend on the 
availability of dollars, Canadian or American, in exchange for sales to the ster— 

ling area. 
1] Courtesy of Daily News, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
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Norway 
COD ISHED WITH DEEP-WATER PURSE SEINE: A so-called deep-water purse seine 

according to Norwegian reports published in Fiskets Gang and Fiskarene Two sets 
tore the net but, nevertheless, yielded about 13,000 and 19, 19,000 pounds » A later 
set took 20,000 pounds which was sold alive to a well boat The seine seems to 
be effective in moderate weather and is expected to produce from 44,000 to 66,000 
pounds a set under good conditions, 

The seine is reported to measure 200 fathoms by 40 fathoms and is used with 
a depth finder. 

He KE 

FROZEN FISH EXPORTS COULD BE INCREASED: High commendation for Norway's "Re= 
covery y First" policy was voiced recently by the Deputy Director of America's ECA 
Mission to Norway in an address before members and guests of Oslo's Business Ex= 
ecutives Club, according to an April 16 report from the Royal Norwegian Infor- 

mation Servicee 

Concentrating on the means by which Norway could increase exports——particu~ 
larly to dollar areas--the speaker placed special stress on the production and 
publicizing of products which have hereto been exported in but limited quantities. 
Of Norway's present foreign exchange sources, it is expected that immediate in— 
creases in shipping incomes would be limited, and that of fish, cod liver oil, pulp, 
paper, and metals, only ores and metals offered prospects of increased exports—— 

and these, only on a limited scale. 

-If a market can be developed, items which could be exported in greater quan= 
tities include, cod fillets, and other frozen fish products, in addition to other 
commodities. 

GROWING HERRING OIL INDUSTRY: After the First World War,,the amount of herring 
oil produced in Norway showed a steady increase, subject to such fluctuations as 
were occasioned by the yield of the fisheries, according to a March 5 report from 
the Royal Norwegian Information Service. During the last war, unfavorable general 
conditions brought about a curtailment of production and, even in the first post= 
war years, output remained a good deal below the prewar level as a result of the 
damage sustained by the fishing fleet during the war. However, the fishing fleet 
has now been rebuilt or repaired, and production figures are again increasing. 

In the early years of the herring oil industry, the processing plants were 
small and old-fashioned, and the quality of the oil left much to be desired. In 
the interwar period, the factories were expanded and processing methods perfected, 
and the quality brought up to a point where the oil could be used with advantage 

in the manufacture of edible fats. 

Just before World War II, a firm in Bergen introduced a new refining process, 
which made it possible to produce a liquid oil from which every objectionable taste 
or smell was eliminated. 

This oil has found its principal use in the Norwegian canning industry, and 
this industry has, since the war, made exclusive use of refined herring oil for 
packing herring and "brisling" sardines, and in the manufacture of cod roe paste. 

The new processing method marks an important step towards self-sufficiency in this 
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particular branch of Norwegian industry. A certain amount of this oil is also 
sold to foreign canneries, but -the prevailing shortage of edible oils and fats, 

and the system of allocation governing the sale of these products, have so far 
set definite limits tothe export trade. However, this trade is expected to assume 
greater significance when these restraining influences have disappeared. 

He HH 

REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES, 1948: Production: The total Norwegian fish pro~ 
duction during 198 amounted to 1,335,000 metric tons compared to 1,065,000 tons 
in 1947. In its four-year program to attain economic viability by 1952-53, the 
planned increase for fish production for the four-year period as compared with 
1938 production levels is 140 percent, according to a February 10 report from the 

American Embassy at Oslo. 

Like the preceding year, 1948 was a year of large catches considerably above 

the average of prewar years. 

While in prewar years the cod fisheries and winter herring fisheries made up 
approximately 60 percent of the total annual catch, the importance of these fish- 
eries in postwar years increased still more, In 1948, they made up 78 percent of 

the total catch. 

The abundance of cod on Norwegian fishing grounds is less than in prewar 
years. No increase is to be expected prior to 1951-52, when new age classes of 

cod from recent years of favorable breeding conditions come to swell the schools 

on the fishing grounds. 

The 1948 yield of the important Lofoten cod fisheries was a great disappoint— 

ment. The catch was only 71,000 metric tons as compared to 146,000 tons in 1947. 

But the low yield nust be ascribed 
not so much to lack of fish and Table 1 - Norwegian Catch, Post & Prewar Years | 

abnormal behavior of the schools ~——==== TunapnaltHesciacck TOther 
as to much stormy weather which ay aay Gy eecee Fish 
prevented the fishermen from ven= r ; 
turing out to sea. 5 

For the country as a whole, 
the total 1948 catch of cod was 
150,000 tons as compared to the 
prewar average, 1930-39, of 

177,000 tons. 

17] 
acludes cod livers and roe, 

The abundance of herring on the other hand is greater now than prior to the 
war. In 1948, a record catch was obtained, 880,000 metric tons as compared to an 
average catch during the 1930's of approximately 385,000 tons. The schools came 
clese to. shore and weather conditions were unusually favorable, The greater catch 
in recent years mst also be ascribed to the use of radio~sounding devices for 

locating the herring. 

On account of the great quantities of herring caught in 1948, the facilities 

for marketing and processing were overtaxed. 

The total value of the herring catch to the fishermen was $26,357,200 compared 
to $16,156,360 in 1947. Mainly on account of the record yield of the herring 
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fisheries, the total value of fish exports reached a new high record, $77,059 ,600 
for January—October 1948, as compared to $73,840,400 for the same period in 1947. 

The Fishing Fleet: The total fishing fleet now is greater than in prewar 
years. There is a a total of 12,429 fishing boats with deck as compared to 12,290 
in 1940, the year when Norway was drawn into the war. On the other hand, the 
average age of the boats now is greater, namely 19.1 years as comparedto17.5 years 
in 1940. Of the new boats being built, a greater proportion are large boats and 
thus the capacity of the present fleet is being steadily increased, Already, it 

is greater than prewar. capacity. 

Fishing Gear: During the first postwar years, the supply of fishing gear and 

tackle was entirely insufficient, a factor that detracted greatly fromthe efficiency 
of the fishing fleet. In1947 and 1948, the supply situation has greatly improved. 

The annual output of new gear and tackle new considerably exceeds that of prewar 
years; and the new types of gear are more effective than the old. 

Prices of fishing gear are stabilized at a low level by the means of Govern= 
ment subsidies. Such subsidies, in 1947, amounted to $2,816,800 and in 1948, they 
totaled $3,219,200. 

Processing: In postwar years, considerable investments have been made in 
new, larger, and more diversified processing plants; $3,420,400 were invested in 
Sern plants in 1947 and $6,237,200 in 1948. 

_ The utilization of the catch depends uponthe size and composition of the catch. 
As a rule approximately half the catch is exported as fresh, frozen, salted, or 
dried fish. 

Home consumption of fish only accounts for 11 to 13 percent. The remainder 
of the catch is utilized as raw material in the canning industry and in the fish= 
eries as bait. 

Processing and marketing of fish constitutes an important part of the Norwegian 
economy, and the effect of the size of the catch, therefore, is felt throughout 

the economy. 

Table 2 - Norwegian Average Prices 
to Fishermen for all Fish, 19/ 
(Year [Fries For Ieee a 

248 0. 

Of the country's total exports, fishery 
hee: made up25 percent in 1947 and 23 per- 

cent in 1948, 

Prices: The decrease inthe average price 
of the 1948 catch as compared to that of 1947 
has come about as a result of the change in 

composition of the catch, a much larger pro- 

portion being herring, and a smaller part being cod. 

Bilateral Trade Agreements Include Fishery Products: Nearly all bilateral 

trade agreements throughout 1948 included fishery products (Table 3). Virtually, 

all agreements will be renewed or revised when they expire. 
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fable 3 - Norwegian Trade Agreements - 1948 

Period of Amount of Norwegian Exports Under Agreement-/ 
Country Gees ishery Products Whale Products 

Austria 500 MT, + $1,609,600 - 
Bel gium-Luxembourg iI 28 es 2/21/49|50,000 bbls. + $ "Bod, 800 - 
Czechoslovakia 8- 2/28/49|12,050 MP, + $ 402,400 | Oil: 2 MT, 
Denmark Oil: 8,000 " ¥ $1,126,720 
Finlerd Ja 8 -10/31/49} 10, 800 wT, Fat: 2,000 M,T. 
Freaco 6/11/48 6/15/49]13,700 " + $3,219,200 - 
Germany (U.S,& U.K.)| 7 [ $16,098,000 | Oil: $6,478,640 

a) (Fr, Zone) 48] 500 M, T. a 
" (Soviet Zone) A7-12/31/49| 21,580 MT. Oil: 1,800 MT. 

Hungary [aera /a8 One-third increase of previous egreenent 
Netherlands (4 $1,408,400 
Poland 13/38 erste 26,000 MT. Oil: 5,000 Mf. 
Switzerland 6/30/49 Quantities not specified 
U.S.S.R, 2/22/39 33,000 MT, Fat: 25,000 MT. 
Yugoslavia A8-_/ 49 Oils $ 221,000 
1 Norway in return aa sariows Rouolities no fishery products). All amounts are for a 

period of approximately one year, ; 

Note: Conversion of values based on exchange rate of 4.97 Norwegian kroner equals $1.00 U.S. 

WHALING, 1947-48: In postwar years the Norwegian whaling industry has aimed 
at restoring the Norwegian whaling fleet to its prewar size. The Government has 
discouraged any further expansion because it would 

Table 1 - -Norwegian Production 
of Whale Oil 

result in excess capacity and poor economy, on 
account of the limited stock of whales in Ant- 

WAHAB eos a. « 

arctic waters and the international agreements 
restricting pelagic whaling in those waters, 

ee Sis Saas 

of whale oil accounted for 63 percent of the cee 1938-39" 
total production by whaling expeditions of all 
nationalities taking part in pelagic whaling in Antarctic waters. Both in 1946-47 
and 1947-48, Norwegian production was very close to 50 percent of the total (See 

Commercial Fisheries Review, June 1948, p. 39). 

For the season 1945-46, Norwegian production 

For the season 1947-48, two new floating factories had been added to the 

Norwegian whaling fleet while the number of vessels of the expeditions of other 
nationalities remained unchanged. 

Personnel on the Norwegian whaling fleet in 
Table 2 = - Number of Vessels in| 1947-48 totaled 3,560 men. Besides, 2,445 Nor- 

ing wegians were employed in whaling vessels of other 

nationalities. 

1946-49 Prices for whale oil of Norwegian production 
1947-48 for the three seasons 1945-46 to 1947-48 were as 

| 1946-4 Follows: $270, $403, and $443 per metric ton, 
respectively 

The total catch of whales in Antarctic waters is limited and the Norwegian 
whaling fleet has more than sufficient capacity to acquire the number of whales 
normally obtained by Norwegian vessels. Therefore, it is expected that future 
production policy in the whaling industry will emphasize improved utilization of 
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whales, that is, greater production of frozen whale meat, tankage, whale meat meal 
and extraction of vitamins and biologics from the liver and glands of the whale. 

Note: Conversion of values based on exchange rate of U. S. $4.03 equals one British pound, 

Peru 

FISHERIES REVIEW, 1947: Employment: The Peruvian Ministry of Marine reports 

that as of December 31, 1948, there were 5,850 fishermen registered in Peru, of 
which 1,365 fishermen 

were registered in the 
port of Callao, accord= 
ingtoa January 13 re= 
port from the American 

Embassy at Lima, 

The Bureau of 
Fisheries, Ministry of 
Agriculture, estimates 
that at the end of 1948, 
there wereapproximately 

2,000 persons employed 
in the fish canning in- 
dustry. The same source 
reports that, in 1947 

and 1948, earnings of 
Peruvian fishermen 
averaged about 5,000 
Soles each, per year; 

: > while wages paid in 

CALLAO - ONE OF PERU'S PRINCIPAL FISHING PORTS. fish canning plants 
were 3,50 soles (ap- 

proximately 54 cents) per day for unskilled laborers, and from 5 to 20 soles (ap- 
proximately $.77-$3.08 daily for skilled laborers, The regular working hours in 
the fish canning industry remained unchanged in 1946-48 at 8 hours per day, but 
occasionally, the plants worked 12 and 16 hours with overtime paid at the rate of 
13 times the regular wage. 

Fishing Vessels: Trade sources report that, in the last three years, there 
have been added to the Peruvian fishing fleet about 70 locally—built boats, 36-45 
feet long, most of which are capable of purse-seining, and, in addition, two re— 
frigerator boats of U. S. registry operating in Peruvian waters. Purse seining 
is reported to have developed considerably for fishing bonito and tuna, but gill- 

nets and trolling are still used to a large extent. 

Production: The production of fish in 1947 amounted to 67,712,066 pounds 
compared to 60,845,972 pounds for 1946 (Table 1). For the first six months of 

1948, the catch was 36,199,533 pounds. 

The principal fishing ports are Callao, Ilo, Paita, and Sechura. In 1947, 
Callao accounted for 34.4 percent of the total landings; Ilo, 12.7 percent; Paita, 
8 percent; Sechura, 6.9 percent; Pucusana, 4.1 percent; Chancay, 3.6 percent; 
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Supe, 3.5 percent; and the balance of 34.8 percent divided among the ports of 
Chimbote, Huacho, Pimentel, Samanco, Pacasmayo, Cabo Blanco, San Jose, Talara, 
Lobitos, Mollendo, Pisco, and Huanchaco. 

Table 1 - Peruvien Fish Catch by Principal Species - 1946-47 

RS EC Wy ees Principal Species 9 4 
Lbs. of Total % of Total 

Bonito CRSP eHCFeeteGteocsetaeGesseesdeseoeeeao 35,275, 253 52.1 53.4 

Caballa Mackerel Coceeeceoeecceseeeoeec0500 5,506,547 8.1 10,2 

Cojinoba (Pompano Peeloeseresocgosse000000 5, 203 ,029 ell 7.2 

Lorne) (Drua))|oco.ccsonccdscrecsme-secssesse | 253005763 3.5 2.5 
Cebrilla Sea bass Caeceredeccccecesenr0000 2,161,069 Sa, 3.2 

Albacora (Albacore) .....ccccocccescccscses| 2,118,976 3.1 1.9 
tan (Mina)! seco pooccseceseccce css modsmeee® el scOgedl9 2.8 4.9 
Corvina pe Nass) cssceasccscccccosscoseos | s@amOGaNl 200 1.3 
Tollo (Dogfish) SSCeeoeeseeceseeoSeeeseeeeeoesce 1,169,500 a7) 2.2 

Peje-blanco (Whitefish eeeecccocesscosucee 1,149,487 G7 1.3 

Machete) (Barring)))-ces.ocsfeccecesscinecenes 923,985 1.4 1,0 
Robalo Drum) felclalelelelelsialeloleloloialefaletaletaletaleietale ole 9 1 3 1.3 aS 

Sierra (King mackerel) ...ccccocccccescecce 849,922 1.3 0.9 
Remanrasy (OEam) be sericlgesaisiacjex vise meron sicciee 716,768 Tet 0.6 
All others CoCo OGesseersoeeeseoes2e0es20e008 6 43.02 9 (3) 8.0 

E7719, 066 | 100.0 100.0 

Production of Canned Tuna elle) oie Bonito: Trade sources estimate that the total 
production of canned bonito and tuna a in oil during July 1947—June1948 was approxi- 

mately 350,000 casesL/ compared with about 300,000 cases in 1946-47, and approxi- 
mately 200,000 cases in 1945=46. 

Prices: The Bureau of Fisheries reports the prices paid to fishermen by can- 
neries for tuna and bonito in the ports of Callao and Ilo, two major fishing ports 
in which there is an official price control (Table 2). 

ee for Tune & Bonito, 1946- 8 at Ilo & Callao he ie Beene 
| (S$ per 100 Ibs. ) 

rer 
Fait = ae ~ 

Maanitss) 208, fadke: $ .75| $ .70 
Giaelaeee tiasnesssoee zi aos 1. BS se 

sateen | change - 6.405 soles pe 51.00 
B/Awerage weight of a bonito: landed = Ilo, 7.7 ibe. a at Callao, 7.3 lbs. 

Number of Plants Canning Bonito and Tuna: According to the Bureau of Fish= 
eries and reliable trade sources, there are, at present, in Peru 23 plants actively 
engaged in catching bonito and tuna, Of this toval, 7 plants are reported to be 
capable of producing 1,000 or more cases of 48 eid cans in 8 hours. Nineteen 
were installed and Shereabol operations after 1945, 

Export Duties: The Peruvian Government assesses the following export duties 
and surcharges on canned tuna and bonito: 

fen percent ad valorem tax2/ on the difference between cost price (fixed by 
law at U.S, $425.00 per short ton of 907 kilos 184 grams, net weight) and 
the consular invoice value (Law 10545 of April 16, 1946). 

1/Rbout 90 percent is said to correspond to cases containing 48 J-oz. tins, 
2/Payable in soles at the cfficial rate of exchange. 
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fen percent additional export 8) » Payable when the consular invoice value 
exceeds by 25 percent the base fixed price (Law 9466 of December 18, 1941). 
Tis tax is assessed, according to Allao Customhouse, on the difference be- 
tween the fixed cost price (U.S. $425.00) and the export value as shown on 
the consular invoice, minus one-fourth of the cost price, 

Qne percent ad valorem Pro-Unemployed tax,3/ (Law 7540 of June 30, 1941) 

U.S. $1. 602/per metric ton of weight or measurement (Supreme Decree of 
September 22, 1944). 

$/2,00 per metric ton of weight (Law 10811 of March 3, 1947). 
2/Payable in soles at the official rate of exchange, 

A5 percent of the tax payable in soles at the official rate of exchange, and 55 percent 
payable in scles at the free-market rate of exchange, 

Reece 

Republic of the Philippines 
EXPERIMENTAL FISHING FLEET: The three exploratory vessels of the U. S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service's Philippine Fishery Program returned to port early in March 
from voyages to different parts of the Philippines, according to an announcement 
made by the Administrator of the Program and the Director of the Philippine Bureau 

of Fisheries. 

> 

The Spencer F. Baird, oceanographic research vessel, returned from a trip 
from Sibuyan and Visayan Seas where the first oceanographic data ever taken in 

- those waters were col- 
lected. The investiga- 
tors aboard reported un- 

usual conditions in sev— 
eral places but they were 
particularly intrigued 
by the evidences of stag— 
nation in the bottom of 
Ragay Gulf. The data 

collected but not yet 
analyzed indicate a rel-— 
atively shallow sill near 
the mouth of that area 
which limits circulation 
of water with the out— 
side. A profound effect 

on the fishing potentiality of that area is indicated. The vessel departed late 

in March for the Sulu Sea to continue the collection of oceanographic data. 

SPENCER F. BAIRD, PHILIPPINE FISHERY PROGRAM RESEARCH VESSEL. 

The David S. Jordan came in from a trip to Lingayen Gulf where investigations 
were made of otter-trawl grounds, and demonstrations were made of the otter—trawl 

gear to interested parties in the provinces bordering that area. Preliminary 
reports indicate that Lingayen Gulf could support a small fleet of otter trawlers 
with profit to the operators. Following minor repairs and taking on stores, the 
vessel proceeded to the South about the middle of March. 

The Theodore N. Gill returned from a voyage in the Northern Sulu Sea where. 
experiments were carried out with various adaptations of the long—line trawl pre-— 
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paratory to an extensive voyage planned 
in the near future to the southernmost 
part of the Philippine seas for tuna. At 
the end of the month, she departed for 

the Sulu Sea and will. work down the Sulu 
archipelago as far as Tawi-Tawi and the 
vicinity of the Turtle Islands. Some 
otter trawl hauls will be made in the 
latter area where conditions appear to be 
favorable. 

THEODORE N. GILL, PHILIPPINE FISHERY 
PROGRAM RESEARCH VESSEL. 

Turkey 
EXPANSION OF FISHING INDUSTRY: Evidence of the Turkish Government's desire 

to encourage expansion of the fishing industry was revealed by the completion of 
a fisheries bill, according to an April 5 American consular report from Ankara. 
The extent to which the Government will participate in this field is not known, 
but the bill is based on the belief that the potentialities for a greatly enlarged 

industry are considerable. 

Turkey's exports of fish amounted to approximately 6,000 metric tons in 1948. 

Union of South Africa 

SARDINES ADDED TO LIST OF PROHIBITED IMPORTS: Import controls and exchange 

restrictions, which were imposed in November er 1948 by the Union of South Africa, 
have been extended effective March 4, 1949, to include sardines, according to a 
report in the March 12 Foreign Trade of the Canadian Department of Trade and Com— 
merce. Sardines were excepted under the previous order which included "fish: other, 
except sardines." (See Commercial Fisheries Review, February 1949, page 64). 

i 
United Kingdom 

CANNED WHALE MEAT: The first shipment from the Antarctic of 1,000 metric 
tons of whale meat canned within six hours of capture arrived in Great Britain 
aboard the Ketos, the latter part of March, according to the April 2 issue of the 
British periodical, The Fishing News. The refrigerated steamer, Ketos, owned by 
an English whaling company, also discharged 3,734 metric tons of whale meat ex- 
tracts, meat, meal, and other whale. products. This vessel was one of the ex- 
pedition of 22 ships, including another refrigerated ship, besides the factory 

ship (Balaena), and a floating cannery. 

The captured whales were processed on board the Balaena, then transferred 
to the floating canning factory vessel, Thule, where the meat was canned. This 
is the first whale canning ship in operation. 
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The S. S. Thule, a 10,000-ton tanker, which sailed from Liverpool for the 

South Atlantic on October 2h, 1948, has been hitherto employed in carrying fuel 
oil to the fleet of United Whalers, Ltd., returning to its base loaded with whale 

oil. This year a complete canning plant was installed inthe forepart of the vessel. 

Most of the frozen whale meat, also brought. to Britain by the Ketos, is to 
be canned in England, much of it in the form of the new whale meat roll which has 

already made its appearance in the shops. 

According to an official of the English whaling company, the whale cannery 
venture was an experiment, and there are a number of difficulties to overcome. 
Whether or not the operation would be developedinthe Antarctic or the meat brought 
back to be canned depends on what the data of the experimental operation reveals. 

HeHEH SE 

GRIMSBY=—-LEADING FISHING PORT IN NORTH ATLANTIC: Grimsby, England, is the 
leading fishing port among the North Atlantic ports. During 1948, it handled 
an average of 12.1 million pounds of fish a week, according to a note in the April 2 
issue of the British periodical, Fish Trades Gazette. This was 4.4 million pounds 

per week above prewar years. 

The landings at the two ports of Grimsby and Hull in 1948 totaled nearly a 
half million metric tons (1.1 billion pounds) or 47 percent of the total landings 
of fishery products in England and Wales. 

ee KE 

MINISTRY OF FOOD STANDARDS FOR PRODUCTION OF QUICK-FROZEN FISH: The policy 
of the British Ministry of Food is to encourage the quick freezing of fish and to 
grant special allocations of fish for this purpose to those merchants who are 
equipped to produce quick-frozen fish according to the standard prescribed by 
the Ministry. Since the introduction of this policy in 1946, the quick freezing of 
fish has developed steadily, according to a December 10 report from the American 
Embassy at London. The future of the industry depends on the high standard of 
its production. The ideal conditions needed for the production and distribution 
of quick-frozen fish, and the present conditions with which quick freezers must 
comply before they receive allocations of white fish are as follows: 

(1) The ideal conditions for the production and distribution of quick-frozen fish, 

(a) Only fresh fish of best quality should be frozen, 
(b) The delay between catching and quick freezing the fish should be as 

short as possible, 

(c) The fish should be frozen at such e rate that the tim: taken to cool 
the fish from 32° F, to 23° F. does not exceed 2 hours and the ten 
perature of the fish leaving the freezing plant should not exceed 0° F, 

(a) The frozen fish should be carefully "glazed" by immersion in or by 
spraying with cold water and/or sealed in moisture and vapor-proof 
wrappers. 

(e) The fish should be stored at uniform and adequately low temperatures 
as follows: 

WHITE FISH 
Storage up to 4 months, Not higher than 5° F, 
Storage up to 8 months, Not higher than 20°F, 
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FATTY FISH 

Storage up to 3 months, Not higher than 5° F. 
Storage up to 6 months, Not higher than 20°F, 

(2) Present conditions which quick freezers mst satisfy. 

Although quick freezers showld aim at satisfying the conditions set out in 
(1) above, the Ministry realizes that it may be difficult to comply with 
all of them et the present time. In the meantime, allocations of white 
fish for quick freezing will continue to be granted provided that: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The plant is capable of cooling the fish from 32° F, to 23°F, in 
not more than 2 hours either when dealing with whole fish separately 
or in regularly shaped packs, or with packeges of fillets in molds, 
cardboard boxes or normal light wrappings of cellulose film, waxed 

paper, etc, 

When removed from the quick freezing plant no part of the fish is 
at a temperature higher than+10° F, 

Cold storage accommodation at -10° F. or below is available on the 
same premises as the quick freezing plant, or, where it is not at 
present possible to comply with this condition, alternative arrange- 
ments are provided which have been approved by the Ministry. 

The quantity of fish allocated for quick freezing in any plant will 
be based upon the time taken to cool every part of ‘a batch of fish 
from the temperature of the fish as delivered to the plant to at 
least +10° F., when the plant is operating under normal conditions, 

@ 
Venezuela 

CONSTRUCTION OF FIRST PRIVATE SHIPYARD: In construction for slightly over 
one year, the first privately-owned shipyard in Venezuela is nearing completion 
in Puerto Cabello, according to a February 14 report from the American Embassy 

at Caracas. It is estimated that the total cost is $240,000-$270,000. Of this 
amount, $45,000 was furnished as a loan by the Government—owned Venezuelan De- 
velopment Corporation in furtherance of its current campaign to revitalize and 
expand the Venezuelan fishing industry. The new shipyard includes a machine shop, 

carpenter shop, supply warehouse, and drydock, and will be able to handle boats 

up to 300 gross tons. 

= 

Be 
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ie FEDERAL | 
ACTIONS 

ws 

Department of the Army 
FISHERY PRODUCTS PROCUREMENT AND EXPORTS TO OCCUPIED AREAS: As of April 1, 

under working agreement covering purchase responsibility, the Office of the Quarter-— 

master General. has been designated as the procurement agency for the procurement 
of food (including fishery products) out of Government-appropriated funds for 

feeding the civilian populations of Western Germany, Japan, and the Ryukyus, accord-— 
ing to the Office of Food Administrator for Occupied Areas, Department of the Army. 

Offers of fishery products and requests for listing as permanent bidders 
should be submitted by U. S. Suppliers to the Quartermaster Purchasing Office 

(QM), 1819 West Pershing Road, Chicago 9, Illinois. 

Appropriated Funds: The Department of the Army is charged with ad- 
namie responsibility for the expenditure of funds appropriated by the Con— 
gress of the United States for feeding the civilian populations of Western Germany, 

Japan, and the Ryukyus. Within the Department of the Army, the Officer of the Food 
Administrator for Occupied Areas (FAOA) approves import requirements for these 
areas and makes funds available to various purchasing agencies for actual physical 
procurement. 

Zuropean Recovery Program: Procurement of fishery products in the United 

States for Western Germany, Austria, and Trieste with ERP funds under the annual 

programs as approved by ECA is carried out by the Office of the Quartermaster 

General. 

Food Supplies for Occupation Forces: All food for Army personnel is purchased 

by the Quartermaster Corps through established trade channels. Prospective sup= 

pliers should communicate with the Quartermaster Purchasing Office in Chicago. 

Department of Commerce 
EDIBLE FISH AND SHELLFISH PRODUCTS REMOVED FROM EXPORT CONTROL: A revised 
oe — eee oe SD C0 Ol OOD 

Office of International Trade of the Department of Commerce. This revised list, 

which became effective April 29, 1949, contains a substantial number of additions 
to the previous one. Included are all edible fish and shellfish and their prod- 

ucts. 
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§ 371.8 
GENERAL LICENSE GRO 

(a) Scope of Licenses 

A general license designated GRO is hereby established authorizing the 

exportation to all destinations of certain commodities not included on the 

Positive List of Commodities (Part 399) but set forth in paregraph (b) of 
this section, 

(>) Commodity List 

The following specified commodities may be exported under the provisions 
of this general license GRO to all destinations: 

Commodities Exportable Under General License GHO 

008995 ....-6 

008098 ...... 
009900 e@oeooes 

099920 ....06 
O99998 Sees 

971290 ....0. 
1300 e@oeoeeee 

9 900 @eseee 

ish and fish products: 
Fish, fresh or frozen, whether or not whole 
(include fillets). 

Shellfish, fresh or frozen (include raw and 
fresh-cooked shellfish and shellfigh meats). 

Fish, salted, pickled, or dry-cured, 
Shellfish, pickled, salted, or dry-cured, 
Fish, smoked or kippered, 
Fish, canned, 
Shellfish, canned, 
Fish, prepared or preserved, n,e.5. (include cakes, 
balls, paste, sauce, caviar, and roe), 
Shellfish, prepared or preserved, n.e.5. 

Edible animal products, n.e@.8.i 
Edible terrapin; frog legs; snails; turtle meat; 

whale meat. 
Other inedible animals and products: 

Shells, unmanufactured. 
Animal products, inedible, n.e.s.: cuttlefish bone; 
fish eggs, hatching; fish essence; fish scales; fish 
sounds; halibut viscera; pearl essence; paispearl 
paste; salmon milt for breeding; squid bait, frozen; 
trout eggs, hatching, 

Miscellaneous commodities, n.e.s.3 
Buttons, and parts: 

Pearl or shell buttons. 
Button parts, backs, blanks, or molds (all materials), 

Fishing tackle and equipment suitable only for com- 
mercial fishing, 

These commodities do not require a validated license for exportation to any 

destination. 

Only the commodities classified under the Schedule B numbers in the left- 

hand column, and as restricted in the commodity descriptions, may be exported 
under general license GRO. 

Spe 
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Department of the Interior 

AMENDMENTS TO ALASKA COMMERCIAL FISHERIES REGULATIONS: 

of May 12, 1949, 

lations. 
yet effective means of closing salmon traps to fishing. 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

The Federal Register 

“carried two amendments to the Alaska commercial fisheries regu- 

iAmananient to Section 102.28 is made in order to require a more practical 

Amendment to Section 

122.5 provides that the North Behm Canal section shall have a salmon fishing season 

consistent with adjoining districts. 

1. Section 102.28 8 amended to reac 
as follows: 

§ 102.28 Method of closing saimon 
traps. During all periods when fishing 
is prohibited, the heart walls of salmon 
traps shall be lifted or lowered in aecord= 
ance with the method prescribed by sec- 
tion 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, and 
the tunnels from hearts to pots shall be 
closed in the following manner: 

(a) Floating traps. Poles shall be per- 
manently secured to the webbing at each 
side of the mouth of the pot tunnel and 
shall extend from the tunnel floor to a 
height at least two feet above the water. 
A draw line shall be reeved through the 
lower ends of both poles and the top of 
“one, and the upper end of this line shall 
be spliced to a length of chain. The two 

~tunnel walls must pe overlapped-as far 
as possible across the pot gap and the 
draw line must be pulled tight so as to 
completely close the bottom of the tun- 
-nel. The pole on the right side of the 

be painted ‘bright red above water and 
the pole on thaleft bright green. Serially 
numbered seals issued by the Fish and 

ALASKA HERRING CATCH QUOTAS: 

Wildlife Service shali be affixed around 
the top rib lines and webbing of both 
tunnel walls next to each pole and a link 
of the chain must be included in one of 
the seals. Seals must be attached in such 
manner that the trap cannot be fished 
without breaking them. 

(bo) Stationary traps. A draw line 
shail be secured to the pot wall at a 
depth equal to that of the bottom of the 
tunnel and at least 12 inches from the 
edge of, the pot gap; shall be reeved 
through rings fastened at’ intervals of 4 
feet or less on the vertical rib line along 
the mouth end of the opposite tunnel 
wall; and shall be spliced at its upper end 
to a length of chain. The tunnel shall be 
ptdled to one side of the pot gap sufii- 
ciently to overlap the pot wall a minimum 
of 12 inches and the draw line shall be 
puHed tight and secured by looping its 
chain around the capping. Serially 
numbered seals issued by the Fish and 
Wildlife Service shall be affixed, one to 
seal the tunnel webbing to the pot wall 
and another to seal the loop of chain 
around the capping. Séals must be at- 
tached in such manner that trap cannot 
be fished without breaking them. (43 
Stat. 465; 48 U. S. C. 225) 

HER K 

On April 7, 

2. Section 122.5 is amended to read as 
follows: 

§ 122.5. Open season, central, south- 
east, southwest, and north Behm Canal 
section. Fishing, other than trolling, in 
the central, southeast, southwest, and 
north Behm Canal sections is prohibited 
except from 6 o’clock antemeridian Au- 
gust 15 to 6 o'clock postmeridian Sep- 
tember 3: Provided, That this prohibition 
shall not apply in Cholmondeley Sound 
from 6 o’clock antemeridian October 5 
to 6 o’clock postmeridian October 15. 
(44 Stat. 752; 48 U. S. C. 221) 

The salmon fishing season in Alaska, 
as it affects certain salmon traps, opens 
on May 27. Accordingly, in order that 
a practical closure method may be made 
applicable to such trap operations it has 
been determined that the amendment to 
§ 102.28 shall become effective on May 
27,1949. The amendment to § 122.5 shall 
become effective 30 days after publication 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(43 Stat. 465, as amended; 48 U.S. C. 221 
et seq.) 

Dated: I'tay 4, 1949. 

EsEAL] J. A. Kru, 
Secretary of the Interior. 

1949, the Secretary of the Interior 

issued 1949 catch limitations for the Alaska herring fishery. The quotas published 

in the Federal Register of April 14, 1949, were issued as amendments to the Alaska 

commercial fishery regulations, authorized by a Congressional Act of June 18, 1926. 

The provisions of the amendments become effective 30 days after their publication 

in the Federal Register. 

The new catch limitations have been 

revised downward for thefirst.time since 

drastic quota restrictions were imposed 

in 1942 to rebuild Alaska's depleted her- 

ring fishery. 

Prines William Sound- 
Resurrection Bay ..... Because of the reduced catch limi- 

tation for Southeastern Alaska, the Ter- 

ritory’s oldest and most productive herring fishery, the Service believes that some 

reduction plants and boats will not operate this season. 

The legal hetring seasons run from June 10 to October 15, 

quota area. 

varying in each 
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Service biologists, who determine catch quotas by scientific studies of the 

abundance of the age groups in each year's herring catch, expect an unusually low 

run of mature herring in Alaskan waters this season because of several years of 
unsuccessful spawning. 

BHeEK HE 

LEGAL PROTECTION PARTIALLY REMOVED FOR ALASKA SEA LIONS: On April 7, 1949, 

waters, except in waters around Bogoslof Island in the Bering Sea. In accordance 

with a Congressional Act of June 16, 1934, the Secretary retained full legal pro- 

tection of the sea lions in the waters around uninhabited Bogoslof Island. 

The provisions of the amendment were published in the Federal Register of 

April 14, 1949, and read as follows: 

142.1 Killing of sea lions, ‘The killing of sea lions in 
the Territory of Alaska, or in any of the waters of Alaska 
over which the United States has jurisdiction is permitted, 
except on Bogoslcf Island and within one statute mile of 
the shores of Bogoslof Island, (48 Stat. 976; 16 U.S.C.659) 

The killing of sea lions in Alaskan waters has been prohibited by regulations 

issued by the Secretary of the Interior, July 1, 1941. The old law did permit 

killing, however, "by natives for food or clothing, and by miners and explorers 

when in nsed of food...by anyone in the necessary protection of property, or while 

such animals are destroying salmon or other food fish," and by authorized scientists. 

The Service will soon begin sea lion control operations in certain areas to 

curb the predations on commercial fishes. Although sea lions have practically no 

economic value now, the Service also seeks commercial uses for the animals, 

Huge herds of sea lions concentrate on Alaska's important halibut fishing 

tanks and salmon trolling grounds, causing heavy economic losses to the Territory's 

fishermen. According to the Service's findings, the enormous marine mammals, which 

have become unusually abundant in recent years, feed on commercial fishes caught 

in nets and on baited hooks. 

The Alaskan sea lions are relatively non-migratory, and are much larger than 

the California sea lions which are captured for use as "trained seals." 

Interstate Commerce Commission 

i 

The Interstate Commerce Commission through an order dated April 11, 1949, reopened 

for further consideration its Docket MC 89207, better known as the "Monark Egg 

Case." The Commission ordered one of its examiners to prepare a report solely 

with respect to the meaning of the term "fish (including shell fish)" as used 

in section 203 (b) (6) of the Interstate Commerce Act. 

In earlier proceedings under this Docket "fish (including shell fish)" was 

defined by the Commission as meaning only fish dead or alive in the form that 

they came from the water. This meant that relatively few shipments of fishery 

products transported by truck could be carried by trucks unregulated by the Inter- 

state Commerce Commission. 
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As the result of the order of April 11, an examiner has now filed a report 
which recommends "that the term fish (including shell fish) as used in section 
203 (b) (6) of the act includes frozen, quick-frozen, and unfrozen fishin the 
various forms in which it is customarily shipped, such as live fish, fish in the 
round, beheaded and gutted fish, filleted fish, beheaded shrimp, and oysters, 
clams, crabs, and lobsters, with or without shells (including crab meat and lobster 

meat) ."' This would grant abroad exemption to shipments of fresh and frozen fishery 
products and allow all of these shipments to be made in unregulated trucks pro~ 
vided that these trucks did not carry for compensation any passengers or property 
other than exempt property as defined in section 203 (b) (6) of the Interstate 
Commerce Act and subsequent decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

Exceptions to this report could be filed through May 13, 1949, on which date 
two exceptions were received by the Commission. Replies to these exceptions could 
be filed until midnight May 23. The examiner's report together with the exceptions 

and any replies will be reviewed by the Commission and a final report issued. 

Department of State 
FURTHER DECLARATION OF U. S. POLICY ON TERRITORIAL WATERS; L/ In a letter 

replying to an inquiry from a private company, the United States Department of 
State made the following statement with reference to the United States policy 

towards the declarations of other nations as to the limits of and jurisdiction 

over territorial waters: 

"One of our principal concarns in the tuna area of Latin America is to 
see that no impediment is placed in the way of United States fishermen 
participating in the harvesting of the tuna resources in this area, with- 
in the limits of the rights they have under internstional lew as citizens 
of the United States. 

"Under generally accepted principles of international law, the vessels 
of any nation have the right to fish on the high seas without interfer- 
ence by the public vessels of any other nation, Accordingly United States 
fishing vessels my freely operate off Western Latin America, so far as 
control by other nations is concerned, up to the limits cf the territorial 
waters of such other nations, ‘The United States has never recognised ter- 
ritorial waters jurisdiction by any country in this area beyond three marine 
miles from low-water marl on the coast of such country, Accordingly, under 
the policy of this Government concerning the extent of territorial waters, 
United States fishing vessels have the right to carry on cperations in 
waters beyond three miles from land without interference from the contiguous 
country. 

“This simple situation is somewhat complicated by the fact that this 
Government stands ready at all time to undertake any measures within its 
powsrs to conserve fishery resources to the end that these resources will 
continue to produce at the maximum level year after year, If regulation 
of fishing activity is necessary to accomplish this end, we are willing 
to place our fishermen under the same reguletion as the fishermen of other 
nations are under on that particular fishing ground--with the provision 
that this Government will have an equal voice with any other Government 
in formlating those regulations, 

"In order to determine when regulations in any particular fishery are 
required for conservation purposes we are willing to join in scientific 
investigations designed to place the regulations on a factual basis, and, 
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of course, to pay our share of costs of such investigations, You are 
acquainted with the two joint commissions we have with Canada in the 
Northwest, on salmon and halibut, 

"We have recently signed a convention with eleven other nations to 
set up another such Commission to work on the fisheries of the North- 
west Atlentic, On January 25 we signed a similar convention with 
Mexico to set up such a commission to cover the tuna fisheries common 
to the two countries, 

"We distinguish quite clearly, however, between regulation for the 
purpose of conservation and regulation for the purpose of raising 
reveme, 

"Regulation of the activities of our fishermen on the high seas by 
another country for the purpose of raising reveme for that country 
would not be accsptable to this Government, 

"Sincerely yours, 

"W. M, Chapman 
Special Assistant to the 

Under Secretary" 

1/see Commercial Fisheries Review, January 1949, page 50. 

Eighty-first Congress (First Session) 
APRIL 1949 

i CO 

which affect inany way the fisheries and fishing and allied industries. The bills 

are listed in the order in which they were introduced: 

House of Representatives: 

H. R, 4170 (Nixon) - A bill to confirm and establish the titles of the 
States to lands beneath navigable waters within State boundaries and 
natural resources within such lands and waters and to provide for 
the use and control of said lands and resources; to the Committee on 

the Judiciary, 

H. RB. 4198 (Nelson) - A bill to provide for nautical education in the 
territories, to facilitate nautical education in the States and Ter- 
ritories, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Merchant Marine 
and Fisheries. 

H, RB, 4205 (King) - A bill to give effect to the convention between the 
United States of America and the United Mexican States for the scientific 
investigation of tuna, signed at Mexico City January 2%, 1949, and for 
other purposes; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs, 

H. R, 4228 (Furcolo), (by request) - A bill to establish a Connecticut 
Valley Authority to provide for unified water control and resource 
development on the Connecticut River, its tributaries and watershed, 
to prevent floods, encourage agriculture, stimulate industrial expansion, 
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develop low-cost hydro-electric power, promote navigation, increase 

recreational possibilities, protect wildlife, and for other purposes; 
to the Committee on Public Works, 

H, R, 4249 (Colmer) - A bill to transfer the trawlers Alaskm and Oregon 
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to the Fish and Wildlife 
Service; to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 

H. R, 4252 (Thompson) - Same as H, R, 4249; to the Committee on Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries, 

H. R, 4272 (Lucas) - A bill to provide for the amendment of the Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938, and for other purposes; to the Committee 
on Education and Labor. 

H. R, 4276 (McKinnon) - Same as H, R, 4205; to the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, 

H, R, 4286 (Mitchell) - A bill to reorganize and consolidate certain 
Federal functions and thereby secure their more effective administration 
by establishing a Columbia Valley Administration to assist in the 
achievement of unified water control and resource conservation and 
development on the Columbia River, its tributaries, and the surrounding 
lands; to the Committee on Public Works, 

H. R, 4287 (Jackson of Wash.) - Same as H. R, 4286; to the Committee 
on Public Works, 

H. R, 4296 (Doyle) - Same as H, R. 4276; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs, 

H. BR. 4403 (Peterson) - A bill to facilitate the administration by the 
Secretary of the Interior, in cooperation with other Federal, State, 
and local agencies, of the recreational uses of lands and waters within 
reclamation, flood-control, power, and other Federal reservoir projects; 
to tha Committee on Public Lands, 

H. R, 4450 (Hart) - A bill to extend the requirements for fixing the 
minimum number of deck officers on steam vessels to certain additional 
vessels of the United States, and for other purposes, This bill states 
in parts "Nothing contained in this Act shall apply to fishing vessels 
of less than three hundred gross tons, or to fishing vessels of any 
gross tonnage which do not, in the course of their normal employment, 
navigate more than fifty miles from the shores of the continental United 
States, including Alaska,” to the Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries, 

Senate: 

S. 1545 (McCarran, for himself and 30 other Senators) - A bill to confirm 
and establish the titles of the States to lands beneath navigable waters 
within State boundaries and natural resources within such lands and waters 
and to provide for the use and control of said lands and resources; to 
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 

S. 1595 (Cain) - A bill for approving plans for the development of the 
Columbia River Basin, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Public 
Works, 

S. 1642 (Knowland, for himself and Downey) - A bill to give effect to the 
convention between the United States of America and the United Mexican 
States for the scientific investigation of tuna, signed at Mexico City, 
January 25, 1949, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations. 
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S. 1645 (Magnuson, for himself and 17 others) - A bill to reorganize 
and consolidate certain Federal functions and thereby secure their 
more effective administration by establishing a Columbia Valley Ad- 
ministration to assist in the achievement of unified water control 
and resource conservation and development on the Columbia River, its 
tributaries, and the surrounding lands; to the Committee on Public 
Works, 

S. Res. 99 (O*Conor)s Directs the Secretary of State to investigate 
and report to the Senate, within 60 days of the adoption of this req 
solution, the costs of production of producers and processors of fish 
and fishery products, wages, and other remnaration paid to fishermen, 
shore workers, and all other labor engaged in the production of fish 
and fishery products in each nation exporting fish and shellfish and 
all byproducts thereof to the United States, together with a descrip- 
tion of the standard of living enjoyed by the persons employed in the 
fisheries under the jurisdiction of such governments, 

The U. S. Tariff Commission to initiate an immediate investigation 
of the imports of fresh and frozen groundfish fillets. 

The Secretary of Treasury to ascertain all subsidies, grants, and 
bounties of any kind whatsoever paid directly or indirectly by any 
foreign country or any citizen thereof presently exporting fish or 
fishery products to the United States, to any fishermen, producers, or 
processors of fish or fishery products within the territorial juris- 
diction of such country. 

BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, ETC. PASSED, AND OTHER ACTION: 

House of Representatives: 

H, Res. 147 (fhompson) - Considered, amended, and agreed to April 4, 
1949. Resolved, That the Secretary of State be, and he hereby is, 
requested to cause an immediate study to be made of the effect on 
the domestic fishing industry of increasing imports of freshwater 
and saltwater fresh and frozen fish, especially groundfish, fillets, 
into the United States, and report to be submitted to the House of 
Representatives not later than May 15, 1949. 

S. S. PACIFIC EXPLORER 

An American factory ship, the Pacific Explorer, became a reality 
in 1945 when the War Food Administration recommended that the Defense 

Plants Corporation (a subsidiary of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora— 

tion) should acquire and convert an ocean-going vessel to a factory ship 
to further the war effort by increasing the supplies of protein food. 

At the cessation of hostilities, the conversion of the ship was not 
completed, but various Governmental agencies decided that it would be 

to the advantage of the Government and the fishing industry to complete 
the conversion and to determine the feasibility of motherships to ex- 
pand the scope of the American fishing effort. 

—Fishery Leaflet 316 

67 
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LANDINGS AND RECEIPTS 

in Millions 

MAINE - LANDINGS 

NOT INCLUDING IMPORTS 

° 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC. 

NEW YORK CITY-RECEIPTS OF FRESH & FROZEN FiSH 

SALT-WATER MARKET 
26 

HELLFISH CONVERSION FACTORS IN 1949 BASED ON WEIGHT OF MEATS 
ONLY, WHILE IN 1948 THEY ARE BASED ON WEIGHT OF MEATS AND SHELL: 

24 

22 

ie) 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC. 

GULF - SHRIMP LANDINGS 

HEADS OFF - FOR ALL USES 

JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE 

In 
CALIFORNIA - PILCHARD LANDINGS 

DOES NOT INCLUDE SUMMER OR OFF-SEASON PRODUCTION 

194 REE 
Se 

XN 
7 

/ 

JULY AUG. SEPT, OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE 

of Pounds 

MASSACHUSETTS - LANDINGS 

BOSTON , GLOUCESTER , NEW BEDFORD , & CAPE COD ee 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. PEC. 

5 

CHICAGO - RECEIPTS OF FRESH & FROZEN FISH 

WHOLESALE MARKET 

{o) 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV DEC. 

SEATTLE - RECEIPTS OF FRESH & FROZEN FISH 

WHOLESALE MARKET , LANDINGS , & IMPORTS 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC. 

Thousands of Tons 

seeeeeee ESTIMATED 

' CALIFORNIA- TUNA AND TUNA-LIKE FISH 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
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COLD STORAGE HOLDINGS and FREEZINGS of FISHERY PRODUCTS 

In Millions of Pounds 

U.S. & ALASKA - HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH U.S. & ALASKA - FREEZINGS 

2 JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

NEW YORK CITY - HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH NEW ENGLAND - HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH 

0 : 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

CHICAGO - HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH GULF - HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC. 
(0) 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

WASHINGTON, OREGON, AND ALASKA - 
HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH CALIFORNIA - HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
le} - 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
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CANNED FISHERY PRODUCTS 

In Thousands of Standard Cases 

MAINE - SARDINES , ESTIMATED PACK UNITED STATES - SHRIMP 

947-45, _1N ONLY PLANTS UNDER 
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, SEA- 
FOOD INSPECTION SERVICE. 

a {0} 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR.MAY JUNE 

CALIFORNIA - TUNA CALIFORNIA - PILCHARDS 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR.MAY JUNE 

CALIFORNIA - MACKEREL ALASKA - SALMON 

DS Steele = 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC. 

WASHINGTON - PUGET SOUND SALMON 

STANDARD CASES 

Variety No.Cans Can Dasignation Net. Wgt. 

SARDINES 100 14 drawn 3 1/4 oz. 

SHRIMP 48 No.1 picnic 7 oz. 

TUNA 48 No. 1/2 tuna 7 oz. 

PILCHARDS 48 No. 1 oval 15 oz. 

MACKEREL 48 No. 300 15 oz. 

SALMON 48 l_pound tall 16 oz. 

aS LS 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
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PRICES . IMPORTS and BY-PRODUCTS 

BOSTON - WEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE MAINE - IMPORTS OF FRESH SEA HERRING 
ON NEW ENGLAND FISH EXCHANGE I ¢@ PER POUND IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JA N. FEB. a APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. : 

In Millions of Pounds 
U.S. - IMPORTS OF FRESH & FROZEN FILLETS U.S.— IMPORTS OF FRESH AND FROZEN 

3 OF GROUND FISH, INCLUDING ROSEFISH:- SHRIMP FROM MEXICO 

0 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS 

U.S.- IMPORTS OF CANNED TUNA U.S.-IMPORTS OF CANNED SARDINES 
AND TUNA-LIKE FISH (Include in oil and not in oil ) 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT, NOV. DEC. JAN, FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

U.S. & ALASKA - PRODUCTION OF FISH MEAL U.S. & ALASKA - PRODUCTION OF FISH OIL 

IN THOUSANDS OF TONS IN MILLIONS OF GALLONS 40) 

35 

30 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
= to} 

JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAY. JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC 
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Seetickets PA. “ts 

Recent: publications of interest to the commercial fishing industry are listed 

below. 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 

THESE PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FREE FROM THE OIVISIQN OF INFORMATION, FISH AND WILOLIFE SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF THE 

INTERIOR, WASHIRGTON 25, 0. C. TYPES OF PUBLICATIONS ARE DESIGNATED AS FOLLOWS: 

CFS - CURRENT FISHERY STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES AND ALASKA. 
FL - FISHERY LEAFLETS. 
MDL - MARKET DEVELOPMENT SECTION LISTS OF DEALERS, LOCKER PLANTS, ASSOCIATIONS, ETC 
SL - STATISTICAL SECTION LISTS OF DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF FISHERY PRODUCTS AND BYPRODUCTS. 
SEP.- SEPARATES (REPRINTS) FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERIES REVIEW. 

Number Title 
@S-454 - Massachusetts Landings, October 1948 
CFS-45 - Frozen Fish Report, Annual Summary 1948 
CFS-45 - Maine Landings, Anmal Summary 1948 
crs- - Massachusetts Landings, November 1948 
CFS-462 - Maine Landings, January 1949 
crs-463 - Fish Meal and Oil, February 1949 
cFs-464 - Frozen Fish Report, April 1949 
mit (Revi sea)- Fish Reduction Processes 
FL-332 - Recording Color Changes in Frozen Pink Salmon 
SL-107 (Revised)- Firms Canning Miscellaneous Fish and Fish Products, 1947 
SL-109 (Revised)- Firms Canning Caviar and Miscallansous Fish Roe, 1947 
SL-110 (Revised)- Firms Canning Oysters and Oyster Products, 1947 
SL-113 (Revised)- Firms Canning Crab Meat, 1947 
SL-115 (Revised)- Firms Canning Miscellansous Shellfisk and Turtle Products, 1947 
SL-117 (Revised)- Firms Canning Sea Herring, 1947 
SL-152 (Revised)- Firms Manufacturing Oyster and Marine Clam Shell Products, 1947 
SL-153 (Revised)- Firms Manufacturing Fish Glue and Isinglass, 1947 
SL-154 (Revised)- Firms Mamfacturing Seaweed Products, 1947 
SL-157 (Revised)- Firms Manufacturing Fish Liver Oils, 1947 
SL-160 (Revised)- Firms Manufacturing Menhaden Oil and Meal, 1947 

Sep. 227 - The United States Fishery Mission to Venezuela 
Sep. 228 - Vitamin A in Liver of the Alask» Fur Seal 

Distribution and Occurrence of Starfish on Connecticut Oyster Beds in the Spring 
of , Bulletin No, 3, Vol. 13, April 10, 1949, 6 p., mimeographed, free. 
Available upon request from Fishery Biological Laboratory, Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Milford, Conn, Reports on the results of the spring survey of the 
distribution of starfish on Connecticut oyster grounds made in March, ‘he 
area surveyed extended from about Morris Cove and Morgan Point at New Haven 
to Penfield Reef, west of Bridgeport. According to the report, the results 
of the spring survey showed that the distribution of starfish in the area 
surveyed remained, in general, the sams as it has been for the past year. 
However, the numbers of starfish found during this survey were considerably 
higher than those recorded last fall, and is due to the larger numbers of 
starfish found along the deepest line of survey which mostly lies outside 
the cultivated areas, 
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Production and the Fishing Methods of the Maine Herring Industry with Notes on the 
1947 Season, by L. W, Scattergood, Special Scientific Report No. 67, 34 p., illus. 
with tables and figures, processed. Limited distribution, This report is a non- 
technical account of the production and fishing methods used by the Maine herring 
industry, the 1947 season, and the investigation of the herring fishery by the 
Service in cooperation with the Maine Sardine Packer's Association and the State 
of Maine's Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries, ‘The author discusses the fish- 
ery, the gear employed, the need for adequate statistics, the 1947 season, and the 
establishment and analysis of statistical areas. 

Quarterly Outlook for Marketing Fishery Products, April-June 1949, Fishery Leaflet 336. 
This leaflet is the first of a series of quarterly market outlook reports to be 
compiled by the Service's Branch of Commercial Fisheries, Service data on fish- 
ing industry activities, material from other Government agencies, opinions of trads 
members, and information from varied domestic and foreign periodicals are summarized 
in the marketing outlook report. In addition, it discusses the general business 
situation, conditions in the food industry, recent trends in the fishing industry, 
and specific fishery marketing situations, 

ARTICLES BY FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE AUTHORS IN OTHER PUBLICATIONS 

"Progress Report on the Sea Lamprey Study," by John Van Oosten, The Fisherman (Pub- 

The 

lished by the Marine Publishing Co., Grand Haven, Mich,), March 1949, vol. 17, 
no, 3, pp. 6, 9. This article gives a resume of the work done in 1947 and 1948 
on the sea lamprey study. 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 
THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED, IN MOST INSTANCES, FROM THE AGENCIES |SSUING’ THEM. 

American qubeweris snd Nautical Almanac (For the Year 1950), 632 p., with tables, 
printed, $3.50. the Nautical Almansc Office, United States Observatory under the 
authority of the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C., 1948. Available only 
by purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C. ‘This book 
ig similar in all respects to the ona for 1949, with a few minor exceptions. It 
Vecne oe the navigator with a compact publication containing all a? the ephemeris 
astronomical) material essential to the solution of problems of navigational 

position, 

4n Annotated Bibliography of Oysters With Pertinent Material On Mussels and Other 
Shellfish and an Appendix on Pollution, by J. L, Baughman, 794 p., printed. ‘The 
Texas A & M Research Foundation, The Agricultural & Mechanical College of Texas, 
College Station, Texas, 1948, ‘he bibliography, built up originally for the 
author's use, lists numerous articles or papers on oysters, masels, other shell- 
fish, and pollution, Wherever possible articles or papers have been rather fully 
abstracted or taken from Chemical Abstracts and Biological Abstracts. According 
to the author, an effort has been made to present the salient features of each 
paper so that this bibliography would enable the user to assemble rapidly per- 
tinent material on oysters, missels, etc. 

“Argentine Fish and Whale 0il Production," article, Foreign Crops and Markets, May 9, 
1949, vol. 58, no. 19, pp. 457-8, free. Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C. This article gives Ar- 
gentine's 1948-49 production and marketing of whale oil, and the 1948 production 
and marketing of fish oil and shark liver oil. 

the State of Oregon, Portland, Oregon, This is a report of the operations of 
Oregon's Fish Commission for the biennial periced July 1, 1946 to June 30, 1948, 
and of the various divisions which make up the Commission. ‘The report of the 
Master Fish Warden discusses the value of the State's resources, the conser- 
vation problems of the fisheries, and appropriations and revenue, The report 
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of the Division of Research reviews the investigations of the Columbia River 

system; the production of salmon from the coastal rivers; studies of the al- 

bacore, pilchards, salmon, sharks, bottom fish, and shelifish; and hatchery 

biology. Also included are reports of the Division of Engineering, Division 

of Fish Culture, financial statements, and tables showing the salmon escape- 

ment over Bonneville Dam from 1938 to 1948 by species and by months. 

Caandian Fishery Markets (Review and Outlook), Market Bulletin No. 2, January 1949, 
5 pe, processed, Department of Fisheries, Ottawa, Canada, This is the second 

in a series of Market Bulletins designed to review the current marketing of 

various forms of Canadian fishery products and to give an appraisal of the out- 
look in individual markets, ‘This issue surveys the marketing of fishery products 
during 1949, and attempts to forecast the prospects for 1949. In addition to a 
summary of the marketing outlook for 1949 for Canadian fishery markets, this 
report contains a more detailed outlook of the domestic and export markets (in- 
cluding the United States market), and a market outlook for types of fishery 
products (fresh and frozen, canned, cured, and fish meal and oil). 

“Computing Human Consumption of Fish," article, Fisheries Bulletin, March-April 1949, 
vol. II, no, 1, pp. 2-36. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Na- 
tions, Washington, D, C, After some preliminary notes on the tabulation of fish 
consumption and consumption by continents, the article presents a formula for 
measuring fish consumption, According to the article, "the main purpose is to 
tabulate and compare some available consumption figures and to enccurage the 
use of more uniform methods and more clearly defined concepts in future work 
on fish consumption statistics," In the tables which accompany the article, 
an attempt is made to tabulate, as concisely and conveniently as possible, data 
on the per capita consumption of fish for the countries on which information is 
available, ‘The countries included are: 24 in North and Central America, 15 in 
Asia and Oceania, 9 in Africa, 13 in South America, and 24 in Europe. 

Digest of International Developments, Foods and Related Agricultural Products, World 
ade in Commodities, April 1949, vol. VII, parts 6, 7, and 8, no. 13, 4 p., proc 

essed, Office of International Trade, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D, C. 
(Available by purchase only at 5 cents per copy from the U. S, Superintendent of 
Documents, Washington 25, D, C., or Department of Commerce Field Offices), In 
addition to data on other commodities, this leaflet contains information on fish- 
ery products, One section of this report gives the imports (quantity and value) 
of fishery products into major United States territories and possessions for 1948, 
together with a short discussion, Another section discusses the Norwegian canned 
fish exports for 1948 and covers brisling, small sild, kippered herring, anchovies, 
canned dressed crabs, etc. 

"The Eastern Belted Kingfisher, Megaceryle alcyon alcyon (Linnaeus), in Relation to 
Fish Management," by J, Clark Salyer, II and Karl F, Lagler, reprint from Trans- 
actions of the American Fisheries Society, vol. 76 (i940), pp. 97-117, printed. 
Aecording to this peper, the Kingfisher is the most common and universally dis- 
tributed bird predator of fish in Michigan, Its principal migration routes are 
along the Great Lakes shores, Nesting territories are established along streams 
and lake shores; they are usually larger in the former than in the latter, ‘The 
kingfisher is diurml in its feeding with three peaks of activity--morning, aft- 
ernoon, and early evening. First feeding of fledgelings is on insects; this food 
is followed by crayfish, then by fish. Fish eaten average about 2,3 inches in 
length and at fish hatcheries are mostly the species being propagated, On nat- 
ural waters the food consists mostly of non-food and non-game fishes and crayfish. 
Because of their feeding proclivities, it is undesirable to have kingfishers about 
fish hatcheries and rearing stations, At present, general control on natural 
waters is not biologically justified. This paper was a contribution from the 
Department of Zoology of the University of Michigan, and from the Institute for 
Fisheries Research of the Michigan Department of Conservation, Substantial fi- 
nancial aid was given this study by the Wildlife Management Institute (American 
Wildlife Institute) and by the Associated Fishing Tackle Manufacturers, 
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"Fishing Chart," No, 71, scale 1:500,000, showing the waters of the Gulf of Maine and 

Georges Banks. U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Customs House, Boston, Mass., or 

may be purchased from any one of their chart sales agencies located in the princi- 

pal seaport towns, 1949. ‘his chart was designed especially to meet the needs of 

fishermen and fishing fleets operating in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Banks, 

The chart differs from the conventional nautical chart by portraying greater de- 

tail required by the fishermen in selecting desired water depths and bottom types. 

By its use, the fisherman is assisted in setting his trawl and making his run with 

assurance that the desired depth can be maintained, Of interest to owners of fath- 

ometers and others are special features of the chart showing an intensive and se- 

lection of soundings, depth curves, in continuous black lines at 5, 10, 15, 2, 
40, 50, and 100 fathoms, and water tints in varying shades of blue to quickly show 

shoal water, together with notes indicating numerous bottom characteristics. Also, 

the location and names of fishing banks and areas are prominently shown, and loran 

curves are printed on the reverse side. 

Foreign Government Purchasing Missions and Agencies Under Government Supervision Func- 
tioning Under ECA-Financed Programs, 7 D:, processed, Economic Cooperation Admin- 
istration, Washington, D, C, This leaflet lists the name, address, and functions 
performed by each foreign government purchasing mission and agency under govern- 
went supervision functioning under ECA-financed programs, This list was submitted 
by appropriate representatives of the participating countries, While most of the 
countries participating in the European Recovery Program follow the general prac- 
tice of utilizing private channels of trade whenever possible, certain purchasing 
of commodities financed by ECA is done through foreign government purchasing mis- 
sions or agencies under foreign supervision, 

Handbook on the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 319 p., illus., and map, 

[? 

printed, $1.50. Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy De- 
partment, Washington 5, D. C., 1948. (For sale by the U. S. Superintendent of 
Documents, Washington 25, D. C.) This book contains a comprehensive survey of 
the United States Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and especially of ad- 
ministrative policies and the activities in the postwar period, first under 
military government by the United States Navy, and then as a strategic trustee- 
ship under naval administration, A small section gives data on the mrine re- 
sources of the trust territory, together with a table showing the 1941 catch 
and production for the area, Included is a map showing the many islands which 
compose the trust territory. According to this report, among the marine products 
in this area which have commercial potentialities are bonito, tuna, mackerel, 
shark fins, trepang, pearls, pearl shells, sponges, and cowrie shells, all of 
which were exploited by the Japanese. 

Mexican Fisheries Industry, Foods and Related Agricultural Products, World Trade 
in Commodities, April a vol. VII, parts 6, 7, and 8, No. 10, 4 p., printed, 
Office of International Trade, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C. 
(Available by purchase only at 5 cents per copy from the U. S, Superintendent 
of Documents, Washington 25, D. C., or Department of Commerce Field Offices, ) 
Based on a report from the United States Embassy at Mexico City, this publi- 
cation gives a concise review of the Mexican fisheries, It discusses fishing 
areas, the tuna and shrimp fisheries, other fisheries, Pacific and east coast 
fishing ports, production data for 1941 through 1947, working conditions in the 
fisheries, fishing vessels, foreign trade, and outlook, 

Newfoundland Fisheries Industry--United States Fish and Shellfish Trade with Mexico, 
Foods and Related Agricultural Products, World Trade in Commodities, January 
1949, vol. VIII, parts 6, 7, and 8, no. 5. Office of International Trade, 
Department. of Commerce, Washington, D. C, (For sale at 5 cents per copy by the 
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., or by Department of Commerce 
Field Offices. ) The first part of this report deals with the Newfoundland fish- 

’ eries industry and discusses the effects of Newfoundland's union with Canada up- 
on the fisheries of both countries. It includes data on the Newfoundland cod, 
herring, seal, lobster, salmon, and squid fishery; and fish and whale oil indus- 
try. Most of the statistics are for 1947 and some are for the first part of 
1948. The second part of the report deals with the United States fish and shell- 
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fish trade with Mexico for the first nine months in 1948 comered with the cor- 
responding period in 1947, The data given includes exports (quantity and value) 

to Mexico by major categories, and imports (quanti ty and value) of fish and shell- 

fieh from Mexico by principal species, It concludes with a short discussion of 

the Mexican shrimp fishery. 

Pacific Halibut Fishery Regulations, 1949 (Effective April 28, 1949), 10 p., printed. 
——S—= 

is publication is accompanied by “Memorandum on 1949 Pacific Halibut Fishery 

Regulations," 9 p., processed, International Fisheries Commission, University 

of Washington, Seattle, Wash, Gives the regulations of the International Fish- 

eries Commission adopted pursuant to the Pacific Halibut Fishery Convention be- 

tween the United States and the Dominion of Canada, signed January 29, 1937. 

Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission, Bulletin 1, 64 p., with tables and figures, 

le 

printed, Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission, Portland, Oregon, 1948, ‘he 

first part of the publication contains the history and development of the Con- 

mission and includes the complete text of the tri-state (Washington, Cregon, and 

California) compact adopted in San Francisco at the Western Legislative Conferences 
of the Council of State Governments on November 21, 1946, ‘The second and major 
part of the booklet gives the coordinated plans for management of the fisheries 
of the Pacific Coast prepared by the Research Departments of California, Wash- 

ington, and Oregon, It covers in detail the salmon, steelhead, otter trawl, 

tuna, crab, anchovy, sardine and pilchard, shad, striped bass, and oyster fish- 
eries. In addition, it discusses the development of latent fisheries, statis- 
tics, hydrographic studies in oceanography, and recommendations for cooperative 

studies and coordimated management of the Pacific Coast fisheries, 

“Point Four" Program, A Progress Report, April 1949, no. 1, 9 p., processed. 
Division of Public Liaison, Office of Public Affairs, Department of State, 
Washington, D, C. This is the first of a series of Progress Reports on the 
Point Four Program designed to provide beckground information in summary form 
on developments in the President's program for world economic progress through 
cooperative technical assistance. According to the report, economic development 
means the development of productive resources, and included among the specific 
areas where the widespread improvement of techniques would be expected to con- 
tribute importantly to the productivity of these resources is natural resources, 
which includes forest and fisheries management, 

Preliminary Survey of the Fresh-water Fisheries of Nigeria, by J, B, Welman, Jl Des 
illus., printed, ‘The Government Printer, Lagos, Nigeria, 1948. A record of 
the results of an independent examination of the fresh-water fisheries of Nigeria 
carried out by the author in spare time during the last ten years (1929-38) of 
his service as an administrative official in Nigeria. Included are chapters on 
the fish and their economic value, natural causes of depletion of the fisheries, 
depletion from mrestricted fishing, and means of conservation. The book coa- 
cludes with a list of Nigerian fresh-water fishes, with keys to the families and 
principal species, and native names of fishes, 

“Report on Trawling Surveys on the Patagonian Continental Shelf,” by Dr. T. John Hart, 
Discovery Reports (Issued by the Discovery Committee, Colonial Office, London, on 
behalf of the Government of the Dependencies of Falkland Islands), vol, 23, pp. 
223-408. University Press, Cambridge, England, approx. $7.00. Throughout the 
whole of the cold-temperate (sub-Antarctic) zone of the southern hemisphere the 
waters overlying the Patagonian Continental Shelf provide the largest expanse of 
sea shallow enough to support a considerable population of commercial fishes, 
according to this recently issued report. During the years 1927, 1928, and 1931-32 
the Discovery Committee's research vessel, William Scoresby, carried out three 
trewling surveys of this region between latitudes 42° S, and 52° S,. the primary 
object of the investigations was to provide information upon which the prospects 
of carrying on a commercial fishery from the Falkland Islands could be assessed, 
The results of these surveys are contained in this report, ‘he surveys were 
actually conducted by the late E, R, Gunther and this report was written up 
mainly from manuscripts left by Gunther, ‘The first part of the report is devoted 
to the general topography of the Patagonian Continental Shelf which stretches 
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from the River Plate in the north to Staten Island in the south, and extends 
offshore to an average distance of some 200 miles to the eastward. The sec 
ond and larger part of the report deals mainly with the demersal fish. It 
was found that the Patagonian Shelf is notably poorer in species than are 
comparable areas elsewhere, A true hake (Merluccius hubbsi) and the “long- 
tailed hake" (Macruronus magellanicus), were dominant among the larger 
fishes; and particular attention is devoted to them in the report, which 
deals in a detailed manner with the relative sizes of Patagonian and Eu- 
ropean hake, the distribution and relative abundance, the relationship be- 
tween length and weight and its value as an indicator of the spawning season, 
food and feeding, and the effect of latitude on mmbers, size and sex ratio, 
The principal conclusion of the report is that, although the shelf is not 
very rich in trawlable fish, hake and other edible species are present in 
moderate mumbers, Unfortunately, the best trawling grounds are not very 
near the Falkland Islands, However, the report shows quite clearly that, 
on the shelf to the northward, roughly equidistant from the Falkland Is- 
lands and the lesser Argentine ports, there is a stock of hake just suf- 
ficient to enabte e modern trawler to pay its way if there were marke ts 
within a few hundred miles, 

“Review of Recent World Fisheries Activities," article, Fisheries Bulletin, 
March-April 1949, vol. II, no, 1, pp. 37-48. Food and Agriculture Organ- 
ization of the United Nations, Washington, D, C, Tentative end-of-year 
1948 fisheries reports for Canada, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Newfoundland, 
Norway, the United Kingdom and the United States are contained in this 
article, 

Second Biennial Report, 1946-47, 352 p., illus., printed, Department of Wild 
Life and Fisheries, New Orleans, La,, 1948. A portion of this publication 
contains the reports of the Louisiana Fish and Game Division and the Oysters 
and Water Bottoms Division, Data on the fisheries of Louisiana are given 
for 1946 and 1947. Included is the production and valuation of fresh- and 
salt-water fishes, and production of salt-water shrimp and oysters, It 
also gives reports on the oyster investigations, shrimp researches, devel- 
opment of the crab fishery in Louisiana, and control of the water hyacinth, 

“Sedentary Fish and the Doctrine of Toomer v. Witsell" (A memorandum to the 
Commissioners), by F, L. Zimmermann, 2 p., mimeo, - Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission, New York, N. Y., Jamary 1949. This memorandum 
discusses the importance of state proprietorship in the management of 
sedentary fish, and suggests that the interstate fishery commissions and 
the state governments on all three coasts should be prepared to intervene 
in any case that may be raised on this issue so that the issues may be 
clearly placed before the Court. Three points that should be stressed in 
any Court case by the interstate commissions and the states involved are 
presented, 

"Shellfish Sanitation in Virginia," article, Virginia Health Bulletin, January 
1949, vol. 1, series 2, no. 9, pp. 3-11, 13-14, illus. Virginia State 
Board of Health, State Department of Health, Richmond, Va, ‘The entire 
issue df this Bulletin is devoted to the Virginia shellfish sanitation 
program, It discusses how the State Health Department, through its 
Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation, makes sanitary and bacteriological surveys 
of all shellfish growing areas and classifies such waters as approved or 
restricted; and the sanitary precepts that have been established by the 
State for the control of harvesting and processing seafoods, 

"The Story of the Mains Clam (Mya arenaria)", by R, L. Dow end D, E, Wallace, 
20 p., illus., printed, free. Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries, 
Augusta, Maine, 148, This bulletin is a short summary of the Maine 
soft clam fishery, It discusses the economic history, anatomy, biology, 
and environment of the Mains or soft clam. It concludes with a history 
of conservation and present program for Maine's clam fishery, 
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Technical & Scientific Cooperation, February 1949, 16 p., processed, Office 

of Public Affairs, Department of State, Washington, D, C. Reports on 
the educational and cultural projects coordinated by the Interdepartmental 

Committee on Scientific and Cultural Cooperation in 1948. Included under 

fishery and wildlife resources are fishery development projects in which 

the Fish and Wildlife Service cooperated, ‘These included studies in fish 

preservation and processing, experinental fishing, and marine, biological 

and oceanographic investigetions. 

Transactions of the American Fisheries Society, 1 6 (Seventy-Sixth Anmal 

——Weeting, St. Paul, Minnesota, September aera Tae vol, 76, 473 pe, 

printed, American Fisheries Society, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1949. Part I 

consists of the papers presented at the Seventy-Sixth Annual Meeting of 

the Society. Included are the following papers relating to commercial 

fisheries: "Fishery Conservation Through Education;" "Trends in the Lake 

Trout of Fishery of Lake Huron through 1946;" "Recent Investigations on 
the Sea Lamprey, Petromyzon marinus, in Ontario;" "The Age, Growth and 
Disasipaticn of the Longjaw Cisco, Leucichthys alpenae Koelz, in Lake 

Michigan;" "Cooperative Fishery Survey of the Upper Mississippi River; " 
and "A Definition of Depletion of Fish Stocks," Part II is a report of 
the Symposium (Missouri River Basin--Flood Control, Navigation, and Ir- 
rigation and Their Relation of Fish and Gams), Part III reports on the 
business sessions of the Society. 

16 p., processed, Office of International Trade, Department of Com- 
merce, Washington 25, D, C, (Available by purchase only at 5 cents per 
copy from the U, S. Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D, C., 
or Department of Commerce Field Offices.) A summary of the United 
States foreign trade in fishery products is given in this report, to- 
gether with tables, It includes exports and imports data for 1945 
through 1948 (including the 1934-38 average for exports data) as well 
as a table showing a value index for imports and exports of fishery 
products for 1945 through 1948. These data are then broken down 
further into fresh and frozen fish and shellfish by leading species} 
canned fish and shellfish by leading species; and cured, salted, 
pickled, or dry-cured fish and shellfish, In addition, a short 
resume of the world fish catch and the United States fish and shell- 
fish production is also included, 

United States Prade With European Recovery Program Countries, International 
Reference Service, February 1949, vol. VI, no. 5, 44 p., processed, Of- 
fice of International Trade, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, 
D.C. ‘The first part of this publication consists of background in- 
formation regarding the European Recovery Program, and imports and ex- 
ports with European countries. ‘The statistical tables constituting 
the main portion of this report contain a wide range of information 
for prewar and postwer periods on the trade of the United States with 
the ERP area, They may be subdivided into three main groups: (1) Total 
trade with the whole area, including mdencies, broken down by in- 
dividual countries and dependencies; (2) economic-class and commodity- 
group data, including export-group data for the ERP area (excluding 
dependencies), and imports by economic classes from the participating 
countries and from dependent areas without details for individual coun- 
tries or dependencies; (3) trade with each country (excluding dependencies) 
showing the commodity distribution of the trade prewer and postwar. For 
the import trade a further table is included showing the semimanufactures 
and manufactures imported from Europe as a whole, but comprising commod- 
ities normally furnished largely by ERP countries, in 1937 and the first g 
quarter of 1948, to provide a comparison between the position of European- 
ECA countries as a supplier in a prewar year and in the postwar period 
immediately preceding the passage of the Economic Cooperation Act. Most 
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of the tables include data for 1938, 1946, 1947 and January-June 1948. Under 
the general heading of foodstuffs, fishery products are listed in the tables 
under the two general headings of "fish and fish products" and "animal and 

fish oils, inedible." 

What About Fish? (Selection, Food Value, and Basic Cooking Methods), by Hilda 
Faust and Vera Greaves Mrak, Circular 144, 12 p., illus., printed. ‘The 
College of Agriculture, California Agricultural Extension Service, University 
of California, Berkeley, Calif., November 1948, Presents a few simple facts 
about fish cookery. This circular discusses nutritive velue, buying fish, 
preparing fish, gives basic recipes for cooking fish, and gives several rec- 
ipes for fish sauces. 

"World Production of Fish Oils Decreases," article, Foreign Crops and Marlets, 
May 9, 1949, vol. 58, no. 19, pp. 447-51, free. Office of Foreign Agri- 
cultural Relations, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, 
This article discusses the 1948 world production of fish oils, not in- 
cluding whale oil, in general and by countries (United States, Norway, 
Iceland, Canada, Japan, Newfoundland, the United Kingdom, Portugal, 
Argentine, Brazil, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, Union of 
South Africa, Angola, Australia, and the Soviet Union), A table is 
given showing the estimated production by specified countries for the 
years 1945 through 1948 and the average for 1935-39. 

FISHERY MOTION PICTURES 

The foliowing motion pictures are available 
only from the source given in each listing. 

Pacific Halibut Fishing, 16 ma, color and sound, 12 minutes, Produced by the 
Fish and Wildlife Service, May 1949, This new film follows a typical 
Seattle halibut schooner on a voyage to the halibut fishing grounds in the 
Gulf of Alaska, and demonstrates the long-line method used for commercial 
halibut fishing. It is intended for general showings to such audiences as 
trade groups, women's organizations, schools, etc. Can be borrowed from 

the DIVISION OF INFORMATION, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
(Because the mmber of prints is limited, requests for booking the film 
should be made as far in advance as possible, Requests will be handled in 
order of receipt, Each request should indicate clearly the address to which 
the shipment is to be made, Shipments are usually made by express, the bor- 
rower paying transportation charges both ways, but there is no charge for 
the use of the filn, ) 
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EXPERIMENTAL FISHING TRIP TO BERING SEa 

Fishery Leaflet 330, "Experimental Fishing Trip to Bering Sea," is a report 
of the experimental fishing trip in Bering Sea made by the Alaska in 1947. The 
purpose of the trip was to gather data pertaining to the size, distribution, and 

abundance of the king crab and bottom fish. This same report, without the appendix, 
appeared in the January 1949 issue 
of Commercial Fisheries Review. 

The appendix of this 13-page 
leaflet contains detailed tables 
giving data recorded for each drag 
made in Bering Seaand south of the 
Alaska Peninsula; catch for each 
drag in actual numbers of crab and 
halibut. and estimated pounds of 

cod, pollock, and flounders; weight 
distribution of male and size dis—- 
tribution of male and female crabs, 
halibut, cod, pollock, yellowfin 
sole, flathead scle, rock sole, 
lemon sole, andherring; air, water 

surface and bottom temperatures in 
degrees Centigrade taken in the fishing grounds; and list of fishes collected or 
observed ir the Bering Sea. 

THE ALASKA TIED UP AT THE DOCK AT FALSE PASS, ALASKA 

Copies of Fishery Leaflet 330 may be obtained upon request, without charge, 
from the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
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